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The nature of a study such as this demands that ens
search cor. investigate and illuminate whatever faults or
shortcomings can be found* sometimes at the expense of the
important things accomplished by an agency or program. An
academic "critical analysis" emphasises negative aspects
over positive. Tims and space do not permit discussing all
that is good about the federal Information Center program.
Z am indebted to Professor Scott M. Cutlip, School
of Journalism. University of Wisconsin, for suggesting the
topic for this thesis, and for his encouragement and
assistance.
It will become obvious that without the complete
cooperation and assistance of people involved in the
Federal Information Center program, this study would have
bees impossible. X am deeply indebted to Joan C. Riordan.
General Services Administration coordinator for the program.
for mar advice and assistance. The cooperation and aid
from all Federal Information Center personnel were
exemplary— far more than one might expect under the circum-
stances. If there is one aspect of the Federal Information
Center program which stands out as a significant asset it
is the quality, sincerity, dedication and enthusiasm of the
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people Who make the program work. Indeed* their enthusli
for the federal Information Center program--what it does
and what it could do—is contagious.
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INTRODUCTION
The Federal Information Center (FXC) program is- a
modeat but noteworthy effort to improve two-way communiea-
tion between the federal government and ita citizens.
The program functions through government information
offices or centers located in major citiea. These centers
receive citisen inquiries through face-to-face contact* mail
and telephone* and respond with information. Although the
centers provide information and pamphlets in direct
response to inquiries* their primary function is to aid
citizens in locating the appropriate federal agency and
office which can provide the needed information or solve the
citizen's problem* whatever it may be. Por the most part*
the centers provide "information on information.
"
The program began in 1966 to help citizens find
their way among the maze of federal agencies to obtain
information and assistance on the myriad federal regula-
tions* programs and benefits. Prom the opening of a pilot
center in Atlanta* Georgia* the program has grown to where*
in mid-1972* it serves 72 cities and almost SO per cent of
the U. 8. population* receiving and responding to over four
2
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2On one hand, tho program endeavors to bring within
the reach of much of the population the numerous federal
programs and services that affect citizens. It establishes
a "federal presence" across the nation and attempts to
humanise government by putting citisens in direct contact
with a human representative* The program is an interface*
a point of contact between citisens and government. It
aids in explaining the mase of federal programs to citisens*
it tells taxpayers what government is doing* and it provides
a channel of communication from government to citisens in
need of the information government possesses*
On the other hand* the program can be viewed as an
effort to provide upward channels of communication
—
feedback—by which government may determine the information
needs of citisens* levels of public understanding and aware-
ness* and areas of misunderstanding and misinformation.
"Feedback'' is not a stated purpose of the FZC program* but
it offers that capability.
Little is known of the program outside of the
federal agencies involved and the cities served. Still*
the program is a positive effort by government to create
meaningful dialogue with citisens* and through communication
and feedback the program attempts to bring government and
citisens closer together.
Effective communication of any type is a difficult
and complex task in our information-swamped society with its
•tMlij ••• *.'« $mti3 ti»2>i.
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competition for attention* myriad problems* social and
technological "revolutions" and "explosions" of various
types. Any communication program which attempts to
penetrate the "noise" and confusion of society warrants
study. But outward communication—communication from insti-
tutions to citizens—has become highly developed at the
expense of input and feedback* despite the importance of
feedback to the mass media* society's institutions and to
government. Research emphasis in journalism and public
relations substantiates this. There are those in business*
industry* universities and certainly in government who do
not yet fully appreciate the crucial interrelationship
between an institution and its public environment* and the
necessity for maintaining such a relationship through
feedback as well as outward communication.
Nowhere in the government documents discussing the
program is there reference to the FIC program as a "public
relations" program of any type or by any similar title.
Nevertheless* in the sense that the program is an effort to
establish two-way communication* between an institution and
its publics* it is literally an attempt to improve "public
relationships.
"
It is my hypothesis that the FZC program provides
effective channels of two-way communication between citisen
and government.






4problem of government-citisen communication and feedback.
I propose to answer the following questions to support this
objective* What is the role of communication and feedback
in the contemporary government-citizen relationship? What
are some of the efforts and concepts related to what the
federal Information Center program attempts to accomplish?
Bow did the FIC program come about? Bow has it grown and
what is its present configuration? How does it operate?
What mmtvijcmm does it perform? What types of inquiries do
the centers receive? What federal agencies and programs are
subjects of inquiries? To what extent are citizens'
questions being satisfactorily answered by federal agencies
involved in the program?
To accomplish these objectives* program officials
and employees were interviewed by letter* telephone and in
person* questionnaires were submitted to all information
center directors* and a study was conducted at each of the
centers.
The plan of this report is to first briefly discuss
the need for such a communication program in the context of
the contemporary environment* to mention significant
antecedents and related concepts* and to discuss the origin*
development* functioning and performance of the FIC program
itself. The description of the program's performance
includes a sample of citisen inquiries received through the




5-Ecology" according to Webster is the study of the
relationships between an organism and its environment • An
understanding of the environmental factors which contributed
to the conception and development of the Federal Information
Center program is prerequisite to understanding the
relationships* or ecology, of the program to its environ-
ment* What the program does or attempts to do should be
viewed in terms of the social and communication needs
prompting it. As political scientist John Merriman Gaus
pointed out, "... there is an explanation of the functions
of government in the changes which take place in its
3




Irving Kator, "A New Concept in Service to the
Public." Civil Service Journal (April-June 1967). p. 16.
2
"Federal Information Centers Operated by the
General Services Administration, 1972 fact sheet distrib-
uted by the General Services Administration. Washington,
D. C, and ''Federal Information Center Services.'* 1972 fact
sheet distributed by the General Services Administration.
Washington. D. C.
John Jterriman Gaus, Re fleetions QD Foblie
y«<n< M»r^ifln (University. Alabama: University of Alabama
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Since the turn of the century, the size, scope and
involvement of the federal government has grown in response
to the demands and expectations of an increasingly complex,
concerned and articulate society. Society has grown so
complex and modern life so complicated that a large,
powerful, pervasive government is a response essential to
the smooth functioning of society. According to Daniel
Bell in "Notes on the Post-Industrial Society"! 1
We have become, for the first time, a national society
... in which crucial decisions affecting all parts of
the society simultaneously . . . are mads by government,
rather than through the market • • • •
Increasing interdependence between government and
society has been accompanied by a confusing proliferation
of federal agencies tasked with administering society:
executive departments, independent agencies, commissions,
boards, councils, authorities, wholly-owned corporations,
mixed-ownership corporations, institutes, foundations,
establishments, conferences, inter-governmental bodies,
inter-agency committees, advisory committees, administra-
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6Functions and responsibilities of those bodies are
not clearcut* but overlap, duplicate and even compete, for
example* senator Abraham Ribicoff pointed out in 1968 that
there were eight cabinet departments and 12 agencies
involved in health research and care* 18 agencies were
attempting to improve the natural environment* eight depart"
ments and four agencies were operating major credit
programs* 10 cabinet departments and more than 15 other
agencies were involved in education* and 10 agencies »jo&
3three departments were managing manpower progr*
The Office of Education has no less than eight
separate programs under six different laws authorising
grants to public libraries. 4 The 1969 Catalog of Inderal
Dam it i n Assistants lists 581 domestic assistance programs
administered by 47 federal agencies* In 1966* Budget
Director Charles L. Schults estimated that there were 162
major grant programs under 399 separate authorisations or
6
sub-categories of authorisations*
Statistics on federal spending clearly indicate
government's changing role in a society undergoing profound
changes in concepts of health care* education and social
services*
Federal expenditures for major social programs have
tripled since 1961* Federal aid to state and local govern-
ments has quadrupled in the last decade* Expenditures for
7federal research has almost doubled in the same period*
r.
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9In 1950 the government spent one-third as much money on
health ae did private consumers. By 1969 the government
was spending two-thirds as much as consumers on health.
By 1970 there were 6% million people participating in
federal food stamp programs at a cost of over half a billion
dollars, federal expenditures for public and private
schools have more than quadrupled in the last decade while
expenditures on work and training programs have doubled in
only three years. In 1955* 12 per cent of the total capital
and recurrent expenditure by all higher educational institu-
tions was supplied by the federal government. By 1967 this
had risen to 23 per cent, with 50 per cent predicted for
Q
1975. Veterans* benefits have doubled in the past decade
i
so have expenditures for social insurance. The cost of
public assistance programs has grown from one billion
dollars in 1950 to almost eight billion in 1970. Community
action programs* Job Corps* VZ8TA, the Youth Corps* Head
Start and related programs cost 10 million dollars between
1965-1970. fbr the 1973 budget* 118 billion dollars or
about 46 per cent of the national budget is earmarked for
social service programs.
Government purchases of goods and services have risen
from 38 billion dollars in 1950 to more than 220 billion
in 1970. As s percentage of Gross national Product* federal
expenditures for civilian programs (excluding interest















service) have risen from lass than one par cent in the
1920 'a to mora than 10 per cent.
To administer these programs and funde. the federal
government employs over 316*000 civilians in Washington*
D. C and more than 2*600*000 civilians around the nation.
To further complicate public adminiatration and
citisen underatanding* many federal social service programs
flow to communities through the individual states* while
others are operated directly by the federal government.
Others bypass the states and flow directly to local public
agencies. Soma are operated with the federal government
and the state as co-equal partners* or in partnership with
local communities. Some are operated by joint federal-
state-local organisations. Numerous federal* atate* local
and private agencies are involved in providing federally-
funded services* cutting across established jurisdictional
12lines at all levels of government and society.
This complexity and interdependence of federal*
state and local governments and private institutions*
coupled with Increasing reliance on adminiatration by grant
and contract and greater use of amIti-jurisdictional
programs have added new problems to public administration
and to the confusion of the citisen. As Harold Seidman*







what we are observing today are the strains and
tensions inevitably produced by revolutionary changes
in the federal government's role and its relationships
to other levels of government* institutions of higher
learning and other nonprofit institutions* and the
private sector. Dividing lines have become increasingly
blurred* Zt is no longer easy to determine where
federal responsibilities end and those of state and
local governments and private Institutions begin*
Outside of Washington* governmental power is
diffused among 50 states and over 80,000 local governments*
including 3*000 counties* 18*000 municipalities* 17*000
townships* 21*000 school districts and 21*000 special
ISdistricts. within a single city there may be layer upon
layer of governments t federal* state* county* city* school
district* sanitary district* fire district* water district*
and more.
Faced with a similar complex situation* a Canadian
study of government communication aptly pointed out that
Zt is a crucial paradox of the times that governments*
in the interests of improving the personal welfare of
the individual citisen* have grown so huge and complex
that the individual is no longer able to feel that he
personally matters to them.
Professor Scott M. Cut lip described the situation
17in similar terms: "Government today* federal* state and
local* is so complex and often so remote that citisens tend
to become apathetic and bewildered.
"
Twenty-five years ago in the Report of the Commis-
sion on Freedom of the Press* legal scholar SBechariah
Chafee* Jr.* concluded that **• • • the citisen has just
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the face of * Mysterious network of departments and bureaus
clothed with vast powers over his property* work* recrea-
IS
tions, and his very existence."
More recently* political advisor and one-time
Kennedy aide* Richard M* Goodwin, pointed to a lack of
response by government to society's needs as a cause of
19
society's malaises
Xn almost every aspect of life* men are confronted by
institutions and processes that seem unresponsive to
their needs • • • a people suffering from institutions
that can't respond* problems that are virtually left
untouched* and the myriad uncertainties of their own
private and public existence must inevitably rise in
protest*
Professor Cutlip points to faulty communication as
well as a lack of responsiveness by government as a major
20
cause of society's ills*
A prime source of the bitter conflicts that beset our
society tocm born in the lack of . . . lines of communi-
cation and in institutions that seem unresponsive . . .
Today's eitisen suffers a feeling of futility and
frustration as he watches decisions being made for him
by those beyond his reach. There appears to be a
tenuous line of communication between the governors of
our society and the governed* • • • As the impact and
extent of government increases* the need for adequate
communication between public official and eitisen
becomes more urgent* • • • the gulf between the citizen
and his government tends to deepen as decision-making
moves away from him. Centralization and concentration
of government produces a vitiating sense of remoteness*
There are* of course* probably as many problems in
society and as many causes of these problems as there are
scholars and writers willing to enumerate them* Certainly
faulty communication between and within institutions and
elements of society is a major cause of a multitude of
:,i. .'.',! tf&Mf
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problems. Communication from and to government may easily
head the list. Large* complex modern government resembles
a dinosaur in that the body may have outgrown the central
nwvou. .yten.. 21
;nt-Citip?n Coflsmnication
Democratic government has an inherent obligation to
create an informed public and to ensure the timely receipt
of relevant information by intended audiences* As Uiebert
22
and Bpitaer said, "In a democratic society there is no
more important principle than the people's right to know
about their government and its obligation to keep people
informed. The transmission of information between govern"
asut and its citizens is the duty of government and the
right of its citisens.
Without effective information and communication,
neither modern society nor modern government can function
efficiently. Information, its communication and use, is
the web of society; it is the basis for all human under-
23
standing, organisation and effort. To live effectively
24is to live with adequate information. According to
mathematician Morbert Wiener, information is the content of
what is exchanged with the outer world as people adjust to
it, and make this adjustment felt upon it. 25 without
relevant, timely government information, citisens are unable
to make proper choices in the conduct of their lives and
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to avail themselves of the myriad government services and
program* to which they are entitled* and they may be unable
to comprehend the complexities and functions of their
government. As the Canadian Task Force on Government
Information pointed outs
The keystone of our modern social structure* our
society of interdependence* is that the information
generated by each /government and people/ is required
by the other.
In order to maintain our complex society and a
government based on the consent and participation of the
governed* there must be an effective* efficient* planned*
relevant flow of vital information between government and
its eitisens. At least three functions of this information
flow can be identified*
One major function of modern government is to
produce information for the benefit of its eitisens. The
government assembles a vast amount of data useful to the
public which should be made available to potential users.
Many government programs are established for the sole
purpose of developing knowledge through research and exper-
ience to produce a better society. Without communicating
this knowledge to the people* such efforts would be worth-
lass and society would be worse off.
Second* a democratic government has an obligation
to ensure that its eitisens derive maximum benefit from












that they are getting their money's worth beck fro* the
government* Potential recipients of economic* social and
medical programs must know what is theirs and how to avail
themselves of the services. Public monies are used to
provide these myriad services* it is sound economics—and
sound democracy—that the programs reach the intended
recipients and benefit them in the manner intended.
28
Information is critical in achieving these goals.
A third aspect of government~citisen communication
is the need to build public trust in the government.
Through effective communication* citizen* will understand
the social value of federally sponsored programs* and the
role of the federal government in state and locally
administered programs. There is a need from government's
point of view to create an informed public who knows*
understands and supports the government's efforts. Citizen*
have both a need to know and a need to understand. Under"
standing is prerequisite to cooperation. As Professor
29Cutlip says j
The nature of government requires that those who make
the rules and provide the services must communicate with
those who are affected by the rules and those who should
get the services. Enforcement of a public health law
requires public understanding and support of its
purpose. Promotion of soil conservation requires an
understanding of its benefits and techniques by
landowners if they are to cooperate ....
As a citizen comes to understand public authority
and the benefits and services provided by that authority he
to regard government as something not totally alien
,'
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to himself, but something working for the 9000 of society*
something for which he aiay become responsible* sad may
participate in. As Chafee said*
An intelligent information service can bridge the "we**
versos "they" gulf . . • it can bring the daily work of
officials before our eyes and ears so that we realise
it is an essential part of our own work.
People will become more dependent on communications systems
and on the institutions operating them as those systems
play a greater* more important role in their daily lives.
It is not enough that information merely be made
available by government and transmitted blindly toward the
audience. Society is experiencing an *information
explosion" or "communication overload' whereby competition
for attention too often keeps people from knowing about
what they should. More and more information is becoming
available on more and more subjects; more channels of
communication are becoming available; and more points of
access to this information and channels are developing.
Under this deluge* there is a danger that people will
become more insensitive to communications directed at them.
Certainly people must become more discriminating about the
messages they permit to penetrate their defenses. Herbert
Wiener pointed out that communication "• • • is a joint
game by the talker and the listener against the forces of
confusion. " •
Information must first be produced. It must then





intended recipient*. To reach the receiver through the
"noise ' of en information*flooded society* the message muet
be relevant to the audience and effectively "targeted."
There muet be channels of communication appropriate to the
message and the audience and there must be facilities or
points of contact for the message to get across, without
these prerequisites any communication program is doomed
regardless of the quantity or quality of information.
32
Professor Cutlip sayst
Any public enterprise ... to prosper and endure* must
• . • find ways and means of communication with unseen*
remote publics over lines lengthened and distended by
physical distance and psychological difference* and
>Heated by multiplying barriers to communication.
Successful government-citizen communication is
extremely difficult and complex despite government's
estimated 6*144 full-time public relations personnel* yearly
expenditures of about $165 million for this function* and
almost 60 major agency information programs operating
33through the mass media funnel. Much government informa-
tion simply does not reach the people for whom it was
intended. Cutlip sayst
We have moved in some seven decades to a society of
separateness and abrasiveness. This has made the com-
munication task increasingly difficult. ... Today we
are confronted by a paradox—unparalleled facilities but
increasing difficulty and complexity in communication.
Man can send televised pictures from the moon to the
... earth* but cannot communicate across neighborhood
... boundaries.
3$More specifically* Gabriel A. Almond concluded that




a large sector of the lover-income, poorly educated
majority of the population is Incapable of assimilating
the materials of informational campaigns.
A few years ago. a Health. Education and Welfare
Department official spent three days living in the poverty
36
area in Baltimore and reported*
Judging by observation and conversation with health and
welfare clients—confirmed by workers
—
publications,
newspapers* radio and television do not reach the
Baltimore poor, word-of-mouth from a neighbor,
minister* or block leader is the common channel.
Government* Cutlip says* places too much stress on
formalised communication and not enough on actual face-to-
face communication.
That faulty communication prompts problems in
access to government social services was underscored by a
1966 Columbia University School of Social Work study
t
38
The recognition that many services had become "hard to
reach* that some services ''disengaged'* themselves from
the poor* that* in general* modern* large* specialised
and bureaucratised institutions inevitably confront
complex problems when they seek to render, individualised
and sensitive services have made these /information/
functions respectable again.
The proceedings of the XZZXth International Conference of
Social Work in 1966 further emphasized that
... there is the very real difficulty of making the
services accessible and persuading the intended
beneficiaries to utilise them ... If the people
cannot be reached and helped* the efforts are useless.
Besides his conclusion that we have become* for the
first time* a national society* Daniel Bell went on to say
40that ". . . in addition* we have become a communal
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their social rights—their claims on society—through tha
political order; , . . Certainly tha communication
xplosion* has contributed to the increasing rate of
diffusion of social demands* and has helped prompt a view-
41point among contemporary legal scholars that
Tha new expectations progressively brought into
existence by the welfare state must be thought of not
as privileges to be dispensed unequally or by arbitrary
fiat of government officials but as auba^^tial rlgh^a
in the assertion of which the claimant is entitled to
an effective remedy* a fair procedure and a reasoned
decision.
The difficulty in govsrnment-citisen communication*
particularly with reference to federal social service
programs* has been noted by the nation's chief executives*
President Johnson pointed out in his 1965 Commence*
meat Address at Howard University that "It is not enough
just to open the gates of opportunity* All our citizens
42
must have the ability to walk through the gates. " More
recently* President Nixon touched on a related aspect of
43the problems
In recent years the Federal Government has suffered a
precipitous decline in public confidence. The reason
can be found in the chronic gap that exists between the
publicity and promise attendant to the launching of a
new Federal program--and that program's eventual
performance. If confidence in government is to be
restored* the gap must be closed. This is the
great goal of this Administration ... to devise new
approaches* to make the worthy old programs work* and
to make old institutions responsive.
Thus* in this complex social environment* it is
increasingly important that government make special effort
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that it avoid neglecting certain interests and needs* and
that it always remain cognisant of those citizens who might
remain outside of the communication circuit* Government
has an obligation to communicate to its citizens and it
must accomplish this enormous task over complicated* over-
loaded communication channels, through the "noise" of
society* with relevant* easily-understood messages.
Without such communication* government is not fulfilling
its obligations and citizens are deprived of their rights
and entitlements. But even with such communication* only
half of the problem has been solved.
Citlian-Govcrnarnt Cqhbunicotian
The effectiveness of government and government-
citizen communication depends not only on the accuracy*
relevance and penetrability of information sent out* but
also on the extent to which government responds to the
people's needs. As the Canadian Task Force on Government
Information emphasized*
The information that the government gives to the people
must be relevant to what the people require in order to
be bright and critical and constructive in affairs of
state; the information that people give to the govern-
ment must be relevant to what the government requires
in order to do what the people want done.
James Madison himself said* "A popular government
without popular Information or the means of acquiring it*
is but a prologue to a farce* or a tragedy* or perhaps










Press, legal scholar chafe* described the problem this
46
way i
... it is evident that government must Itself talk
and write and even Ulten. The subject has become
important with the increase of government functions sad
in the number of officials, accompanied by a growing
popular ignorance and bewilderment as to what these
officials are doing. One of our members described the
situation: "The fact that, with the passage of years,
the government itself has become an even greater
participant in social and economic affairs has created
a necessity for better intercommunication between it
and the public in ,tha, Intnxastl of fcQfch*
Mathematician Korbert Wiener coined the term
"cybernetics" (from the Greek "Kybernetes ' meaning
"steersman M ) and applied it to human behavior and communi-
cation. In the social sense, cybernetics is the study of
nication and control of phenomena at every level of a
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system. The essence of the theory is that
... self-government is achieved by the fact that
information about the system's behavior is fed-back to
the system, the latter readjusting its behavior in the
light of the new information received.
A cybernetic system consists of three minimum components
s
the detector or sansor that receives information concerning
the state of the goal to be controlled, the governor which
makes decisions about the steering of the system on the
basis of information received from the sensor, and the
effector that executes the decisions.
Wiener's theory is applicable to government and
;iety. Initially, government makes decisions about goals
strategies for their achievement. As the strategies
are applied, information about their effectiveness is
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fad-back through staff or intelligence department*
(sensors) to decision-makers (governora) and new daciaiona
ara made* strategies or goals are modified and executed (by
effectors). At all levels of the organisation similar
loops of feedback operate. Thus* society and government
may be seen »9 a ayatem of loops within loops or as a
hierarchy of interlocking loops at the bottom of which the
43loops become smaller and more numerous.
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According to Wiener*
... effective behavior must be informed by soma sort
of feedback process* telling it whether it has equalled
its goal or fallen short • • • feedback is a method of
controlling a system by reinserting into it the results
of its past performance.
For there to be true communication* Wiener says* the sender
must take cognisance of any messages from the receiver
which may indicate that the sender's message is under-
stood. Without such feedback* the sender will be in
doubt as to whether he has in fact communicated, feedback
produces a closed communication system. It fosters inter-
between sender and receiver in that each is
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cause and effect of the other's condition. It brings
sender and receiver psychologically closer together.
Leavitt and Mueller's laboratory studies on feedback
and communication found that feedback increases the accuracy
with Which information is transmitted and it increases
sender-receiver confidence in what is being mutually accom-
plished. A lack of feedback engenders doubt in the sender
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and provokes hostility in the receiver that is perceptible
only When the situation changes from aero feedback to free
feedback. 52
Putting this theory to practical application*
53
Hiebert and Spitser define government public information as
• • . involving both parties* sender and receiver* in
the communication process. It means relating one to the
other* to the extent that one changes and shapes the
other* in a constant and mutual act.
William Ruder* former Assistant Secretary for Public
54
Affairs* Department of Commerce* saidt
... it /feedback/ provides a new basis for program
assessment* for understanding current needs* for deter-
mining future action* for clearing up misunderstandings
and misinformation* for identifying and predicting
future roadblocks* for creating escape valves for
blowing off steam* for achieving public commitment to
objectives* and for creating a momentum through which
the public can make a contribution to programming.
Feedback consists of two types. The first is
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unintentional or non-purposive feedback* discerned by
government on the basis of citisen requests for information*
citisen questions* and citisen participation in programs
and services. Zt can indicate public reaction to what is
being done and what is not being done; it can indicate
Information and knowledge levels within the populace; it
can indicate what people are asking about and not asking
about* what they are taking advantage of and not taking
advantage of* and what they are or are not doing. It can
indicate how aware people are of federal information




benefits* how successful these services are, to what extent
information is needed by citizens, and how effective
existing communication channels are.
The second type is purposive feedback whereby
government actively solicits input from citisens and
provides upward channels for suggestions, complaints and
opinions. The Canadian Task Force on Government Information
56pointed outs "Since governments mx^ inevitably increasing
their effect on the day-to-day lives of citisens, it follows
that the citisens should be able to increase their say in
what their governments do. Chafee described the role of
57purposive feedback in these words
t
Modern laws touch men's lives at many points and are not
likely to work unless carefully shaped to fit the
intricacies of business and other human activities which
lie somewhat outside the experience of lawmakers, and
unless some substantial cooperation is given by the men
whose activities the law seeks to change. On such
questions, the thoughts and emotions of citisens
potentially concerned are an essential part of the law-
making process.
On the one hand, citisens have a need and a right
in a democratic society to communicate with government and
express their views, opinions and complaints. Dahl's
Principle of Affected Interests says everyone who is
affected by the decisions of a government should have the
right to participate in that government. The 'information
explosion' has contributed to the 'noise" in society, but
it has also expanded the information environment and
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aware of what the government can and should do and the
diffusion of demands for government information and
services has been rapid*
On the other hand, government has an obligation to
listen to its citisens.
Millions of Americans view government as distant and
unresponsive, if not hostile • • • dehumanised govern-
ment derives from the impersonality of modern mass
society • • • there is a need in today's large and
complex government for mechanisms devoted solely to
receiving* examining* and channeling citisens*
complaints and securing expeditious and impartial
redress. 5*
Without adequate attention to the necessity tor feedback*
there is
The danger ... that governments will continue to
engage so few citisens in relevant consultations over
the problems of their country that the disaffected* the
alienated* the apathetic and the politically ignorant
will relentlessly increase their numbers. 60
Without feedback* it is impossible for democratic
government to respond to the needs and demands of its
citisens. But even with feedback* failure to recognise it
or respond to it can increase the citisen-government gap
can lead to a breakdown in the communication system—if
not the entire democratic process. The Canadian Task force
61
on Government Information explained
i
What makes the idea of feedback dynamic and effective
is the ability to adjust to changing conditions ...
For democracy to work it must possess a certain dynamic
element to enable it to adjust to social change. The
very forms of democracy are involved in change* and
neither the political framework nor the information
function is a static system. We live in a period of
rapid and acute social change. ...
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John Eiehold put it this ways "Vitality and survival are
determined by the ability of the organisation to parcaive
62
and fulfill these now rapidly changing human needs* The
ability of modern government to respond to the social
demands and needs of its citizens as discerned through
feedback should be a hallmark of modern democracy*
To produce results and restore citizen confidence in
their public institutions, our governmental system
should be mode flexible so it may respond to the
diverse needs of different localities and different
groups within our population* 63
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Political advisor Goodwin put it this way. "The sense of
powerlessness /in society/ is . • • greatly aggravated by
the failure of our institutions and our social processes to
respond to more specific /social/ ills*
feedback and appropriate response to feedback
completes the government-citizen two-way communication
cycle*
The grohlw. in Brief
The need for effective government-citizen two-way
communication is apparent* Modern government is becoming
increasingly involved in every activity of society* Govern-
ment is growing larger # more complex* and more confusing to
the citizen* There are serious problems in society? a
major one is the growing gap between governors and governed*
This and other problems can be attributed to faulty communi-
cation* Communication and information is critical to the
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on the one hand* an obligation to communicate to its
citizens; and citizens, on the other* have a right to
information produced by government. But the "information
explosion' and "noise M in society make communication diffi-
cult. Messages from government do not reach all citizens*
depriving some of information* services and benefits to
which they are entitled. At the same time* government is
obligated to elicit* receive and respond to feedback from
eitisens in order to maintain the dynamic* responsive
relationship between government and eitisens necessary to
democratic society.
To meet these needs* government requires adequate
and appropriate channels for two-way communication with
eitisens. It requires facilities for this communication—
points of reference* interaction mechanisms* or a govern-*
ment-citisen "interface 1* to establish viable communication
circuits.
The 1966 Columbia university School of Social Work
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study very adequately summarised the need in these terms
t
- People are excessively estranged (or alienated)
from government and governmental processes;
-All but the best educated are uninformed about
available public and private resources* facilities* rights
and programs;
- Government policy-makers and planners do not have
adequate access to information about the needs* problems
N&





and bast ways to reach those whom they would serve;
- There are inadequate complaint and appeal
channels} and,
- Specialisation, dispersion of authority and legis-
lative inconsistency maXe service bureaucracies very
complex; the individual in need of service can find his way
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CHAPTER IX
RELATED ENDEAVORS AMD CONCEPTS
The problem of cltisen-government communication in
an increasingly complex social environment has received
considerable attention over the years and around the world.
A variety of related endeavors and concepts have been
tried* with varying success. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to catalog these efforts* but it is appropriate
to mention a few closely related to the Federal Information
Center program. Some of these concepts may have led to the
thinking and proposals that resulted in the FXC program*
Others are parallel attempts to accomplish something akin
to what the FZC program attempts* and provide interesting
Perhaps the most widespread related concept* at
least in terms of worldwide interest* is the 'ombudsman"
idea. An "ombudsman* according to Cutlip is1 . . . an
independent* high-level officer who receives complaints*
pursues inquiries without regard to channels* and recommends
suitable action. Three essential features of the ombudsman
34
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concept are that the ombudsman
... la an independent and non-partisan officer of the
legislature, usually provided for in the constitution*
Who supervises the administration?
he deals with specific complaints from the public
against administrative injustice and maladministration;
he has the power to investigate* criticise and
publicise, but not to reverse* administrative action.
The concept originated in Sweden in the early 19th
Century and quickly spread to Finland. Denmark adopted the
concept in 1955 and from there it moved to Norway and Hew
Zealand. Programs of a similar type operate in Wast
Germany, the Philippines* the United States* Great Britain
and Canada. Ireland* Austria* India* Malaysia* Jamaica*
Australia* the Motherlands—and others—have considered
3
such programs.
In the United States* much interest has been shown
in the ombudsman concept* especially during the 1966-1967
period. According to political scientist Donald C. Kowat*
The most remarkable burgeoning of interest in Ombudsmanship
has occurred in the united States. Indeed* one might
almost call it 'Ombudsmania. *
"
The first governmental ombudsman program in the
United States was established by tifassau County* Hew York*
on May 31* 1966* under the title of Public Protector to
".
• • protect the public and individual citisens against
inefficiency* maladministration* arrogance* abuse and other
failures of government." Hawaii enacted an Ombudsman Bill
. .-
.










on April 30. 1967. According to Rowat* similar plans have
boon proposed in over half the states* A variety of
ombudsman plans under a variety of names exist at the city
level* at universities and colleges* newspapers and other
agencies which either serve the public or act on behalf of
6
the public.
Proposals have been made at the national level, but
without success. In March 1967 Senator Edward V. Long
introduced a bill to create an Administrative Ombudsman for
the United States* with jurisdiction over the Social
Security Administration and Veterans Administration. At
about the same time* Senators Magnuson and Long introduced
a bill for a Tax Ombudsman to create regional tax ombudsmen
within the Tax Court to decide appeals on small tax claims.
Wisconsin's Congressman Henry S. Reuss proposed a federal
Ombudsman Bill in 1963* 1965 and 1967 for an agency to
assist legislators in their efforts on behalf of citizens.
Rowat points to the ". . • magnitude of problems
encountered at the federal level • • . " as the reason why
8the concept has had no success. In particular* he
identified the difficulty in trying to preserve the precise
meaning of the ombudsman concept and the difficulty in
preventing the ombudsman from becoming an arm of the
executive branch as major obstacles*
The Final Report of the Thirty-Second American
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a national ombudsman for the United States. In a paper
prepared for the Assembly, political scientist William B.
Gwyn said that opposition to the concept in the United
States is based on beliefs that the number of complaints
would be too great for one office to handle* that the
institution would violate principles of federalism and the
separation of powers* that the President would have too
much control over the ombudsman* that the ombudsman would
become a partisan figure* and that such an official would
infringe on legislators* traditional roles of advocacy on
behalf of citisens. 11
The essence of the ombudsman concept is that it
provides citisens a direct line of communication to an
official with authority to act on their complaints. It
establishes communication between citisens and government*
especially for feedback. Although the concept emphasises
action on behalf of cltisen complaints* response to
complaints* misinformation and injustice also includes
providing government information on programs* regulations
and services affecting citisens. It aids citisens in
finding their way among the maze of government officials*
agencies and programs.
qraat aritflinVseitiiara', /tfyics suxftaus
A national ombudsman plan for Great Britain was
first proposed in 1962 and finally adopted in March 1967.





Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration. A signif-
icant difference between Great Britain's plan and that of
other countries is that citizens nay not complain direct
to the Parliamentary Commissioner* but he must wait for
complaints to be referred to him from Parliament, and he
reports back to Parliament rather than to the complain-
ants. He is also limited in the matters over which he may
1?have jurisdiction. These restrictions to some extent may
be due to13
... the obviously strong tradition which insists that
even a twentieth-century Bouse of Commons is still the
Grand Inquest of the Nation, and second , the immense
social respectability of the British civil service.
But Great Britain has another nationwide program
which performs a semi-ombudsman function as well as other
functions similar to those of the U. S. Federal Information
Center Program.
Great Britain's Citizens' Advice Bureaus (CAB) were
established shortly after the beginning of World War II to
aid citizens with the problems and chaos of wartime England.
After the war* the bureaus remained an essential part of
the community scene; by 1966 almost 500 such bureaus were
in operation, processing over 1,000.000 citizen inquiries
annually—inquiries for information, advice and
assistance.
15The purpose of the CAB program is to
... make available to the individual accurate infor-
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•rise in everyday life; to explain legislation; to help
the citizen to benefit from and use wisely the services
provided to him by the state.
Bureaus are staffed by both volunteers and
professionals on an overall ratio of seven volunteers to
three professionals* but with much variation among bureaus.
Greater London's 70 bureaus* for example* mxm almost
entirely professionally staffed* and a staff may vary from
six to 36 people.
The bureaus are locally established and operated*
sponsored by local communities and neighborhoods. Funding
is accomplished primarily by local government grants under
Britain's 1948 Local Government Act.
The bureaus perform a variety of functions. They
provide a wide range of information* they listen to
personal problems and offer sympathy and emotional support*
they make home visits when people are unable to visit the
bureaus* they fill out forms and applications* write
letters for citizens* make referrals to both public and
voluntary agencies* and to lawyers and doctors as well.
Their range of services covers social security benefits to
consumer rights* landlord-tenant disputes to personal
problems. The bureaus emphasise personal visits over tele-
phone inquiries and they encourage inquirers to help them-
selves* although they will write letters* fill out forms,
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The bureaus give both information and advice* and
serve an ombudsman function in that they will give advice
and help to a person who may have been treated unfairly by
some agency of government. In addition* bureaus sell or
distribute free a variety of literature* both national and
local.
To perform these functions* the bureaus maintain
directories of local public and voluntary agencies and
services* and are provided with comprehensive directories
of social legislation* regulations and detailed instructions
on how to apply these laws and rules to individual citizen
problems.
A National CAB Council associated with the British
national Council of Social Service provides local bureaus
with the bulk of their information and continually updates
bureau holdings through a steady stream of notes and
circulars. The national Council also provides training*
operating guidelines and literature.
In 1963 the bureaus received and processed over one
million citisen inquiries. Almost one-fourth of these were
concerned with family and personal problems* one-fourth
with requests for civic* local and national information*
and one-fourth with property and real estate matters. The
remaining inquiries* in descending order by volume* dealt
with trade and manufacturing* employment* health and
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oommunicatlon and travel, and veterans' benefits. About 60
per cent of the inquiries handled by the bureaus are
resolved by merely giving information* while the remainder
require some further action. Most users of a CAB*s
services are reported to be lower middle class and working
, 18
class people.
Feedback to the national council is an important
19CAB function. According to one study of the program*
Through their day-to-day contact with a wide section of
the population* they acquire a unique range of knowledge
of community and individual problems and the adequacy
of services. ... The data collected from the CAB's
by the National Council are valuable for appraising the
quality and adequacy of services* for considering the
need for new legislation or for developing changes of
procedure or administration. These data are extensively
used.
The bureaus record all inquiries received*
categorise them within ten major categories* and each month
forward this data to the National Council. These records
then become "... a source of impartial evidence for those
studying the needs and problems of the British citisen and
20
the adequacy of services designed to help him. Zn
general* however* the National Council responds to specific
government inquiries for feedback information* rather than
continuously monitoring and reporting.
The CAB feedback function has apparently been
useful to government and citizens. According to Alfred J.
Kahn's study* 21
CAB material has contributed to the passage of legisla-







protection of the consumer. ... In addition to giving
evidence* CAB's are available as field stations to try
out new governmental forms or procedures or to advise
on their development. They are thus sources of feedback
and channels in two-way communication between bureau-
cratic government and the man in the street.
The CAB's provide information* advice* referral*
personal help and emotional support* limited advocacy and
valuable feedback. They do this* according to Kahn*
through an open-door atmosphere* the expertise of the
workers* a wide range of information and services* service
to all social classes* confidentiality* nonpartisan and
nonsectarian service* and unbiased evaluation of needs and
22
recommendation of services.
A criticism of the program is that the bureaus lack
a follow-up capability in that they have no way of
evaluating the quality of service provided the citizen
unless the citisen makes a return visit.
Certainly much of the success enjoyed by the
bureaus can be attributed to the length of time they have
been on the British scene and their wartime operation would
tend to relieve any hesitancy or stigma associated with
visiting the bureaus and asking for help. Although the
bureaus are locally organised and operated* they do act as
an outlet for government information* especially concerning
social services* agencies and legislation. Aside from
their primary social welfare functions* they do aid
citizens in finding their way among the mase of government
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function for the central government. They are channels and
facilities for two-way government-citizen communication.
;'a Intarnation Cnnfttift Centura
Canada* like Great Britain* has social service and
information centers of various types on the provincial and
the community level. It has* in addition* a far more
ambitious program as far as dissemination of government
information is concerned—a program that more closely
approximates the Federal Information Center program than
does Britain's Citizens' Advice Bureaus.
In September 1968* Canada's Institute for Behavioral
Research at York University conducted an opinion survey of
Canadian adults and found that about 10 per cent of those
polled were totally unaware of the division of responsi-
bilities between federal and local governments—even on
matters such as foreign policy—and another 43 per cent of
the people were very poorly informed. Almost two-thirds of
the people felt that "when you walk into a government
office* you just become a number. " Over half of those
polled said "public officials do not care what people like
me think. " Large segments of the population were unaware
of government services available to them and over half the
people wanted more information from government.
Only days before this survey was initiated* the
Canadian government appointed a Task Force on Government





government agencies and programs designed to publicize the
government's services and to suggest how the government-
24
citisen gap might be narrowed.
The Task Force was charged with recommending
improvements in coordination of federal information, in
methods to ensure effective diffusion of information* and
in methods for listening to the concerns and needs of the
people.
In November 1969 the Task Force submitted a two-
volume report with 200 recommendations. In its report, the
25Task Force explained t
Government has an obligation to provide full, objective
and timely information? and that the citizens have a
right to such information ...
... one of the major limitations on citizens' access
to government information is their ignorance of where
to get it. Even government employees themselves
frequently have difficulty in locating sources of
official information • • •
Its effectiveness /government/ depends not only on the
accuracy of the information it sends out, but also on
the extent to which it responds to the information
needs of the people.
Based on these philosophies, the Task Force
inded that a federal agency. Information Canada, be
established, and that this agency include a government
"referral center" consisting of an "enquiry service ' to
answer citizen inquiries, an "indexing unit" to compile and
make available to distribution points information on
government organization, functions and programs, and a
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Information Canada was born April 1, 1970, with
four primary functions t to initiate information programs*
coordinate major federal information programs* service and
advise federal departments and to aid the government in
listening to citizens. It had three primary branchest
27Planning* Information-Out and Information- In.
Among other things* Information-In was tasked with
obtaining* analysing and reporting feedback from the public
and with providing information to citizens through "enquiry
centers. * Even before the official beginning of Information
Canada* the first of these inquiry centers was established
in Ottawa in November 1969 as the cornerstone for a
nationwide network. A second center was established in
Winnipeg in April 1971 and centers in Toronto, Montreal*
Vancouver and Halifax are planned to open by the end of
1972. Five additional centers* as yet unlocated* are
scheduled to be in operation by the end of 1973 for a total
of ll. 28
The basic role of the inquiry centers was explained
in a Canadian Cabinet document which* based on Task Force
recommendations* charged Information Canada with
29
operating
. • • national and regional enquiry centers where the
public could write* phone or visit to ask questions or
to make comments on government programs and policy.
The centers would provide general information requested*
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departments to free the public from the frustrations of
the bureaucratic labyrinth.
The inquiry centers were initially established
adjacent to but administered separately from government
bookstores. Realizing that the information functions of
these two offices overlap, require coordination* and the
necessity for "cross-fertilization' of information, the
government combined inquiry centers and bookstores into
Information Canada Centers in March 1972 under the
30
Enquiries Division of Informat ion-In. The Queen's
Printer for Canada, equivalent of the U. S. Government
Printing Office, publishes 17 annual catalogs of government
31publications with about 60,000 titles. Total staff for
these centers, including inquiry and booksales functions*
varies from five to seven personnel for a small center to
25 to 30 for a large one.
The Canadian government believes these centers
accomplish important objectives on three levels. For the
government as a whole, the centers are a permanent physical
and psychological presence of the federal entity across
Canada, they stimulate interest in federal affairs and
promote and disseminate government information. For
individual agencies, the centers are a point of contact, an
Interface, with the public, they are outlets for distribu-
tion of agency information and they are indicators of




services. For the general public the centers ere a focus
for information on government programs and services* a
"listening post" for public comments* complaints and
suggestions* and a forum for discussion and activities
leading to better citizen-government dialogue and under-
standing. 32
The centers are specifically tasked with answering
or referring to the proper agency all inquiries related to
federal programs* services and activities* with recording
and reporting feedback* planning and conducting advertising
programs to describe inquiry and feedback functions*
serving as a primary government information resource for
the community, maintaining liaison with federal* local
government and private agencies to develop a more complete
cross-referral and information network* and with operating
33government bookstores.
Center personnel undergo four weeks of intensive
training and apprenticeship before becoming "information
officers* " and are required to be proficient in both
inquiry and booksales functions. Center personnel provide
information to the public on programs and activities of the
federal government and on government publications* they
compile statistics on inquiries and publications sold* they
analyse trends in the nature of inquiries and identify
information gaps* they study publication demands with a
view toward changing inventories* they develop contacts and
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information sources for incorporation into regional or
national information banks* identify and report on feedback*
advise inquirers of other (provincial* city* etc.)
information sources and maintain information on the status
34
of proposed and pending federal legislation.
The centers use an information retrieval system
based on a printed index of government departments by
program and activity. This breakdown is published on
computer-formatted sheets* using the Key Word in Context
(KWIC) arrangement. The index* with a one-line entry* tells
center personnel the level of government involved* name of
department or agency involved* keywords describing the
program and each activity of the program* description of
the major facets of the activity* the public to whom the
activity is aimed and geographical location of the activity.
Each index entry refers to a "contact book** entry which
identifies the activities in more detail and indicates the
federal official and telephone number from whom further
information may be obtained* plus the document serving as
the source of the information. Directories are updated as
changes occur and by monthly printed changes from the
central (Ottawa) office. 35
Officials express the philosophy that federal
information services should not be limited to the population
adjacent to a given center* but that the total information
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mobile offices and other remote points of access.
Centers are physically and operationally separate
from provincial and city information centers. Information
Canada Centers are charged with answering queries on
federal or federal-related matters only; non-federal
inquiries are referred to other sources.
feedback has been an important function of the
program from the beginning. According to the Assistant
36
Chief, Enquiries Division,
... the public can use us as a channel through which
to forward comments, complaints or suggestions on
federal government programs and activities, feedback
recorded at our centres is immediately forwarded to the
appropriate ministerial or departmental authority, as
well as to the Member of Parliament for the constituency
in which the commenting citisen resides, feedback is
then itemised and forwarded to the House of Commons on
a monthly basis.
Internally, we view even enquiries as an indirect form
of feedback. That is, we attempt through analysis of
queries received, to identify gaps in the existing
information resources of the government and to fill
those gaps by conducting the necessary research. The
results of the research would then be incorporated into
our information retrieval system.
Questions which require value judgments on personal,
commercial or political matters are not handled by the
centers except that they are referred to the appropriate
private or public agency. Member of Parliament, political
party. Better Business Bureau, etc., which can provide the
37
answer.
Center personnel are encouraged to maintain close






variety of community functions to make people more aware of
the functions of the centers* to make them more aware of
government services and benefits* and to further Information
Canada's basic philosophy of government-citisen dialogue.
The centers and their functions are further adver-
tised through a program of summer exhibits and by pamphlets.
The summer 1971-1972 "Informa" exhibit program* for example*
included setting up miniature Information Canada Centers
complete with free publications and information request
cards ". • • intended to acquaint the 'man on the street'
with the federal 'fact'—to explain the Federal system* to
Mdelineate its functions* to show its value • •
Additional publicity is obtained through the mass
mediai but* as the Assistant Chief* Enquiries Division*
39
explained*
Advertising to broaden the public's awareness of the
enquiries service has followed no particular stratagem*
beyond the pre- and post-publicity organised for the
official opening of individual centres. The media have
spontaneously given wide coverage to the agency as a
whole. Such publicity is of course uncontrolled and
cannot ensure correct representation of our raison
d'etre nor in some instances has it projected a very
encouraging image to the public. Nonetheless* informal
contacts at the regional level with media representa-
tives and community groups have resulted in considerable
advertising mileage.
Effectiveness of the program is measured by
analysis of inquiry statistics* periodic surveys of
inquiries and monitoring through spot-checking the quality
of replies given* and operational audits by government
consultants. Officials report that effectiveness is
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enhanced by conferences and seminars within centers and
nationally.
Information Canada is an ambitious effort to
coordinate * consolidate and execute government information
programs* not only to explain and sometimes justify
government's activities* but also to aid citizens in under-
standing government and to aid citisens in availing
themselves of government services* and to aid government in
listening to the people. It is a new program and a contro-
versial one.
On the American scene* perhaps the closest
resemblance to what Information Canada hopes to achieve can
be found in the Hew Deal domestic information network of
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
TOR'i Haw Ettal ftyanciss
Franklin Delano Roosevelt's programs to combat the
Depression and restore the nation's economic health were
directly concerned with a variety of controversial social
and economic issues. This involvement* coupled with a
frequently unfavorable press* prompted a need for "explana-
tory activity a by the government. To transmit information
concerning administration programs and efforts* Roosevelt
created an extensive public information network to partly
counter the unfavorable press* but also to establish direct
40












Roosevelt had an overriding concern with both
41downward and upward channels of communication. As
42political scientists Soligman and Cornwall point out*
"Perhaps no other president was so attuned to public
opinion* or so conscientiously invited the public to commun-
icate with him."
Roosevelt's 10-member National Emergency Council
(NEC) was established as a coordinating body in November
431933 under the National Recovery Administration (NRA) to
... achieve* amidst domestic crisis* policy coordina-
tion of our bureaucracy ... it had the task of
devising policies that would restore production*
investment* employment* consumer spending* and* above
all, public morale.
At the NEC's first meeting* December 19* 1933* the
major problem discussed was the up-flow of information to
the President and to federal departments and agencies.
Roosevelt saidi 44
... it is tremendously important for every one of us
to get a cross section from . • • every one of the
forty-eight states* as to how the whole recovery
program is working out. We haven't got it today.
45Roosevelt went on to explains
We want three things. First* we want to check up and
see how the government operations are getting along;
that is a checkup on ourselves. ... The second is
... the actual financial conditions. ... And the
third is public opinion.
The NEC's Division of Field Operations coordinated
a vast network of field organisations in all the states
which were not only administrative offices* but information






its network of state offices bee
53
46
... a public relations agency* operating through
state directors who provided informational materials on
federal activities at the state level, and handled
inquiries from state and local governments* citizen
groups and the public* The state directors also
provided a public opinion reporting service on federal
activities in the various states for officials in
Washington, D. C.
Reports from the field were analysed in Washington
and submitted to heads of federal agencies and to the
President. Just three months after establishment of this
network* feedback clearly indicated that the public lacked
information on MRA programs* it misunderstood those on
which it had information* state-level agencies lacked
information necessary to carry out the new programs* and
not only were instructions on federal forms confusing* but
the use of the forms was frequently misunderstood
—
hampering aid to citizens* businesses* farmers and others
47in need.
Additionally* the NT.C represented
... a unique effort to cope with the multiplication
of field representatives of federal departments and
agencies. Previously* local agencies could not
communicate with each other except through Washington
... With establishment of the KEC state directors* it
was hoped that they would coordinate at the state level.
This would give citizens a source of information on
available government services and personnel in his area
and would render unnecessary the circuitous communica-
tion between local offices and Washington.
MBC state directors acted as clearing houses for
information concerning federal recovery agencies* answering
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agencies within the state or to Washington* and disseminat-
ing information on federal activities through local news
media. Directors served as central sources for federal
information and publicity within each state* not only for
local government and the public* but for news media as
-ii.49
The NBC also provided Washington officials with a
press clipping service summarizing news and commentary of
the mass media concerning success of federal programs in
the states. This service had been established in July 1933*
prior to establishment of the NEC, by Louis McHenry Howe*
Roosevelt's secretary. Under the NEC the service bec«
the Division of Press Intelligence and covered newspapers
50in every U. S. city with population over 25*000.
Consumer Advisory Councils were established by the
NBC at the county level as "... an important attempt to
enlist consumer interest in government policy and to give
51
the public a voice in government administration. NEC
plans called for 200 councils at the yrass-roots ' level to
adjust price complaints* act as direct channels of informa-
tion to consumers* and to feed back to Washington the
consumer's point of view on government programs and
policies. The government gave the councils facts on federal
consumer agencies* programs and efforts* and the councils
fed back factual information from their communities
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consumer opinion. According to the minutes of the first
ting of the NEC* Consumer Advisory Councils were
SS
. . • simple human organisations through which the
people of that locality can give voice to their
peculiar economic problems as consumers. They get
their political voice when they vote on election day*
but they get no channel through which to express them-
selves on these problems.
The 0. 6. Information Service was created by the
NEC in March 1934 to receive and respond to inquiries from
the public* Congress and other federal agencies about
54government organization* programs and activities.
Offices of the U. S. Information Service were located in
Washington* D. C* only. A byproduct of this agency was
development of the U. 6. .Govtmap nt Hflnua1—predecessor of
the current annual, u. ft, Government Organisation Manual.
Publication of this manual was intended to assist state and
federal officials and the public to understand government
organisation and functions. Copies from the first printing
of the manual were forwarded to all cities with a population
55
over 80,000.
Functions of the U. 6. Information Service were
56described by the U. S. Government Manual it produced!
Inquiries concerning Government functions, organization,
and personnel or general matters may be directed to the
Information Center. • • Questions will be answered
directly or referred to specialists in other agencies
who can supply the needed information. Any agency of
the Government which receives inquiries not falling
within its jurisdiction, whether received by mail,
telephone or in person, may refer such questions to the
Division of Public Inquiries, Government Information
Service, for reply or appropriate referral.
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By 1941* the Information Service was responding to more
57
than 150*000 inquiries per year.
The National Emergency Council was abolished July 1*
1939, as the government's concern turned from the Depression
to national security. The NBC's information and communi-
cation functions, however* were continued under the Office
of Government Reports (OGR) , an agency created simultane-
ously with abolishment of the SEC. The OGR inherited the
NEC divisions of Press Intelligence, Field Offices and
59Information Service.
The purpose of the OGR was to
... report to government opinions* desires, complaints
of cltisens with respect to the work of Federal
agencies; to report from government information
concerning the purposes and activities of the Executive
Department and agencies to the people.
In October 1941 Roosevelt created the Office of
Facts and Figures (OFF) to oversee the work of the other
61information organisations. The OFF was primarily an
information coordinating and liaison agency, although one
of its prime functions was gathering intelligence. It
determined What the different publics had been told and were
thinking, it decided what needed to be done to promote
better understanding, it coordinated programs to achieve
this end, and it evaluated the effectiveness of these
62information programs.
With the nation's entry into World War II, the














absorbed most of the information functions and agencies of
the New Deal era. At the end of the war when OWZ was
liquidated* the Bureau of Public Inquiries and the Division
of Press Intelligence survived and were transferred to the
63
Bureau of the Budget. The following year* the Office of
Government Reports was reestablished as a separate agency
within the Executive Office of the President. 64
Within the OGR, the Government Information Service
—previously the tf. S. Information Service—was recreated
65to serve
... the government and the public by furnishing an
information and/or referral service covering inquiries
concerning the Government, and its component parts*
their authority* functions* organisation* activities*
and locations of personnel.
Within the Government Information Service* the Division of
Public Inquiries provided
• • • a centralised information service concerning the
Federal Government that is available to all branches of
the Government and to the public. Questions submitted
in person* by telephone* or by mail are answered
directly or referred to the proper agencies for reply.
Beginning in mid-1947* the functions of OGR were
restricted to advertising liaison* motion picture liaison*
and operation of libraries* and the agency was phased out
67by June 30* 1948. Based on an examination of subsequent
government organisation manuals* no single federal agency
later assumed the OGB functions performed by the Government







As Seligman and Cornwall point out* Roosevelt wee
deeply concerned with two-way communication between
citisene and government* but especially with upward communi-
cations "This concern with administrative intelligence was
68
unique in the history of national administrations • • •
"
In a period when government was rapidly growing in sise,
complexity and involvement in the functioning of society*
channels of communication and feedback between government
and citizens were created. Agencies were established to
coordinate the outflow of information from the numerous
information-producing agencies* and to solicit* coordinate
and react to feedback from the public. Agencies were
established to receive and respond to inquiries from the
public and to aid citisens in finding their way through the
maae of government agencies* programs and information.
But because Roosevelt's Hew Deal agencies
disappeared after World War IX* this does not mean* of
course* that government ceased attempts to establish
effective communication with citisens. There have been over
the years numerous attempts* programs and agencies of
various sorts to enhance communication.
mmlt.MiI ftnflfiivorg of Contemporary fiflVftrnment
After the demise of FDR's agencies* no government-
wide* centrally controlled and administered information
program of the type initiated during the Hew Deal era
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all attempting in their own uncoordinated way and in their
own specialised areas * grew up to help citizens avail
themselves of federal information* programs* benefits* and
to explain federal laws* rules and procedures—and to
provide some measure of feedback* A sample of contemporary
programs—excluding formal public information ''press
release** functions—indicates the diversity and complexity
of government information activities*
Most federal agencies provide 'information centers'*
of some sort in their main buildings in Washington* D. C.
These vary in siae and function from a mere "monu board 4*
listing of departments and room numbers to more sophisti-
cated centers such as the Department of Housing and Urban
Development's central Washington information point for
local and state officials and the public regarding housing
and community development programs* or the Department of
Commerce's Employment Information Center.
Besides these information points* the government
publishes a wide variety of pamphlets and catalogs to aid
citizens in understanding federal functions and availing
themselves of the myriad federal programs* benefits and
information services* These include simple pamphlets given
to returning Vietnam veterans describing veterans' benefits
and the Atomic Energy Commission's film catalogs for
schools* and more ambitious documents such as the Department
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the Catalog nf fladmrnl Eoneatic AaajLatflnnft* and the
Department of Labor 'a directories of federal* state and
city labor agencies.
Just as there are publications listing federal
benefits and services* there are catalogs of publications.
These can vary from a Federal Trade Commission listing of
reports and the Census Bureau's index of unpublished census
data* to the quarterly Consumer Product Information
catalogs of the Consumer Product Information Coordinating
Center and the numerous subject and bi-weekly catalogs of
the thousands of publications distributed by the Government
Printing Office.
Outside of Washington, D. C* numeroua federal
agenciea operate "information centers" of some type*
generally as collateral functions of regional* district*
area and local offices. In one sense* it can be aaid that
every federal office* whether it is a military recruiting
station or a federal court* is an information center within
it a own specialized area of responsibility and expertise.
A sample of the types of specialized federal infor-
mation offices which dispense information as a major* but
not necessarily primary* function indicates the extent of
69government attempts to communicate at the local level.
For example* most military installations have Off-
base Housing Referral Offices* Visitors' Centers and Family
Service Centers. The Office of Economic Opportunity
up *d a* «•*•*
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operates a Federal Information Exchange System. The
Department of Housing and Urban Development has Regional
Community Development Information Centers. Regional federal
Bousing Administration offices conduct Home Counseling
Services, neighborhood centers under the Office of
Economic Opportunity's Community Action Program dispense
information on a variety of social services. The General
Services Administration operates Public Service Centers at
its regional offices to aid businessmen in dealing with the
government. There are military information centers at most
major airports to aid military travelers and dependents.
The Department of Commerce operates a "Ombudsman for
Business" program* and dozens of field offices of the Small
Business Administration provide invaluable information to
businessmen. The Civil Service Commission has a number of
one-atop Job Information Centers throughout the country.
The Social Security Administration provides information and
assistance through a large number of district* branch and
area offices and community service centers. The Geological
Survey operates one-stop Water Information Centers at its
regional offices. The Department of Health* Education and
Welfare has regional Central Information and Visitor
Centers. The Food and Drug Administration operates a
"Consumer-Phone * service and the Veterans Administration
has the "Enterprise *• telephone service to provide toll-free
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any VA offices* The Justice Department has a Community
Relations Service and has special offices in certain cities
to aid Cuban refugees in adjusting to American life* The
Bureau of Nines operates an emergency "hot line" to receive
safety complaints from mines around the country* To this
list one can add Community Mental Health Centers of the
national Institute of Mental Health* Employment Security
Offices of the Department of Labor's Bureau of Employment
Security, and Public Welfare Offices of the Welfare
Administration*
This list can also include field offices of the
Department of the Interior, the Immigration and Naturalisa-
tion Service, Department of Labor, Internal Revenue Service*
federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Interstate Commerce
Commission, National Labor Relations Board, Railroad
Retirement Board, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
the Federal Aviation Administration, Securities Exchange
Commission, Selective Service, Federal Power Commission,
Federal Communications Commission, Public Health Service,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Department of Labor's
Manpower Administration, U. 6* Customs Offices, the Model
Cities offices of Housing and Urban Development, Environ"
mental Protection Agency offices, and even 1500 County
Extension Agents of the Department of Agriculture who
operate at the county-seat level*
All of these agencies and offices have as an
i.
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important function the provision of information on federal
functions* laws* regulations* procedures* benefits*
services and programs* The list is not exhaustive. One
characteristic of all of these information-producing
offices and programs is that they are specialised and
provide information and assistance within their areas of
responsibility, for a citisen to make efficient use of
these agencies and services* he would first need to know
which agencies were represented in his community and which
office was responsible for what.
Another characteristic is that there is little
coordination between agencies to reduce overlap and dupli-
cation* to know what another agency i* doing* or to combine
efforts to ensure citizens are given all information from
all sources on whatever problems they may have. Just as
the complexity of government* proliferation of agencies and
duplication of functions confuse citizens* they must also
confuse federal employees; there is no assurance that a
misdirected inquiry to one of these agencies would result
in a referral to the proper one. The lengthy list of
information programs and the multitude of community-level*
information-producing federal agencies serves to make more
information available to more citizens at more contact
points* but the sheer magnitude of this operation also adds
to the confusion of the citisen in obtaining the informa-
tion and assistance he needs.
>« MMQM| wmf> ft'^u x/>»
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Also* the fact that all these information programs
and agencies exist does not mean they always function as
intended. For example* in December 1971* the Hew York
XiMJL reported on the emergency "hot line" telephone
service operated by the U. S. Bureau of Mines. This
service* the Xiaaft said, was initiated in Nay 1971 and
consisted of a 24"hour telephone answering and recording
device to receive mine safety complaints telephoned toll**
free from coal mines across the country* The XirsftA quoted
Bureau of Mines Director Elburt F. Osborn »m saying safety
complaints would be acted on "the next working day" and
"instant action" was promised. But, the TJlhbjbL reported,
the device was left untended and untranscribed for nearly
two months and 64 minutes of taped mine hazard reports were
inadvertently erased. A Bureau of Mines spokesman was
70quoted as saying employees "forgot about * the device.
Contemporary government is not without its sources
of feedback. A number of newspaper clipping services
function within government, from the White House on down,
to provide officials with what appears in the press. The
government uses scientific polls and surveys, both by
private organisations and public agencies, to gauge public
opinion. Other channels of feedback by citizens and
pressure groups to federal agencies via the corps of
Washington lobbyists and pressure groups, plus feedback
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clientele—such as the Department* of Labor* Commerce,
Defense and Agriculture
—
provide the federal government
with a wealth of diverse information.
Membera of Congress have traditionally been impor-
tant channels for feedback to the government. Walter
Gellhorn quotes one Senator as saying he received 1,000 to
2,000 letters daily from constituents. Another Senator
71
reported he received from 1,000 to 10,000 per week. Based
on various surveys, however, Gellhorn estimates that 50
incoming letters per day is a reasonable average for each
72
of the 535 congressmen. Hot all of these incoming
communications are feedback in the sense of communicating
complaints and needs to the government. Many, as Gellhorn
points out, deal with visits to Washington, D. C, requests
for special consideration, requests for jobs, avoidance of
military service, public appearances of the congressman,
and matters outside the purview of the federal government.
Aside from these topics, a ten-month study by Gellhorn in
1965 disclosed that over 25 per cent of a congressman's
mall involved citizen grievances and complaints about
federal administration, and requests for information on
government programs and services. 73 For the Congress as a
whole, this form of feedback amounts to about 600,000
74incoming letters each year —plus an unknown number of
telephone calls and personal visits, both in Washington,
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Beyond those feedback channels* the prolifaration
and diffusion of government agencies across the nation
provide contact points and channels for feedback. Cora-
plaints* evidence of dissatisfaction and misinformation,
requests for publications* publication sales* requests for
information, suggestion systems* comment cards used to
evaluate quality and completeness of services rendered,
requests for speakers—all are potential sources of feedback
to government*
Otter CoAcaptai Xha ftshn Study
A 1966 study by the Columbia University School of
Social Work bears some relation to the Federal Information
1 >Center program*
The study* financed by the Ford Foundation and
headed by Alfred J. Kahn of the Columbia University School
of Social Work* commenced in late 1965 to investigate the
need and feasibility of adapting an agency such as the
76British Citizens • Advice Bureau to American cities*
Kahn 's study began with the questions t Does the
average city-dweller have adequate sources of information,
advice, referral or help? Bow might American cities offer
services which would help the citizen to find his way among
the programs and facilities set up to serve him? What
arrangements are possible to assure the individual conven-
ient access to accurate information about his rights,
77












widespread talk about and experimentation throughout
the world with ombudsmen, advice services, telephone
80S services* one-stop service centers* administrative
appeals machinery and decentralization of city planning
procedures reflect searches for solutions.
The study was conducted by questionnaire* inter-
views and field studies directed at examining advice*
information and referral services offered by social service
agencies in New York city* including voluntary direct-
service agencies and information agencies in the health-
education-welfare field (including federal), civic associ-
ations* service clubs* unions* churches* civil rights
groups* professional associations and legal service
79
agencies.
Zn the Mew York city field studies* Kahn found that
even by using educated volunteers as inquirers with typical
citisen questions* about one-third of all inquiries
submitted to social service agencies ended without con-
clusive answers! for the remaining inquiries* the average
question took three and one-half telephone calls to obtain
the desired information from the correct agency. This* the
80
study concluded* reflects ". • . agencies* specialised
functions and narrow conceptions of their responsibilities.
"
Planning for the study commenced in December 1965.
Field work began in January 1966 and during March 1966 Kahn
visited Washington* D. C, to examine existing and contem-
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proposals had boon made for an F1C program pilot study.
Kahn's Washington visit included interviews with
officials from the Office of Economic Opportunity* Housing
and Urban Development, Community Relations Service, the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission* Bureau of Employ-
ment Security* National Institute of Mental Health* Welfare
Administration* Social Security Administration* the
President's Committee on Consumer Interests* and the Inter-
agency Advisory Group.
Based on his Washington interviews* Kahn concluded
that81
At all agencies interviewed* there is serious concern
about the availability and adequacy of information and
referral services to their various clients* All concede
that present mechanisms are inadequate* and most are
contemplating measures which will make their operations
more effective* Moreover* there is a good deal of
familiarity with the British CAB concept . . •
Kahn said federal response to his ideas for a
neighborhood information center along the lines of the
British concept confirmed that the CAB idea was necessary
but inadequate* and that the u. S. model should provide
expert and confidential information and referral on the
•32
widest possible range of questions. But* Kahn said*
federal officials83
... advocate in addition larger portions of the
qualities of outreach* advocacy* and as far as
possible* accessibility to the services to which
referral is made.
Only the "Interagency Advisory Group's** plan for central
information points* Kahn said* does not reflect this line
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of thinking.
Kahn said in his report that plans were underway in
Washington for a pilot "central information point"4
project84
• • • to determine the demand for different kinds of
information and the level of expertise required.
Emphasis is to be placed on answering questions about
government programs and facilities. ... It is antici-
pated that service will be confined to information and
simple referral, although sometimes appointments might
be made or transportation provided. It is also contem-
plated that some direct service could be provided, such
as at income tax time* without duplicating the major
functions of another office or agency.
Concerning specific proposals for this new program* Kahn
commented t 85
Located in prime downtown areas* the information points
will attract commercial interests and middle-class
people seeking information about specific federal
programs. Useful service will be rendered. As
currently conceived* the Central Information Points
/later called Federal Information Center*/ would appear
to be less than CAB's in the sense that many of the
individually oriented functions ... are not provided
or emphasized. None of this decreases the importance
of this new federal service. From the perspective of
the current study these plans provide evidence of need.
Kahn noted that as his report went to press, the first
Federal Information Center was to be opened in Atlanta*
Georgia.
Kahn 'a study was completed in April 1966—three
months before the first Federal Information Center opened.
His study committee concluded that there was a
definite need for neighborhood information centers and
recommended that centers be established in the United States
36
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to gat there; provide more complex Information on the
provisions of a law or an agency's function; clarify the
significance of a statute for a specific person? give advice
on how to proceed; steer to an agency able to help; refer
to the right agency; provide a supporting* friendly
relationship; help the inquirer with the contact* or maJce
it for him; go beyond the presenting of a problem in helping
people; carry out diagnostic study; carry out continuing
counseling and treatment; follow through until the inquirer
has his needs recognised; seek program changes; conduct
general community education; recruit potential clients;
provide feedback; and* facilitate the self-organisation of
people with common problems.
orhur rwMnafu Thn rrsurtna of inftMflmatton act
In the search for congressional action or legisla-
tion which may have in some way influenced the initiation
of the federal Information Center program* the Freedom of
Information Act (10 1) of 1966 appears to have been an
indirect influence*
In 1956* the Bouse of Representatives Subcommittee
on Foreign Operations and Government Information of the
House Government Operations Committee began lengthy
investigations and hearings under the leadership of
Congressman William £• Moss into government control of
popular information.
The particular target of the Moss Committee was the
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government's executive branch information policies
37
characterised as
... an impulse to secrecy . • • growing out of
military crises* changes in government structure * the
expansion of government powers* increases in the sheer
sise of government* and a declining faith . . • to
expand popular rights to knowledge.
At the time of the Moss Committee hearings* the
primary statute pertaining to release or withholding of
government information was Section 3 of the Administrative
eg
Procedure Act of 1946. The Act required that except for
"any function of the United States requiring secrecy in the
public interest*" every executive agency shall publish in
the radara 1 Register a description of its organisation*
places where the public may obtain information from the
agencies* identification of papers* reports* rules and
policies for guidance of the public* and shall make avail-
able to the public all opinions and orders "except those
required for good cause to be held confidential." The
•action concluded with*
Save as otherwise required by statute* matters of
official record shall in accordance with published rule
be made available to persons properly and directly
concerned except information held confidential for good
cause found.
Objections to the Act centered around the vague
phrases* "secrecy in the public interest* "for good cause
found, ' and "persons properly and directly concerned.
Critics of the Act claimed that these broad statements led
to unjustified withholding of information by executive
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branch officials.
After 10 years* and with the help of the American
Society of Newspaper editors* the American Bar Association,
nunsrous universities and scholars in journalism and law,
the efforts of the Moss Committee resulted in passage of
the Freedom of Information Act as a revision to Section 3
90
of the Administrative Procedure Act. President Lyndon B.
Johnson signed the Act on July 4. 1966. and it went into
effect July 4. 1967.91
When President Johnson signed the Act. he pointed
out that ". . • a democracy works best when the people have
all the information that the security of the nation
92permits. " and he announced that he was
. . . instructing every official in this administration
to cooperate to this end /minimising restrictions on
release of information/ and to make information avail-
able to the full extent consistent with individual
privacy and with the national interest.
In essence, the TOI deleted the vague, broad
statements in the Administrative Procedure Act* and instead
specified nine categories of information that the government
was permitted to withhold.
When the Act was passed, the House of Representatives
93
explained the purpose was to
• • • provide a true federal public records statute by
requiring the availability to any member of the public
of all of the executive branch records described in its
requirements .... It is vital to our way of life to
reach a workable balance between the right of the public
to know and the need of the Government to keep








According to the courts* the purpose of the FOZ is to
prevent government agencies frost unjustifiably withholding
information that should be reasonably available to a person
Mhaving some basis for seeking it.
The benefits of the new revision* according to
,
95Clark* then Attorney General* ares that disclosure
of information be the general rule* not the exception; that
all individuals have equal right of access? that the burden
be on the government to justify withholding information;
that the people denied access to information have the right
to seek relief in the courts; and* that this reflects a
change in government policy and attitude toward disclosure
of information to the public.
There is no apparent causal relationship between
the fOZ and the FZC program, nevertheless* the persistent
attempts by both the House and Senate to amend the
Administrative Procedures Act* the tone of the Moss Commit-
tee hearings and the freedom of information" atmosphere
that these events contributed to certainly were not lost on
President Johnson or the officials who were to play a role
in establishing the Federal Information Center program. As
96
one federal executive explained*
The impact of the FOX is pervasive and extends past the
codified provisions of the Act. Thus, perhaps the most
significant change lies not in the written document but
in the spirit of the Act itself.
The first directive pertinent to the birth of the
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FZC program was issued by President Johnson on November 1*
1965—after the Senate had approved a proposal to amend the
Administrative Procedure Act and after a House version had
been withdrawn for redrafting to eliminate executive branch
objections. Specific proposals for a Federal Information
Program originated in early 1966 after the Senate bill had
been referred to the Moss Committee * approved and passed by
97the House without hearings or changes. The first Federal
Information Center opened in Atlanta* Georgia* seven days
after President Johnson signed the Freedom of Information
98
Act. As Carlton Spitser pointed out»
government agencies have responded to this Act by
initiating programs to make materials and data more
readily available to the public; not only in
Washington* but in regional offices* State and municipal
bureaus of every kind* and even storefront information
centers in the ghettos of large cities.
The Federal Information Center program may well have been
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CHAPTER XXX
TBI 0R2GXH AMD GROWTH 07 THE 1BBRRAL
INFORMATION CENTER PROGRAM
Thirty-two year» after President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt established the national Emergency Council with
its numerous agencies for two-way communication, a
Roosevelt protege* former Hew Deal congressman and friend
of several NEC members—Lyndon Raines Johnson—announced
in November 1965 an ambitious government-wide program to
foster better government-citlsen communication. Amid the
atmosphere created by debates leading to the Freedom of
Information Act and by proposals for a national ombudsman*
President Johnson created a committee of top-level officials
to identify problems and remove obstacles in the way of
efficient communication between government and citizens.
Irving Kator, assistant executive director for the
II. 8. Civil Service Commission (CSC), says that President
Johnson expressed concern during a Cabinet meeting in mid-
1965 that government agencies were not being as responsive
to the public as he would like them to be, and the
President asked Civil Service Commission Chairman John W.










provide the best possible service to the public/ and to
3
suggest ways to improve our efforts. N Macy's report to
the President* Kator says* prompted President Johnson's
November directive.
In his November 1, 1965* memorandum. President
Johnson directed each government department and agency head
to appoint a high-level executive to improve each organiza-
tion's service to the public* and to participate on a
committee headed by Chairman Macy. The President
explained
t
The task of government is to serve the public. It has
been ay deep and continuing concern to assure that each
American receives from his government the fastest* most
courteous service. As our society grows more complex
and our population expands we must explore every path
in our quest to provide the best possible service for
our individual citizen*. ... The time for action is
now. This is particularly so in view of the new
programs recently passed by Congress which reach all of
our people.
Macy was placed in charge of the government-wide
program and was required to make a report to the President
every 90 days on progress "... to improve the quality of
service and to make the government more accessible to the
people it serves." Agency heads were given until
December 15* 1965* to report to Macy steps taken to improve
the quality of service and plana for future improvements.
Macy met with these officials on December 2* 1965*
and received progress reports from them on December 15*
1965* and January 15* 1966. Macy's first report to Presi-











In his first progress report* Macy indicated
general success with the program* and outlined actions ha
taken plus gave examples of specific actions taken by
individual agencies and departments to provide better
service to the public • Macy explained!
These reports /from individual agencies/ show vigorous
action to improve the quality of service to the public.
All units* from the smallest to the largest* have
acted* here and overseas* to improve their service and
they have many plans for more action*
More importantly* top managers are instilling in their
employees the spirit of service to the public. They
have become involved personally in making their organ*
ixations fully responsive to the needs of the public.
The specific actions taken by individual agencies in
response to the President's memorandum included!
Setting up government bookstores in major metropolitan
areas to make government publications more accessible
to the public j
Developing functional telephone directories to help the
public more easily locate federal services?
Improving mail delivery and setting up more self-
service post offices?
Consolidating contractor services so one federal agency
can represent a number of agencies in dealing with a
single contractor?
Providing more one-stop service opportunities for
people doing business with government agencies?
Getting more easily understood information to the public
from the investment community?
Setting up information desks to serve the public who
visit federal buildings?
Establishing information centers for tourists in con-
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mUnder the heading of "I took these other actions
8
Macy said in his report to the President that
With GSA, started work to develop the first Federal
central information point to provide information and
referral service on all federal activities. The first
center will be in a major metropolitan area and is
planned as a pilot operation to give us helpful experi-
ence in setting up other centers.
Thus* the concept of federal information centers was
mentioned to President Johnson in Macy's first progress
report* after one meeting of the committee, and was identi-
fied as a plan already underway rather than as a proposal.
gIrving Kator explains
t
At a number of meetings ,4&y_the government-wide
committem/jon the subject /improvement of services to
the public/, top priority was given to pinpointing the
problems that stood in the way of better service to the
public, and how to overcome them. One problem kept
recurring—the difficulty the citizen has in finding
his way around the Government, and his need to be able
to locate, with a minimum of referral from office to
office, the particular agency and office which could
help him with his problem. . • • People may not get the
benefits of new programs designed to help them because
they don't know about the program or how it operates or
simply because they don't know where to go to find out
about it.
According to Kator, Macy posed to his committee the question
of What steps could be taken to improve service to the
public, and recommendations were made for a central point
for citisens to come where they could learn of government
services in which they were interested. Kator sayat
Agency officials were concerned with the inability of a
private citisen to call one number and get appropriate
information. Usually, he would be required to call
from one number to another until, after many calls, he
might or might not get the information needed. There










be desirable to have one local point in a metropolitan
area to which a citiaen could cone and find out about
the Government services available to him. The concept
then was a joint one arising in discussions the Chair*
man had with agency officials.
Shortly after Macy's first progress report* Alfred
J. Kahn of the Columbia University School of Social Work
visited Washington* D. C* in connection with his study on
neighborhood Information centers. Kahn made reference to
the program identified by Macy (see Chapter ZZ* section
titled* "The Kahn Study") but attributed it to the Inter-
agency Advisory Group." The Interagency Advisory Group*
12however* is
... a medium for consultation and communication
between the Civil Service Commission and federal
agencies on important issues in federal personnel
administration. ... it is an inter-departmental
organisation of the top career personnel officials of
the Government* chaired by the /Civil Service/
Commission's Executive Director.
Macy's committee of officials charged with improving service
to the public is identified in the committee's own meeting
minutes as "Agency Officials in Charge of Programs to
13Improve Service. Both organizations* however* were
headed by Civil Service Commission officials. John W. Macy*
Jr.* headed the Civil Service Commission* the Interagency
Advisory Group and the committee to Improve service to the
public. Irving Kator waa Macy's assistant in all three
14functions. Kator explains!
While meetings /fit the committee to improve services to
the public/ were sometimes held with the Interagency









Director* of Personnel was not directly involved in
implementing the program although they made significant
contributions to it in Many different waye.
As to other factors which may have prompted initia-
ls
tion of the program, Kator sayst
MS were familiar with the British concept of Citizens'
Advice Bureaus and had considered them in relation to
the establishment of the federal Information Centers.
However * the Citisens' Advice Bureaus are somewhat dif-
ferent in concept and often provide certain kinds of
services to British citizens. The FZC's* on the other
hand* provide no direct service other than a referral
to the proper source where the service can be obtained,
nevertheless* the concepts are similar.
Z don't believe the Freedom of Information Act or even
the impetus leading to it gave any particular emphasis
to the FIC program, what was more significant was the
ombudsman concept which was at that time being aired in
the United States. While we don't consider FIC's as
ombudsman in any sense of the word, we do feel that
many of the problems which a citisen might have might
be cleared up if he knew where to go to get the proper
information to handle his problem.
Irving Kator reports that not all government
officials were optimistic about the information center
program mentioned in Mecry'e first progress report
i
Although the need was recognised* doubt was expressed
by some that it was actually possible to set up compre-
hensive and effective information centers. There was a
question as to whether any reasonable number of people*
at a central point accessible to the public* could
possibly know enough and have enough information
readily available to handle the multitude and variety
of questions bound to arise.
Nevertheless* Chairman Macy asked Lawson Knott*
General Services Administration (OSA) Administrator* to
test the information center concept* and Robert Griffin*
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Task fore* to Study Feasibility of C&ntralised Federal
Information Centers in Metropolitan Areas. This task force
included representatives of the Civil Service Commission
and Bureau of the Budget (now Office of Management and
Budget) as wall as GSA personnel.
Atlanta* Georgia* was picked by the task force as
the site for the pilot project based on recommendations by
13GSA officials. According to Kator,
This was significant because Atlanta did not promise to
be an easy test. Atlanta is one of the few major
metropolitan areas remaining in the Nation which does
not have a large Federal building or a complex which
houses many Federal offices. Instead* the Federal
population of 25*500 in Atlanta* representing over 50
Federal agencies* is scattered about in 57 separate
locations. If the information center worked in
Atlanta* it should work elsewhere.
Kator explains that the dispersion of federal activities in
the Atlanta area and the resulting need for a central
information point prompted the selection of Atlanta for the
19pilot project.
The Public Affairs Committee of the Atlanta Federal
Executive Board made a feasibility study of the proposed
20
establishment of an information center. Xn a report of
March 11* 1966* the committee gave the results of a tele-
phone survey conducted in Atlanta to justify the need for
such a center. The survey reported that Atlanta area
federal agencies received an average of 500 million inquir-
ies yearly, and that at least 25 million of these were
"misdirected.
*
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The concept of a "federal Information Center" as
envisioned by Macy and the task force generally consisted
of the following elements! it was to be a relatively small
office located in a central federally-owned building t it
was to be staffed by three to five Civil Service employees?
it would be administered by the General Services Adminis-
tration; it would be equipped with a wide variety of refer-
ence publications on government organisation* functions and
officials—with emphasis on federal agencies and programs
operating in the same city as the center; the center would
stock a small number of government publications and pam-
phlets for either free distribution or sale to citizens;
the center would be equipped with several incoming telephone
lines; center personnel would respond to telephone* letter
or personal inquiries from the public on any government-
related topic; depending on the nature of the inquiry*
center personnel would answer the question completely upon
receipt* or would refer the inquirer to the proper agency*
official and telephone number where appropriate information
and assistance could be obtained. When references were
inadequate to indicate the correct agency to which an
inquiry should be referred* center personnel were to do the
necessary research to locate the correct agency. Courtesy
telephones would be available at the centers to connect
citizens with federal agencies in the local area* and also
with Washington* D. C. , officials if necessary.
x>£Iot m.
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In essence, the centers were to provide "informa-
tion on information* " Zt would not be their function to
provide substantive information on a subject* but to know
exactly where and from whom such information could be
obtained. The plan for the centers did not include
advocacy, "ombudsman, or social services functions in the
manner of the British Citizens' Advice Bureaus; nor was
obtaining "feedback" in the manner of the Information
Canada Centers a stated function of the centers. The
centers were to be "information-advice-referral" agencies
to aid citisens in locating the federal agency and official
who could provide them with whatever information or
assistance was needed.
Once the decision was made to establish a pilot
center in Atlanta, G6A officials and American Telephone and
Telegraph officials jointly developed s master index of
federal functions and services performed in the Atlanta
area* When completed, the index contained about 300 func-
tions* The next step was to send this index to all federal
agencies in the area for them to indicate which services
they performed under each of the headings, and the person,
office and telephone number who could be contacted for more
information on the subject. The final "functional direc-
tory" ended up with over 1,100 separate listings. The
entries were next transferred to paper strips and arranged







A staff of five persons was then recruited to
22
operate the center. Kator explains
s
• • • people were needed who had strong feelings of
empathy and understanding for the problems of others.
Often the citisen does not know just how to phrase his
problem; it takes tact and patience—and expertise at
interviewing—to make a proper referral for service.
Staff members underwent training in the functions
and organisation of all the federal agencies in the Atlanta
area and visited most of the agencies to learn where they
were* what they did and how they were organised.
In his second progress report to the President*
Chairman Macy noted that Atlanta had been selected for the
pilot study and that the center was tentatively scheduled
23
to open on July 1* 1966. Macy said.
Based on Atlanta experience* centers should be opened
rapidly in other metropolitan areas* These centers are
an important new concept in providing better service to
our citizens—a "where to turn" place to find out which
federal activity can provide assistance on specific
problems.
The Atlanta Federal Information Center opened
July 11* 1966. President Johnson sent telegrams to Atlanta
officials on the occasion of the center opening* and is
24quoted as saying i
X am confident that the Center will provide a major
public service to the people of Atlanta and will be a
significant step forward in our program to provide the
best possible service to our citizens. Zt is vitally
important that we bring federal programs and activities
within the reach of every citizen whose rights and
needs are affected by them. This new information
center will help us do this. It will assist citizens
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but do not know which agency or office provides that
service.
According to Kator. the President characterised the Atlanta
F1C as a "where to turn center" and "a new channel of cost
BNinications between Government and its citizens.
Kator described the early operations of the Atlanta
«C.M
Business was brisk right from the beginning .... At
the beginning there was a 50-50 ratio between personal
visits to the Center and telephone calls. However*
shortly after the Center opened* the new Atlanta tele-
phone directory appeared. On each page of the Govern-
ment listings, the Information Center phone number is
prominently shown. The number of telephone inquiries
immediately skyrocketed • • • • Hot surprisingly,
agencies that deal directly with the public are those
about which the Center receives the most inquiries.
HEW and Treasury Department are the agencies about
which most questions are asked. There are many
inquiries about Federal employment .... Many ques-
tions involve GSA services* especially how to buy from
and sell to the Government. ... a good number of
inquirers are referred to State, local, or county
offices for the services they need.
Based on the number and type of inquiries received.
the Atlanta experiment was considered by government
officials to be a dramatic success. Within two months
26
after opening* it was handling 2.500 inquiries monthly.
During its first 12 months, the center responded to an aver-
27
age of 5.000 inquiries per month. Experience soon indi-
cated that three personnel could handle the volume of
inquiries and the staff was reduced accordingly.











This experimental center fulfilled its promise of
providing better service to the public end has also
provided important experience on which to build centers
in other cities*
As early as January 1967. plans were underway for
additional centers in Boston* Chicago* Kansas City* Denver
29
and San Francisco. On April 24* 1967* the second Federal
Information Center was opened in Kansas City* Missouri.
Kator says the opening of the Kansas City FIC was
prompted by a visit there of OSA Administrator Knott and
James L. Harrison* Public Printer of the United States.
These two officials stopped at the Kansas City Federal
Building on their way back to Washington* D. C* after
visiting former President Harry 8. Truman in Independence*
31
Missouri. Kator reports the two officials
• • • recognised immediately the desirability of
opening an information center in the building lobby.
In addition* the Public Printer agreed that he would
open a Government bookstore along with the information
center* both of which would be adjacent to the Civil
Service Commission's Job Information Center.
Along with the opening of the Kansas City Federal
Information Center* a government bookstore was opened. This
bookstore stocked over 800 different publications* and had
available for mail order* catalogs for another 25*000
titles. During its first month of operation* the bookstore
served 1*800 customers* while its FIC neighbor responded to
e than 2,500 inquiries. 32
In response to President Johnson's directive of
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>r 1* 1965* to improve service to the public* the
Government Printing Office formed a departmental committee
heeded by the Special Aeeietant to the Public Printer end
including representatives from the offices of Purchasing*
Personnel and the Superintendent of Documents—the three
33
areas having direct contact with the public.
As part of the Government Printing Office's actions
to improve service to the public* the committee increased
the hours of its main Washington* D. c. * store to remain
open Saturday mornings* and opened an additional bookstore
in the Department of State building. In addition* 34
under this committee* cooperation with private enter-
prises such as direct mall organisations* banking
houses* radio stations* trade magazines and periodical
publishers* and outdoor societies* was intensified for
the purposes of promoting government book sales.
As a result of the committee's efforts* direct mail organ-
isations regularly included flyers in mailings to members*
radio stations devoted public service time to advertising
government publications* and trade magazines were asked to
include mention of new government publications in their
35
regular book review sections.
An important recommendation that came out of this
committee was to establish government bookstores outside of
Washington* D. C* for the first time. There were five
bookstores in Washington* D. C. « itself t the Government
Printing Office building* U. S. Information Agency* Depart-
ment of Commerce* the Pentagon* and the Department of







The first government bookstore outside of
Washington* D. C* was opened in Chicago* Illinois* on
March 21* 1967. Within its first three oonths of operation.
37
the Chicago store served almost 8*000 customers.
In his January 24* 1967* progress report to Presi-
dent Johnson* Chairman Macy said* "Making our publications
easily available to people throughout the nation is a major




Slightly over one month after the Chicago bookstore
opened* the second bookstore outside of Washington* D. C*
opened in Kansas City* Missouri* along with the nation's
second federal Information Center. Irving Kator aptly
39described this arrangement
t
A combination federal Information Center and Government
bookstore is a natural. Both serve* and provide
information to* the public. Combining them permits
interchangeability of staff and economical operation.
... The addition of Government bookstores to Federal
Information Centers is an important plus. Where* as in
Kansas City* the federal Job Information Center* the
federal Information Center* and the Government Book-
store are located together in prime space in a federal
office building* improved service to the public becomes
a certainty and this installation is s model for other
cities to follow.
After the opening of the Kansas City bookstore*
stores were opened in San Francisco* Los Angeles* Boston*
Atlanta* Denver* Detroit* Minneapolis* Mew York* Philadel-
phia and St. Louis. The San Francisco store* which opened













seller of government publications among ell GPO bookstores
except for the main store in Washington* D. C. The store
in San Francisco served almost 6*000 customers during its
first month of operation.
MC Pragr
after the opening of the Kansas City FIG,
41
Irving Kator concluded!
There is no longer any question about the desirability
of establishing federal Information Centers. The
Atlanta and Kansas City operations prove the value of
this new service* . . .
Great potential exists for improved service to the
public through Federal Information Centers. The
centers bridge the gulf that too often separates the
cltisen from his government. They are an affirmative
response to a demonstrated need for better sources of
information* advice* and referral about Government
services.
In his June 26, 1967* report to the President*
42Chairman Macy told President Johnson*
This new concept in service is a direct outgrowth of
your personal interest in improving service to the
public. Flans are under way to open information
centers in other major metropolitan areas to assure
that citizens there have a central information and
referral point for Government services.
A White House press release of November 24* 1967*
reported the President's satisfaction with the FIC program*
and announced that centers would be opened in Chicago*
Boston* Denver* San Francisco and Fort Worth within a
43year. These centers* it was reported* would be financed
by contributions from the federal agencies in the immediate
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Chairman Maoy was quoted in the release as saying the
Atlanta and Kansas City centers have improved service to
the public with little or no additional expense to the
government because a citisen properly served the first tins
will not require the extra expense of repeat service for the
same matter.
following the Kansas City FXC* the next center to
open was in Boston* Massachusetts* March 15. 1968. During
the remainder of 1968 « centers were opened in Chicago*
Denver* tort Worth* and San Francisco. Mew York's FJC
opened in January 1969 and was followed by the opening of
the Los Angeles center in February 1969.
When President Nixon assumed office in January 1969*
nine Federal Information Centers ware either in operation
or about to begin operations* as in the case of New York
and Los Angeles.
President Rixon* according to Herbert G. Klein*
44director of communications for the Executive Branch*
... recognised the need for a closer relationship
between the public and the Government early in his
Administration. The Federal Information Center program
was identified as an excellent way to provide that
necessary link. Therefore* with the President *s
impetus* the system was expanded from nine Centers to
29.
In a memorandum of October 27* 1969* addressed to
the heads of all executive departments and agencies and






On assuming the responsibilities of this office* I made
the observation that our Executive Branch needs to toe
more responsive to the people we serve. ... As a
means of furthering better service to the public * Z
believe the program establishing federal Znformation
Canters to provide single points of inquiry to the
public on all Government activities is a good one. Zt
should now be extended from its present number of nine
to every major metropolitan area. Z request that all
agency heads cooperate in this effort. They should
also explore the feasibility of combining Government
information and referral centers in a community into
one public information center.
46
Z am asking Chairman Hampton whose staff initially
developed the federal Information Center concept* and
Administrator Kunxig* whose Agency (GSA) has had
experience in administering the existing Information
Centers* to proceed as rapidly as possible in establish-
ing additional Centers. The General Services Adminis-
tration will operate them. The costs of the Centers
should be shared by all benefiting agencies. State and
local governments are to be invited to participate so
that a eitiaen might receive information relative to
all levels of government from one central point in a
community.
As President Nixon pointed out in his memorandum*
the General Services Administration waa to continue with
the responsibility for administering the FZC program
although the program had been conceived initially by Civil
Service Commission executives. As the government's
business arm* the GSA ia tasked with providing a variety of
services required by other agencies in the execution of
their functions. When the Atlanta federal Information
Center waa opened* GSA waa already operating 38 information
desks in lobbies of federal buildings around the country.
These desks plus GSA telephone operators handled inquiries
from citizens in much the same way as do the Federal









Information Centers* although on a reduced level and with
less expertise. The PIC program was permanently placed in
the G8A partly because of the administrative service mission
of the agency, partly because G8A was already providing
information services to the public* and because the Task
Force to Study Feasibility of Centralised Federal Informa-
47tion Centers in Metropolitan Areas recommended it.
The first Federal Information Center to open under
President Nixon's extension of the program was the Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, center, which opened October 28,
1969. The day before the Philadelphia center opened.
President Nixon told his agency and department heads
In addition to providing easy access for the citizen to
information about all Government services from a
central location, the Federal Information Centers
should also be places for receiving ideas and sugges-
tions from the public. This would carry out the
"listening post" concept which I first mentioned during
the campaign and which received enthusiastic response
across the country. The newest Center, opening
October 28, in Philadelphia, will be the first to
embody the "listening post" idea. Civil Service Com-
mission Chairman Robert E. Hampton and General Services
Administrator Robert L. Kunsig will notify you of the
procedures to be instituted for handling the special
correspondence which this Center and the succeeding
"listening posts" will generate.
The "Listening Post" Concgpt
President ftiixon's "Listening Post" idea was first
tried just prior to the Republican national Convention in
early August 1968. 49
During the Republican campaign, voters were invited













the country, and say "whatever was on their minds. "
Republican campaign official* divided the nation into 27
sections* and provided each with either a mobile or station-
ary office to obtain the views of voters. "Listening
Post" efforts were generally used in conjunction with a
visit to the area by a key person campaigning on behalf of
Richard Wixon, such as members of Congress* Key campaign
officials* etc.
Results of these recordings of voters* views were
tabulated* summarised and studied by campaign officials.
Summaries were given to all key staff members and to
Richard iiiixon* and excerpts of the recordings were provided
to Nixon. Lach citisen who submitted a comment or sugges-
tion was to receive a reply within one week on the matter
11
with which he was concerned.
52
According to the Hew York Xiiafcftx
Hundreds of Americans are talking to Richard M. Nixon
each day* and he is responding to each of them—thanks
to the imaginative use of electronic gadgetry by his
citisen supporters.
Using computer-controlled typewriters* replies to citlssn
comments and inquiries were compiled from a computer memory
bank of 67 Hixon positions on key issues taken from his
speeches and writings. An electronic signature machine
signed "Richard M. Nixon'' to the letters sent to
in*ar.r.. 53
A "statistics section" of the campaign tabulated the












what people were concerned with each week.
54The XImlA concluded i
. • • if it showed nothing else* /it/ uncovered without
further analysis the issues that preoccupied the
thinking of the voter. This knowledge enabled the
candidate to address himself to the problems of concern
in the areas where he was campaigning.
In addition* the IlsmM, said* the program allowed campaign
officials to know what citisan concerns were, nationally
and locally* and whan "hot" issues cooled down and were
replaced by others.
This "feedback" concept* conceived in the 1968
presidential campaign* was to be mads part of the Federal
Information Center program by presidential directive.
According to Irving Kator* this concept as applied to the
PIC program also ". • . traced part of its seeds to the
climate /existing in Washington* D. C* at the
timey. M ft Civil Service Commission press release of
November 13* 1969* said* "Listening Posts were authorised
• • . to carry out the President's pledge during the cam-
paign to have an open administration and to seek ideas and
56
suggestions from the public."
The Philadelphia PIC was scheduled to be the first
in a series of 15 centers to be opened in 1969-1970—each
with a listening post capability as well as an information
center function. Listening posts were planned for Cleve-
land* Minneapolis* St. Louis* Seattle* Albuquerque* Balti-
more* Buffalo* Cincinnati* Detroit* Miami* Newark* Mew
•fj-^i;












57Orleans* Pittsburgh and Portland* Oregon. According to
the m»*a*»yi y*Tff President Nixon had indicated there
58
would eventually be a listening post in every major city.
A White House press release* issued the day prior
59to the opening of the Philadelphia FXC, explained)
The Philadelphia FIC will have the additional responsi-
bility of serving as the first "President's Listening
Post. It will be a reception point where Philadelphia
area oitisens can submit to the Government suggestions
and ideas concerning Government operations. This is a
pilot program and the President has requested all
Federal agencies to be prompt and responsive to the
suggestions and ideas written on the special terms
provided by the Philadelphia Center.
Secretary of Sousing and Urban Development George Romney
and Assistant to the President for Urban Affairs Daniel P.
Moynihan were sent by the President to Philadelphia on
October 28th M . • • to listen on his behalf to the views*
suggestions and concerns of citizens living in the core
city* and to dedicate the opening of the Philadelphia FZC/
Listening Post. 60
A joint Civil Service Commission-General Services
Administration memorandum of November 6* 1969* to the heads
61
of executive departments and agencies explained a
As a means of carrying out the President's desire to
bring the citisen closer to his Government and to open
new channels of communication between Government and
the citisen* a President's Listening Post has been
established as part of the new Philadelphia Federal
Information Center* The Listening Post will encourage
citizen* to make suggestions and direct their ideas
about Government to appropriate agency headquarters
where they will be analysed and replies made to the
citisen. In addition to getting ideas from the public*
the Listening Posts will give department and agency
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hoada an opportunity to hear from citisens about the
service their organisation renders and how it might ha
improved. Operation of the Listening Post in Phila-
delphia will give us the experience necessary to extend
the same service to other areas of the nation.
The success of the Listening Post depends on the full
cooperation of department and agency heads. Each key
official is a vital part of the Listening Post opera*
tion.
As noted in the White House press release* special
"President's Listening Post 1* forms were available at the
Philadelphia FIC for a citisen to complete , noting his
question* suggestion or complaint. The forms were in the
format of a letter titled, "The President's Listening Post*
and addressed to "President Richard Nixon, The White House,
Washington* D. C. * " with a "Mr. Presidents " salutation.
The forms could be completed at the FIC or returned to the
PIC in a franked pre-addressed envelope. PZC personnel
were charged with providing whatever assistance was neces-
sary to help people complete the forms* and when requested,
PZC staff would accept suggestions by telephone and put
them on the special forma.
When inquiries could best be handled locally,
listening poat procedures required that the FIC staff get
the necessary information for the citisen and refer the
citisen to the appropriate local federal office. 63
Upon receipt by the listening post, the original
copy of a citisen' a suggestion form was to be forwarded in
a special envelope to a deaignated official in the appropri-




charged with responsibility for improving sn agency's
service to the public. Hants of these officials were to be
submitted to the Civil Service Commission so that incoming
listening post mail could be properly routed, forms issued
were to be returned to the FIC and not mailed to Washington
by citizens. A copy of each citizen's suggestion was to be
forwardec to the appropriate agency's local or regional
office serving the Philadelphia area* A third copy was to
be retained by the PIC and a final copy was to be sent to
the Civil Service Commission for information.
Procedures required that each department and agency*
under the signature of the headquarters official responsible
for action* should reply "directly, promptly* and
responsive ly" to the person making the suggestion. Each
return letter was to begin with* "The President has asked
ii
me to reply ....
"
Where suggestions could be adopted* the reply was
to indicate this and give proper recognition to the citizen.
When complaints about a department's or agency's service
were received, they were to be investigated promptly, cor-
rective action taken and the citizen notified. Direct
telephone circuits were available at the PIC to allow citi-
zens to talk to a Washington or local official when
appropriate.
Officials were asked to maintain close control of
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reports to the Civil Service Commission of the total number
of suggestions or inquiries received by the department and
the number of delinquent replies. Citizen inquiries and
suggestions were to be answered within 14 days of receipt.
These reports* according to the Civil Service Commission-
General Services Administration memorandum of November 6.
67
1969* were to be forwarded to President Nixon.
At the February 12. 1970. meeting of the government
officials in charge of programs to improve service to the
public. Civil Service Commission Chairman Hampton noted
that the volume of suggestions received by the Philadelphia
Listening Post had been low up to that point. It was
stressed that the opening of additional listening posts was
contingent on the success of the Philadelphia experiment.
Hampton pointed out that the information centers and
listening posts did not get to the real question of service
provided by an agency, but were merely means outside the
agency of achieving better service to the public. The real
problem, he said, remains of making each agency's service
more responsive to the needs of the public. Zn this vein.
he asked agency heads to consider "... what happens to
the suggestions when they are received in the agencies?
Bow does the agency respond and is appropriate action
taken?" Minutes of the meeting also indicate that*
Despite the limited number of suggestions received at
the Listening Post, agency representatives felt it was
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directly to the Executive Branch on natters of vital
concern to them. They felt the Listening Post offered
this opportunity and believed the concept should be
extended at a minimum to one or wore other metropolitan
areas before a final decision was tuaoe concerning
further extension of the Listening Posts.
It was announced at the meeting that officials Mere
no longer required to compile summaries of inquiries
received and responses sent* but vert merely to forward a
copy of each reply to Irving Kator. The officials also
mentioned the practice of disposing of citizen complaints
at the local level, rather than in Washington* D. C.t
There was some discussion about the desirability of the
Philadelphia Listening Poet requesting local or
regional offices of agencies to handle specific issues
brought to its attention. The general consensus was
that it was desirable that matters be tunneled directly
to the agency official in charge of improved service so
that he would have an opportunity to see what citizens
were saying about the work of his agency. At the same
time, there was recognition that the problems brought to
the attention of agencies in this way would sometimes
to be referred to the local area for action.
A Wall Strait Journal article of April 28* 1970,
provides a different view of the problems of the Philadel-
71phia listening post after six months of operation.
The article reports that by the end of April 1970,
the listening post had received a total of 74 communications
from citizens, and these 74 letters M . • • have been
shuffled around the capital bureaucracy just like the
hundreds of thousands of complaints and suggestions that
citizens mail straight to the White House each year. H
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thought we'd be inundated, hut it hasn't p£ouuc<*u the large
number of either requests or suggestions we thought it
might have.' The article said Philadelphia's low input had
delayed plans for opening additional listening posts , but
quoted Kator as insisting that expansion of the concept was
likely.
General Services Administration officials in
Philadelphia were quoted as saying the project suffered
from a lack of publicity* claiming that television public
service announcements were aired at poor times for reaching
the maximum audience . The Journe i noted that the listening
post was not located in the main lobby of the Federal
building, but ". . . adjacent to the federal Building's
little-used side door . . . " and that "There's no separate
listing for the Listening Post in the phone book; even the
phone company's information operator can't produce a number
for the President's project.
The article said that the usual assurance given
citisens by PIC personnel was that the information on the
form would "get to the President. In fact, however, the
listening post procedures required that the forms be sent
to various government officials having cognizance over the
subject matter in the form, and the citisens were to receive
replies direct from these officials. The Journal said that
not even a member of the White House staff had seen any of
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the procedure* outlined in the November 6. 1969, CSC-GSA
memorandum setting up listening poet operating procedures.
The Jaurpai also described several complaints and
questions submitted by citisens which received less than
prompt* appropriate replies. It did not mention any cases
that were satisfactorily answered.
The Journal noted that one woman's complaint
forwarded to the Assistant Secretary of Defense was* after
seversl months* given to "a nameless military sergeant" for
investigation. A letter sent to the Department of Agri-
culture was answered by saying the matter was properly a
state function* but the reply failed to identify the state
agency or official who could help and did not re far the
matter directly to a state agency. The Justice Department's
contact man for the listening post was quoted ss saying
that he had not received any citisen letters forwarded to
him* and had never heard of the listening post program.
Another letter from a group of Black students concluded
with "We shall all be very interested in seeing what comes
of this attempt to reach ye \. • • .we want to see if you
care as much as it seems you do or if this letter winds up
in a file or answered by a secretary • • • " The letter*
according to the Journal, was never answered and ended up
in a dead file.
The listening post concept was discontinued at
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it had begun. The Philadelphia FXC continued ita informa-
tion function* but no longer acted aa a listening poet aa
well. The listening peat concept waa not tried at any
other federal Information Center* after the Philadelphia
experience. According to the Washington* D. C, WJC
72Coordinator
t
Low volume of public response waa primarily responsible
for the decision to discontinue the operation. The
public's reaction to having its lettera answered by
lower-level federal officials rather than by the White
House also contributed to the decision.
An United Press International article appearing in
the April 4, 1971* issue of the Cincinnati E«gnir»r,
reported that the federal government "... has discovered
that while ita oitlsena may complain about government, they
apparently don't bother to tell about it even when given
73
the chance. ' The article said:
The /Philadelphia listening/ post waa advertiaed aa the
answer to the problem of cutting through government red
tape. The post, it was said, would enable the public
to "go right to the top" with complainta or suggestions
and would be the forerunner of a dosen more auch
posts. ... Today there are no listening posts. The
one in Philadelphia laated less than IS months. The
others never got off the ground.
The Philadelphia listening post received only about 250
communicationn during ita abort life span. And while
it was set up to get answers "from the top, the post
itself had trouble at times piercing the bureaucratic
red tape.
The article said Richard Vawter, information director for
the General Services Administration, reported that the
project did not receive enough publicity. "It waa difficult
to keep it before the public, ** Vawter was quoted as saying.
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A aslatmfl ftirvliffit fnniiwtr Product Information
During the same month that the Philadelphia
combined PIC-Listening Post opened* October 1969, President
Hixon asked Virginia H. Knauer* Special Assistant for
Consumer Affairs* to devise a program for dissemination of
the information that the government accumulates through
investigating and buying consumer products. As a result of
her efforts* the President issued Executive Order 11566 of
October 26* 1970* establishing the Consumer Product Informs*
tion Coordinating Center* administered by the General
Services Administration in cooperation with the White House
Office of Consumer Affairs*
The Center has two primary functional to encourage
the development of relevant and meaningful consumer product
information as a byproduct of government research*
development and procurement* and to promote greater public
awareness of existing government publications of interest
to consumers. The Center works closely with various
government departments and agencies to determine which have
potential data to produce relevant and meaningful consumer
product publications* and encourages federal agencies to
75publish their information for the benefit of consumers.
Through this interagency coordination* the Center
reviews federal publications of consumer interest* identi-
fies gaps in consumer product information* makes recommenda-
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duplicate efforts* and aids the agencies in developing and
publishing consumer information.
In addition* the Center conducts its own researchi
it distributes questionnaires to consumers to determine
their information needs* conducts street interviews to
ascertain the nature of the consumer audience* submits
manuscripts of proposed consumer publications to consumer
panels for review* and measures the effects of publications
77
on consumers. The Center determines what areas of product
information are of prime interest to consumers* how best to
communicate with the consumer* how well government pamphlets
78
are doing their jobs* and how they can be improved*
A Washington* D. C.# distribution center stocks and
disseminates consumer publications. Quarterly* a 16-page
selected titles of consumer product publications and repre-
senting the output of over 16 federal agencies* is published
and distributed. About 75 per cent of the publications
listed in the index are free or cost 20 cents or less*- a
few are available in Spanish as well as English. These
consumer publications deal with home appliances* automo-
biles* budgets* credit and financing* child care* clothing
and laundering* consumer protection* food* health* the
natural environment* housing* landscaping and pest control*
sad a variety of miscellaneous topics ranging from how to
em
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newsletter, mailed to national/ regional and local media*
and to all major consumer organisations* highlights
selected new publications.
The index of publications is revised and published
quarterly to add new publications* delete those for which
there has been no demand* and to reflect seasonal demands.
Over three million Indexes are distributed each quarter
through Congressional offices* federal offices* consumer*
professional* educational and social groups in the private
sector* and in response to mail requests prompted by mass
81
media advertising.
Beginning in March 1971* the Federal Information
Centers around the country became major distribution points
for not only the Cnniuwr, Product Information index* but
for consumer publications as well. Centers maintain a
supply of the indexes for distribution to citizens* and
most centers stock a variety of consumer publications for
sale or free distribution. The stocks of publications at
each center are revised quarterly to reflect new additions
82
and seasonal interests.
iMEAniinn of the Program, Undtf Prfilatent Mixon
Within one month after President Nixon's inaugura-
tion* nine federal Information Centers were in operation.
The Philadelphia PIC. opening in October 1969* was the
tenth* and under the President's encouragement* 15 more
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FJC's were not established in any logical sequence,
such as in order of city siss. The first eight centers
nere established in those cities which also served as
regional headquarters for G6A administrators. The initial
thinking at the program's outset was that centers would he
established only in those cities with an organisation of
federal officials—such as a Federal Executive Board (see
Chapter XV, section titled "Mission mvA Organisation *)•
After the first eight centers were established* the sequence
in which later centers opened depended much on the initiative
and influence of the federal executive organisations and of
the CSA regional officials. The requirement that there
must be an organisation of federal executives in a city
before an FJC may be opened has since been canceled*
83
Beginning in late 1969* a new feature* "tie-lines."
was added to the program. In order to increase the number
of citisens served by an FIC through telephone service* the
government conceived of connecting distant cities with the
centers through toll-free telephone service. These tie-
lines allow people in remote but near-by cities not served
by an FIC to dial* from their homos and offices* toll-free
local numbers that will connect them directly with an FIC
in a distant city. This system increases the number of
people having direct access to a center with minimal addi-
tional cost to the government. Milwaukee* Wisconsin* for
example* has a tie-line connection to the Chicago FIC.
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Birmingham, Alabama* and Charlotte, north Carolina, have
toll-free tie-lines to the FIC in Atlanta, Georgia. By
mid-1970, 16 such "remote" cities were connected by tie-line
841
to information centers in major metropolitan areas.
Aside from the Philadelphia listening post experi-
ment, the new information centers which opened under the
Nixon administration generally followed the Atlanta example
in terms of sise, staff and functions. The lone exception
to this is the San Diego, California, information center
which opened in March 1971.
A White House press release of November 24, 1967,
stated that85
In several cities, governors and mayors have expressed
an interest in locating information centers concerning
stste and local services adjoining the federal centers
to permit information on all government services in the
same general location.
In his October 27, 1969, memorandum to government
officials concerning improved service to the public.
President Hixon urged agency heads to *• • • explore the
feasibility of combining government information and referral
centers in a community into one public information center,"
sad, "State and local governments are to be invited to
participate so that a citisen might receive information
relative to all levels of government from one central point
in a community."86
In the case of the San Diego center, this idea
ne a reality. The San Diego center, properly identified
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as « "Government Information Cantor- instead of a "federal
Information Canter* la a unique Innovation in that it is
staffed* funded* supplied and operated jointly by federal*
state* county and city governmenta. Citisane may query the
center on any government matter* from the highest level of
government to the lowest* and can expect to be referred to
whichever public agency or official can beat provide
assistance. Publications distributed and sold by the
center originate from all levels of government represented*
87The tan Diego center ia
... a significant innovation • • . an attempt to be
even more responsive to the public by providing answers
to questions and solutions to problems concerning any
phase of government*
Except for the San Diego center* however* no other Federal
Information Center ia joined with information centers of
other levels of government.
The Federal Information Center program as of
November 1* 1972* consists of centers in 36 major metropol-
itan areas* with an additional 37 cities connected to these
centers by toll-free tie-lines. The government estimates
that this service reaches nearly 50 per cent of the U. 8.
population. The growth of the program is summarised in
the following table. 89
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GROWTH OF THE FEDERAL I*FORMATION CENTER PROGRAM
BY FISCAL YEAR
Stew M»w
Fiscal Center9 Total Tie-Lines Total Inquiries
Year* Opened Centers MMM Tie-Lines Received
1967 2 2 - - 52,000
1968 5 7 • m 960,000
1969 2 9 - m 1,343,000
1970 16 25 16 16 2,079,000
1971 4 29 2 18 3,514,000
1972 4 33 16 34 4,404,129*
197 3C 3 36 3 37 Incomplete
A fiscal year runs from July 1 of one year to
June 30 of the following year and is identified by the
calendar year in Which it ends. Thus, fiscal year 1967
ends on June 30, 1967.
\~
Includes June 1972 data for Memphis, Tennessee,
FIC which was not officially opened until July 17, 1972
(FT 1973) • but collected and reported inquiries for June
1972 (FY 1972). Includes San Diego, California, FIC data
for May and June 1972 only. During the period July 1, 1971,
until May 1, 1972, San Diego did not separate city/county/
state information center inquiries from federal information
center inquiries. Averaging San Diego's May-June 1972 data
and applying this average to the first 10 months of the
fiscal year, the "constructed total inquiries for fiscal
year 1972 would be 4,609,203.
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CHAPTER XVwSJeWSeT a. mtm% * w
FEDERAL ZHPORMATZOH CERTBR PROGRAM TODAY
Organisation and tension
Within the General Services Administration* the
Federal Information Coordination Staff is part of the
Office of Public Affairs under direction of the Assistant
Administrator.
Among other things* the Assistant Administrator
s
"Directs programs for congressional liaison* public infor-
mation* business services* advertising* and small business."
The Office of Public Affairs "Advises and assists agency
officials on matters of public sffairs affecting GSA's
relations with the public and news media. Conducts the OSA
public information* business services* advertising* and
•1
small business progri
The position of federal Information Coordinator was
established December 3* 1971. Before then* the program was
administered by the Special Projects office* Office of
2Public Affairs. The PIC Coordination Staff "Develops plans*
policies* and procedures for the establishment and operation
of federal Information Centers. " According to the PIC
Coordinator* her job "... consists primarily of matters
which concern the entire programs expansion* budget
122












allocation* promotion and any policy mattera relating to
the operation of the individual canters or the program aa a
whole. -4
The mieeion statement for the individual centers
5
aaya an FXCi
Serves aa a central point for providing iiaaediate and
accurate information to the public on all federal pro-
grama* and re fare the public* aa required* to the proper
Government official or agency.
Coordinates the development of the federal information
program with all local federal activities* including the
local federal Executive Board.
Collaborates with representatives of local federal
agencies in developing an effective system for
refsrrals.
Continually reviews and evaluates the information refer-
ral operation and makes or recommends improvements.
An extract from the draft of the 1972/1973 edition of the
\im 8* GoAmrnment Prmuuxatian Manual describes center func-
tions in these words
»
Operating in 35 major cities the FXC's provide a
central point for the immediate and accurate dissemina-
tion of information to the general public concerning
the federal Government. FXC'e serve as a basic source
of information relating to Government activities.
Centers function as a convenient point to which the
public can addreaa questions relating to Government
agencies. Questions may be addressed in person* by
shone or by letter. The Center's role is to provide
th» information requested or to direct the inquirer to
the correct federal agency or state or local government
office.
According to the G8A Director of Management services* infor-
mation concerning the F1C program did not appear in the
1971/1*72 or earlier editions of the n- s. n^,^^
because an organizational element
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within GSA responsible for the program was not established
until December 1971. 7
Individual information centers are managed by GSA
Administrators located in major cities. The 10 regional
a
headquarters and the areas they have cognisance over arei
Bxttion #1 (Boston. MMHa/rhlisattl) t Connecticut*
Maine . Massachusetts* Hew Hampshire. Rhode Island, and
Vermont;
Bagion #2 (Haw York. Haw Yogis) » Mew jersey, new
York. Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands;
aagioa #3 (Washington* D, C,)t Delaware.
Washington. D. C, Maryland. Pennsylvania. Virginia, and
Mast Virginia;
Raglan M (Atlanta* flsorglajt Alabama. Florida.
Georgia. Kentucky. Mississippi. North Carolina. South Caro-
lina, and Tennessee;
fcagion #5 (Chicago > Illinois)* Illinois. Indiana.
Michigan. Minnesota. Ohio, and Wisconsin;
ftag.fom tft (ianaaa City, ttiaaouri) t Iowa. Kansas.
Missouri, and Nebraska;
Raglan #7 ivor* worth . to«««1 t Arkansas. Louisiana.
Mew Mexico. Oklahoma, and Texas;
Ruginn ffl BsMBMU Colorado)* Colorado. Montana.
Worth Dakota. South Dakota. Utah, and Wyoming;
Raqlon ft (Sir Francisco, California) « Arisona.
California. Hawaii, and Nevada; and.
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ftsgipn ftlft (Auburn. Washington! « Alaska. Idaho*
Oregon, and Washington.
within each 06A regional headquarters the Director
of Business Affairs has direct supervision of the program.
Centers Maintain close relationships with their
city's organisation of federal officials. In taost FXC
cities* these officials are organised into a Federal Exec-
utive Board (FEB), a Federal Executive Association (FLA),
or both* depending on the number and echelon of officials
in the federal community.
At the program's outset* the philosophy was that
each Federal Executive Board city would have a Federal
Information Center. The first eight FIC's were established
in GSA regional headquarters cities which also have Federal
Executive Boards. The majority of centers thereafter were
established in cities with only a Federal Executive Board.
This philosophy changed as the program grew* beginning in
1971 centers were established in cities with Federal Execu-
tive Associations. Recently* an FIC was opened in Houston*
Texas* which has a Federal Businessmen's Association* and
the last FIC to open—Sacramento* California—has no organ-
gixation of federal officials.
The concept for organisations of federal executives
in cities outside of Washington* D. C. , originated with
Fresident John F. Kennedy in 1961 to ". . • promote coopera-
tion among Federal agencies in the field* and to serve as a
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link for transmitting Presidential concerns directly to
Federal officials located in major cities throughout the
country.'* In President Kennedy's wordst
Although each Executive agency and its field organiza-
tion have a special mission* there are many matters on
which the work of the departments converge. Among them
are management and budgetary procedures* personnel
policies* recruitment efforts* office space uses*
procurement activities* public information duties* and
similar matters. There are opportunities to pool
experience and resources* and to accomplish savings.
These organisations are concerned with improving communica-
tions between Washington and the field and among federal
officials in the field* encouraging cooperation among
federal agencies in areas where cooperation is to their
mutual advantage* and coordinating support for community
activities. The existence of these organisations in a
city is evidence of the number and complexity of federal
•fancies and functions in that city.
The number of federal agencies represented on these
boards and associations in FXC cities varies from 14 to
14
118* with an average of 45. The number of members* how-
ever* does not indicate the number of federal agencies or
offices in a city. For example, the Minneapolis-St. Paul*
Minnesota* Federal Executive Board has 45 members but there
are over 1*000 separate federal offices in the area.
The relationship between an FXC and its organisa-
tion of federal officials is basically that the FXC provides
an information-coordination service for federal agencies*
while the agencies—through their organisation—provide
I Mi
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FXC's with input on functions* programs and personnel* and
•id in recruiting FJC staff and publicising FIC services.
In a memorandum of August 13* 1969* President ttixon
said he looked to these organisations of officials to give
16
renewed emphasis to improving service to the public* In
a manorandurn of December 1* 1969* to the chairman of the
Federal Executive Boards* Civil Service Cotmoission Chairman
Robert £• Hampton points out that the FXC's are important
means for improving service to the public* and are an impor~
tant responsibility of the organisation. Hampton saids
• • • the full cooperation of each member of the FEB is
essential if the Centers are to carry out the Presi"
dent's objective of improving service to the American
public. ... It is essential that the Federal Executive
Board work with GSA in providing wide publicity so that
citisens in the community know about the center ...
we will rely on the FEB to work out cooperative
arrangements with state and local governments so that
information about all Government activities can be
provided by the Centers.
Figure 1 depicts the organisation of the FJC
lfiprogram within the General Services Administration.
All 36 Federal Information Centers are housed in
federal buildings in their respective cities except one
—
Seattle* Washington—which is in a leased building. Twenty-
six centers are in main lobbies of these buildings; the
others are out of main traffic areas.
The philosophy at the outset of the program was
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near a building** main entrance. Within the last year this
19haa changed. Zn the worda of the FIC Coordinator*
Conaiatent with the desire to conaider quality of
aerviee aa important aa quantity, it ia considered
preferable to avoid locating the FIC facility in a
place where it asaumee the role of building directory.
A freestanding booth in the center of the lobby, in the
direct line of traffic entering the building attracts a
great number of inquiries; however, it also ties up the
time of Center personnel with receptionist-type
questions.
Zt is preferable to locate the FIC so that it is
visually accessible to people entering the building (a
booth or office opening directly onto the lobby area),
but not necessarily in the direct line of traffic. In
this way, the FIC can be relieved of the walk-in traffic
which Knows what they want and can concentrate on those
who really are in need of help.
An FIC should be "a door, not a doormat, * the coordinator
Centers are urged to have prominent signs located
near building entrances which direct public attention to
the assistance available at the FIC. Signs are to be
visible from any angle of approach; mere lettering on the
wall behind or beside the FIC is discouraged. **
There is no standard size or design for an FIC
facility. Xumber of personnel working the center, available
space and competing interests determine sire and configur-
ation. The use of color and inviting decor is encouraged,
limited only by funds and the imagination of FIC staff.
Centers have from two to 11 incoming telephone
lines, excluding tie-lines* The average number of incoming
telephone lines is 3.8; the mode is three. These incoming
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lines are listed under one telephone number. A rotary
•witch distributes incoming calls to whichever of the lines
is not busy. Most centers have a telephone circuit
reserved for outgoing calls* normally used to call federal
agencies while an inquirer waits at the counter or on
another telephone line. There is one telephone instrument
for each member of the staff* plus one or more "courtesy**
telephones for use by citizens.
Telephone circuits from tie-line cities are
individually terminated *&& identified*
The "courtesy" telephones at centers are for use by
citisens to call Washington, D. C. , or local officials if
their inquiry warrants.
Hone of the centers are open on Saturdays. During
the work week* centere are open for the normal business
day j the earliest opening time is 7*45 a.m. and the latest
closing time is 5t00 p.m. All are open during the noon
hour.
Twenty-three of the centers operate in cities which
also have city* county or state information centers under a
variety of names. Only the San Diego S'2C is physically
combined with information centers of other levels of
government.
Twelve of the centers are served by Government
Printing Office sales outlets in the same city. Eight of
the centers have GPO bookstores in the same building and on
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the MM floor. 21




The Federal Information Center Coordination Staff
in Washington, D. C, consists of one full-tine Civil
Service employee, Joan C. Riordan, GS-13, who shares secre-
tarial help with the OSA Director of Information and uses
23
management trainees for special projects.
Outside of Washington, D. C, the program has 10S
full-time and one part-time employees. Staff for a center
varies from two to four people, with the average being 2.9,
the mode three. Of the field employees, five are men and
101 are women. One is an oriental, 12 are Spanish-
Americans and 26 are Negroes. Twenty-seven persons at 16
centers speak languages other than English.
Total federal service for FXC employees varies from
a few weeks to 33 years with the average being 12.1 years*
FXC supervisors average 15.6 years of federal employment;
non-supervisory personnel average 10.3 years. Total service
with the PIC program varies from a few weeks to six years;
the average being 2.1 years. Except for three employees,
all had federal employment experience before coming to the
FXC program. Center supervisors are normally in Civil
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by Civil Service grade 1st GS-13. one? 08-9, 17; GS-7, 35?
Gl-5. 42; GB-4, Hi GS-2, one.
Extracts from the Classification Act and Wage"Board
24Position descriptions indicate the duties of fXC personnels *
(ftHpnrviSflra) i follows policies and procedures estab-
lished by the federal executive Board and the G3A
Regional Administrator. . • • Guidelines consist of
agency policies and programs, organisational charts,
functional statements, locator lists, directories, own
knowledge of organisations and their activities, and
oral and written instructions.
from sources such as organisational charts, functional
statements, directories of offices and personnel, bene-
fits and services brochures, publications, and news
media reports, evaluates material and determines that
which will be made part of the library of data and
files of the information center. Visits and/or tele-
phones new, reorganised, and added agencies, depart-*
ments, courts, offices and related activities to obtain
detailed and specific information concerning the
functions, services, relationship with other activities,
limits of concern or authority, departmental defini-
tions and responsibilities, position and office titles,
names of key persons, addresses and locations, and
hours of operation. May obtain brochures and supplies
of forms to offer or exhibit to information seekers.
Provides information concerning local Governmental
activities, agencies and services to the general public
and Government representatives, furnishes basic infor-
mation concerning services provided, location of
activities, and hours of operation. ... from infer-
ences and vague requirements, determines most suitable
method or route to obtain the desired information. • • <
Decides and organises most suitable types and arrange-
ments of information data, directories, lists, and
related references. Assures the references are changed]
to include additional and changes in information.
Establishes special files to provide services peculiar
to the locale.
<ot-H»r»l t Provides in-depth oral and written informa-
tion concerning Government activities and services to
the general public, professional individuals, business
firms, courts, civil defsnse offices, law enforcement
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agencies, and other Government offices. Furnishes such
information as location* hours of operation, and
specific functions of various Federal, state, and city
agencies and their departments, emergency and lav
enforcement assistance, specific court and legal
offices* etc. From vague or general queries* resolves
spscific needs of requestors by questioning them for
definite information so as to determine whether the
problems refer to county, state, or Federal Govern-
mental activities. From knowledge of the variety of
functions in each of the activities* directs the
callers to the office or contact point concerned.
Advises on such things as areas of concern* limits of
authority* and other similar and related services
offered by the various Governmental offices.
letters* memorandums* and brochures to explain
a variety of procedures pertaining to Federal Govern-
ment activities such as responsibilities of organisa-
tions* agencies, installations* and offices* and advises
on their programs* activities* and operations. Collects
and gathers specific data* facts* and information to
compose written, substantive* responsive replies to
inquiries concerning such matters as foreign travel
requirements* trade agreement points* procedures for
purchasing from and selling to the Government* avail-
ability and applicability of publications* validity of
news articles* banking and loan requirements and
procedures* pollution controls* employment opportunities*
etc. ...
Contacts agencies to obtain and verify such information
as functions of the organisation; services rendered!
location of offices! organisational arrangements; and
titles and names of offices and individuals. Collects
data to bring records* internes* and references up to
date. ...
These duties do not describe all tasks performed by
FSC personnel. A major additional duty is the distribution
or sale of forms and publications. Also* personnel at 17
centers perform service functions aside from information*
referral and promotional tasks. Such duties vary from
center to center and whether extra duties are performed and














of PIC staff as well as the wishes of local officials.
Such duties performed at these centers include i conducting
tours of the federal building for civic groups and schools;
performing Notary Public functions? filling out and
explaining forms for the elderly and uneducated; writing
letters for the elderly and uneducated; escorting the
elderly or infirm to offices* elevators and taxis; providing
an answering service for certain officials or for numerous
officials during conferences; conducting tours of federal
courts; arranging for federal officials to speak at local
meetings and schools; translating letters and documents
into English; and participating in local consumer* civic
and welfare organisations.
Due to the nature of their duties and extent of
public contact* the quality of personnel manning a center
is important. As Irving Kator points out in his report of
the first PICt 25
... people were needed who had strong feelings of
empathy and understanding for the problems of others.
Often the citisen does not know just how to phrase his
problem; it takes tact and patience—and expertise at
interviewing—
-to make a proper referral for service.
Recruiting generally follows these steps* PZC
vacancy announcements are distributed to local federal
agencies directly or through an organisation of federal
officials; GSA's Personnel Division reviews the applications
and eliminates those not meeting the qualification*; a
committee composed of one G6A representative (usually the
•e
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Regional Director of Business Affairs), a Civil Service
Commission representative and a representative of the
organisation of federal officials reviews applications and
interviews the most qualified! the committee makes recom-
mendations and final selections are made by the GSA Regional
Administrator* the senior Civil Service official in the
region and the MSB/ISA chairman if there is such an organ-
isation,
The staff of a new PIC normally begins work three
to four weeks prior to the scheduled opening. Under the
supervision of another PIC, one week is spent preparing and
becoming familiar with the new center's functional direc-
tory. Another week consists of orientation sessions with
representatives of the federal agencies in the city to be
served. Contact is made with state, county and city
•fancies to become familiar with their functions. The rest
of the training is devoted to actual operation in an exist-
ing PIC to become familiar with types of inquiries and use
of standard references.
When a new employee joins an existing center, three
weeks are normally devoted to orientation and training.
One week is spent becoming familiar with inquiries and
reference materials. At least one week is spent learning
the location, personnel and functions of federal and local
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Where possible* FXC supervisors are encouraged to
train a federal employee of another office in PIC duties to
provide a substitute when a regular employee is absent.
Such training typically consists of three days of initial
orientation and one training day every three months there-
after.
Annually, PZC supervisors attend seminars held by
the PIC Coordinator to share experiences* resolve problems
and learn new procedures.
«C function!
Each Federal Information Center has a functional
directory as its basic reference source. Directories con-
sist of alphabetically arranged functional headings under
which are sub-functions* agencies* officials and telephone
numbers. The number and type of listings depends on the
nature and siae of the federal community served* informa-
tion needs of the city* the cooperation of officials in
developing a detailed* thorough directory* and the initia-
tive of PZC staff in building their directory.
•ise of these directories varies from 575 to 8*500
listings* with 2*J»20 being the average. The directories
are metal visible files mounted vertically with individual
listings written on strips of removable paper.
The functional directory for the first PIC (Atlanta)
was the joint effort of CSA and American Telephone and
Telegraph officials. A master index of federal functions
It
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and services performed in the area was compiled, with about
300 functional headings. This list was distributed to
federal agencies in the area for then to indicate which
services they performed under each of the headings* and the
person and telephone number where more information could be
obtained. When the Atlanta FIC opened* the directory had
1,100 listings. 27
As each FIC was established* its functional direc-
tory was outlined by an existing center. This skeleton
list was then distributed among the federal agencies in the
new city to complete the entries. Normally, the local
organisation of federal officials coordinates and supervises
coapx-tion of MM directory. 23
For an FIC to perform its functions accurately, it
is essential that the functional directory be updated with
telephone number changes, additions and deletions of func-
tions and services, personnel and program changes. Super*
visors collect daily or, at the most, weekly, new or
corrected references from each staff member and incorporate
Ml
this information in the directory biweekly or more often.
The individual agencies and officials are responsi-
ble for informing FIC's of any changes in their listings.
FIC supervisors, however, say this is not often done on a
timely basis, and staff time is regularly devoted to
•purifying" the functional directory by calling and verify*
ing each listing. Civil Service Commission Chairman
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on told FSB officials in lata 1969 s 30 "The functional
directory ia the moat important tool in the Center* and the
cooperation of each agency ia esaential in assuring that
the directory covers all Federal services in the area.
*
Twenty-three FIC supervisors report that updating
of functional directories by agencies ia poorly done*
Eight supervisors said a few agencies are prompt but most
are not. Three reported that most of the agencies are
prompt and only a few are tardy. None of the supervisors
said this important function waa done well by all agencies.
Other centers have not been operating long enough to have
an opinion.
Aside from the functional directory* supervisors
maintain files of newspaper clippings* announcements* news-
letters and other information indicating upcoming events*
changes in programs* services and personnel. Centers also
subscribe to various periodicala to keep staffs abreast of
events. Such periodicala include daily newspapers* FEB/FBA
newsletters* the »nd*»r*i Ti«««. weekly news magazines*
Cnnangmr Itttwa* Changing .Timaa and others. 31
Other reference materials at the centers include
u*. S. Government Organisation .Manual* the Congraaaional
Biractpxy* World Almanac* federal* city* county and state
telephone directories and organisation manuals* the Zic
directory. Catalog Q& radaral floraatig Aaaiatans**
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Offleas in that Unitad BtaUi. Where to Writ* for nirth and
Prsaiflantis.1 hocuiasnta* and more. Centers with tie-line
cities maintain references for the remote cities they srvm
as well as their own city. Other references held pertain
to the particular agencies served and their programs and
-rvio... 33
Centers have one functional directory for each
staff member * and each member has his own copies of
33frequently-used references*
An important source of information and assistance
for the centers are agency 'liaison contact" men—aptly
called "trouble-shooters" by some supervisors. Each
federal agency served is asked to designate a contact man
who advises the PIC on changes in programs* personnel*
telephone numbers and locations of offices* serves as a
contact to consult on questions concerning that agency
which the FXC cannot resolve* serves as a channel for
objections to the way the FIC makes referrals* and serves
as a contact for the FIC to resolve complaints received
from citisens about that agency.
Close liaison with city and federal telephone oper-
ators is another important source of information for
centers.
FIC's submit three monthly reports to Washington*
P. C.« via Q8A Regional Directors of Business Affairs.














The firat is based on * daily statistical report
raflooting number of inquiries received by the center* type
of inquiry* e.g.* telephone* walk-in or letter* and the
agency to which the inquiry pertains. The agency concerned
with the inquiry is noted whether the inquiry required a
referral to that agency or whether it was answered com-*
P lately by FXC staff. Requests for restroons* telephones*
city directions* etc.* are excluded from the report. Tie-
line inquiries are recorded for the agency concerned and
again for the city froa which the call originated.
Inquiries resulting in referrals to wore than one agency
35
are recorded for each agency.
At the program's outset* personnel were required to
record the nature of each inquiry as well as statistical
data. This proved too burdensome and the requirement was
deleted. Subsequently and until July 1* 1972* all centers
were required to record statistical data on a daily basis.
Beginning July 1* 1972* centers are assigned "aaapling days"
from Washington* D, C* and data are recorded for these
designated days only. Under this system* statistical
records are kept for six randomly-selected days each month.
Mow centers record inquiries dally for their first four
36
months of operation* however.
A Washington-originated* pre-prlnted form is used
to record daily inquiries. This form lists 27 major federal
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categories, including city, state, county and "miscellane-
ous." The "miscellaneous" category includes inquiries to
private organisations and federal agencies not on the form*
If an agency not on the form receives 100 inquiries a
ith. however, centers are required to add an entry for
37
that agency rather than include it under "miscellaneous.
"
Of the 27 major agencies listed on the form, FIC
supervisors report that a minimum of eight to the full 27
are located in the cities they serve, with an average of
23. The form, revised June 1972, does not list all federal
agencies served by FIC's. tome agencies not on the form
which receive inquiries include i Office of Price Stabiliz-
ation, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Government
Accounting Office, Government Printing Office outlet.
Federal Maritime Commission, Federal Mediation and Concili-
ation Service, NASA, CZA, Civil Rights Commission, USIA,
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, ACC, Office of Emergency
Preparedness, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Farm
Credit Administration, and others*
At the end of each month, these daily forms are
consolidated on a similar form with columns for types of
inquiries, agencies to which inquiries pertain, and a sec-
tion to summarise telephone, walk-in, letter and total
inquiries for the month, cumulative for the current fiscal
year, and for the preceding fiscal year to the end of that
month. This monthly report is forwarded to Washington, 0. C.
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The second monthly report is a narrative* discussing
unusual problems in operating the center or resulting from
special local events affecting workload, complaints
received about FXC services or about other federal
agencies* human interest stories* five of the more unusual
inquiries received"unusual because of subject matter or
newness of the topic—and contacts with news media or other
groups for promotional purposes. Unique promotional tech-
niques, ideas* complaints or suggestions for improvement in
38
services are to be included in this report*
In Washington* P. C. * these two reports are
examined by the program coordinator and are used as the
basis for adjustments to staff* more publicity* identifying
problems* obtaining ideas and suggestions useful to other
centers, and for compiling statistical records of perform-
ance. Informal feedback to federal agencies on the number
of inquiries pertaining to that agency is furnished only
when requested by the agency concerned* Requests for feed-'
back are* according to the coordinator* infrequent* Auto-
matic data processing of information received from the
39
centers is not used*
The third monthly report submitted by the FJC's is
a statistical report of consumer product information publi-
cations sold or distributed free to citizens. It lists
publication titles* number distributed* and monies collected*
The report goes to the Consumer Product Information
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Center in GSA. It is used an the basis for deleting
publications for which there is little demand and for
40
adjusting stocks of publications at the centers.
Reports are submitted to Washington via the local
OCa headquarters by the fifth working day of each month for
the previous month's operation.
Occasionally* FXC's have been required to submit
reports in response to regional requirements as well as
national, for example. GSA Region #6 at one time required
a "Sensitivity Report" of complaints received by an FIC
concerning the agencies served.
There is no regular report or newsletter from
Washington to the centers. Information* suggestions and
policy changes are reported to the field as required.
All but eight of the centers sell consumer product
information publications. Dmtrvmx, Boston* Atlanta* Mew
York* Detroit* San Francisco* los Angeles and Kansas City
do not sell these publications since there is a GFO book**
store in the immediate vicinity of each of these centers—
in the same building* same floor. To avoid duplication of
s ffort and because most consumer publications are printed
by the OPO* the GPQ bookstore sells the pamphlets. Instead
of selling pamphlets* these eight centers display the
popular ones end distribute only free pamphlets.
All centers stock and distribute free indexes of
consumer product publications. The number of consumer
hM pi p6*«tf AM9
i 4.*rxoq»"J
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product publications stocked by the centers for either sale
or free distribution averages 28. Eleven of the centers
also distribute non-consumer product publications of the
type also sold by the Government Printing Office.
Centers are encouraged to display their publica-
tions prominently and to direct attention to the display
cases with signs not only in the vicinity of the PZC but in
42
strategic locations throughout the building.
An inhibiting factor in the sale of consumer publi-
cations is that many of these publications are available
free from the originating government agencies and also from
the GffO bookstores. 43
Table 3 contains data on the sale and free distri-
bution of consumer product information publications for the
period March 1* 1971—when they were first distributed
through rxc*s—to June 1, 1972. 44
More recently* PIC supervisors say their most popu-
lar consumer publications includes Conauunar Product.
Information* Simp la Pluwblnq. RapaArs.* Calories aad .Weight*
XJjouj Their aalflcti^n and Cart* Sc lasting and financing i
flam* fluids to Budgeting fo.r..t,h* family* Klsvsn Ways to
ssUmmmV
Aside from publications* all but nine of the
centers distribute blank forms to citizens. The type of
forms distributed varies from center to center, depending
- i >,. vbovq.
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on the number and typo of ogoneioo served, ooononnl
demands* tho initiative of officials in using the FIC's ao
distribution points* the initiative of FXC personnel in
asking for the forms* and the relationship with non-federal
agencies in the case of non-federal forms.
Federal blank forms distributed includes FCC
license applications for amateur and citisena* band oper-
ators* Peace Corps and VISTA applications* order blanks for
GFO and consumer product information pamphlets* Civil
Service Job applications* passport applications* social
security number applications* requests for search of census
data* requests for statements of social security earnings*
federal income tax forms* bidders' mailing list applica-
tions, gftnaty*^ *&*• subscription forms* applications for
veterans' benefits and information* blank Immunisation
forms for foreign travel, government purchasing and sales
directory applications* requests for information from mili-
tary records* immigration and alien registration forms*
price stabilisation forms* requests for changes in social
security records* postal service change of address cards*
and applications for copyrights and patents.
Twenty-two of the centers stock and distribute non-
federal forms and publications. These include i state
income tax forms* information on adult education courses*
state and city maps* state park information, city library
events* "crisis center" information* state consumer
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protection information* consumer complaint forme* visitors*
guides* state real estate tax refund applications* fishing
and hunting regulations and license applications* voter
registration cards* bus and transit schedules and maps*
ferry schedules* welfare information* tourist promotional
material* and drivers' license applications and instruc-
tions.
The heart of the FXC operation is* of course* the
receipt and answering of inquiries from citizens.
for many inquiries* FXC personnel do not provide
the substantive information requested* but refer inquirers
to the appropriate federal agency. On routine tmd
recurrent questions—the "where to" and "when to" types"**
complete answers by FZC personnel are encouraged. On
complicated questions* personnel do the necessary research
to provide the information necessary to clearly define the
45inquirer's need.
When referrals are made* the inquirer is told which
agency deals with his particular problem and the specific
office within that department. Where possible* inquirers
are given the name of the individual to be contacted.
Zf a question pertains to several federal agencies
or both federal and non-federal agencies* the inquirer is
given the range of referral points and told which office is
the best starting point.







offices unless the inquirer specifically requests it. In
that case* a cheek is made with a congressional staff member
before referring the call*
Employees are urged to give accurate referrals in
order to prevent the citisen from being shuffled from one
office to another. Staff members make whatever "research"
telephone calls are necessary while the inquirer waits* or
they will do the research and later return the inquirer's
call. In some cases when research calls are necessary* the
staff will ask the federal official concerned to call the
citisen back. FIC operating procedures* however* point out
that this approach is risky
i
Other agency personnel* not as oriented toward service
to the public as the PZC's* may not feel impelled to
place the call as indicated. Therefore* it is recom-
mended that you use discretion in adopting this
approach. Zt is also recommended that whenever time
permits* you follow-up with the inquirer to ascertain
if he received a satisfactory response.
When a referral is made* FIC personnel are
instructed to impress the inquirer with their concern for
the quality of FIC service* and to ask that the inquirer
notify the FIC if he does not receive satisfactory or suffi-
cient information. If an inquirer reports that he did not
receive a satisfactory response* FIC staff go through the
referral process again and actively assist the inquirer to
obtain the needed information.
Operating procedures also explains
The FIC must be the judge of whether you are giving an
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required, • • • assess* based upon past experience* the
reliability of information obtained in the process of
researching. Assess also the intelligence of the
inquirer and his apparent ability to carry the ball for
himself.
When PIC personnel are unable to find the answer to
a question* they call the GSA Regional Director of Business
Affairs* the Washington* D. C. • FIC Coordinator* or any
Washington office for assistance. Telephones are available
at centers for citizens to talk with Washington or local
officials if appropriate.
The centers receive few complaints as such*
according to supervisors and the FIC Coordinator. Receiving
and disposing of complaints is not a part of the FIC
mission. Much of what they do receive in this category is
of the "to whom do I complain" type. Legitimate complaints
which can be readily answered by the staff or by another
agency are resolved. For other complaints* center personnel
are instructed to deal tactfully with the caller and suggest
that he write his congressman* or whoever might be
appropriat..48
For January through March of each year* supervisors
report that inquiries pertaining to taxes* alien registra-
tion* holidays* weather* Social Security and Selective
Service predominate it most centers. Passports* summer
employment* travel and recreation areas are the most common
inquiry categories for April through June. For July through
September* inquiries on travel* recreation* agriculture*
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student employment, and federal education assistance are
the most popular, for the final three months of each year*
inquiries on voting* employment* postal regulations and
taxes predominate*
There are also area differences in the types of
inquiries received* For example* cities serving as ports
of entry report large numbers of inquiries on alien regis-
tration* immigration and naturalisation* foreign travel and
passports* Cities serving agricultural areas or inland
waterways receive large numbers of inquiries on those
functions* Centers in cities close to Canada or Mexico
receive large numbers of inquiries on customs regulations*
travel restrictions and immunisation requirements* Centers
in the Wast report popular inquiry categories are recreation
and travel* Centers in cities with large universities
receive many inquiries on federal scholarships* loans and
on summer or part-time federal employment for students*
Centers in the northern states are concerned with weather
and road conditions* Those serving Florida's retirement
communities report inquiries relating to Medicare* Social
Security and other programs for the elderly are popular*
In addition to inquiries pertaining to federal
agencies and programs* the centers receive inquiries on
programs and services administered by state* county and
city agencies. Listings for non-federal agencies are part
of the functional directories* and FZC's provide referral
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service for non-federal questions just as they do for
federal. Generally speaking* however* non-federal listings
are not as detailed and thorough as federal listings. The
extent and accuracy of non-federal listings depends on the
willingness of non-federal offices to cooperate with the
F1C and with the city's organisation of federal officials,
in those cities where there is an information center for
local government* this problem is reduced.
Supervisors report that non-federal inquiries
pertaining to welfare* food stamps* voter registration*
birth records* state taxes* business licenses* unemployment*
consumer protection* low rent housing* motor vehicle
licenses* job training* and hunting and fishing licenses
predominate.
Seven centers report that at various times of the
year for varying periods of time* representatives from
other federal agencies physically work at the FIC in order
to give detailed information on popular questions. An
additional six centers report that they are investigating
the possibility of such additional service. Others have
not been in operation long enough to initiate this service.
Agencies which have representatives at FIC's at
different times of the year include Internal Revenue
Service* Immigration and Naturalization, 8tate department
(passports)* Peace Corps recruiters* ACTION. Railroad
Ketirement Board (claims)* Veterans' Administration for
mm
















housing and job counseling* and the Social Security
Administration.
Several centers report that telephone "hot-lines M
mxm sometimes installed at the FXC's to connect citizens
directly with agency officials during a tine of the year
when questions on a specific topic are heavy* e.g., tele-*
phones to the Internal Revenue Service offices during the
first three months of a year.
Letter inquiries receive slightly different
handling than do telephone or walk-in inquiries. For
letters, PIC personnel themselves write the appropriate
federal agency, enclosing the inquirer's letter or a copy*
and ask that the agency supply the inquirer with the
necessary information. In sons cases, centers will first
obtain the information from the agency concerned and then
write the Inquirer themselves. In most cases, when a
letter is referred to an agency, the staff will write the
inquirer and tell him what disposition has been made of his
letter. 49
Program officials base their estimates of the
program's effectiveness primarily on the volume of inquiries
handled by the centers. The generally increasing volume of
inquiries handled by the centers is considered sufficient
evidence of the program's success. Also, the general lack
of complaints concerning PIC service is pointed to as
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have been no examinations of the program's performance or
effectiveness.
Table 4 compares total inquiries received for
fiscal year 1971 and fiscal year 1972. Table 5 indicates
inquiries received* by center and by type of inquiry, for
fiscal year 1972. Table 6 indicates the agencies concerned
with inquiries for this ssms period. Figures 2 through 5
depict fluctuations in inquiries* overall* by type* and by
FXC. 51
Appendix A lists a sample of interesting inquiries
reported by FJC supervisors* and is included in this report
to Illustrate the range of inquiries received by the FZC's.
inever a new FXC is opened or a tie-line city
to an existing center* GsA's Washington* t>. C* head-
quarters issues a press release to advertise the program
and its services to the cities involved. In addition* the
FXC Coordinator attempts to issue a national release on the
program at least every four months. Frees releases on the
conBurner product information program are planned whenever
major changes occur in the information available* or at
52least every four months.
The OSA Regional Directors of Business Affairs are
responsible for establishing and maintaining media contacts
in FXC and tie-line cities* Publicity from Washington
flows through these directors to local media. Aside from
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Albuquerque fob. 13* 1970 73, 154 141, 717 15
Atlent* July 11, 1966 236.,001 246, 360 5
Baltimore Mar. 9, 1970 M,,470 83, 505 22
Boston Mar. 15, 1968 373,,494 431, 421 1
Buffalo Mar. 15. 1968 33,,526 81, 436 23
Chicago APT. 15. 1968 270, 866 232,,570 7
Cincinnati June 5, 1970 155,,682 225, 259 8
Cleveland Apr. 30, 1970 192,,139 210, 863 10
Denver Apr. 25, 1968 191,,455 164, 629 12
Detroit Mar. 30, 1970 86,,522 90, 580 21
Fort Worth Mailrtuy 423, 1968 171, 050 171, 986 11
Honolulu May i», 1970 52,,175 71, 871 24
Houston June 23, 1972 Ho data 10, 801 30
Indianapolis June 16, 1972 Mo data 1, 028 34
Kansas City Apr. 24, 1967 137,,594 143, 660 13
Los Angeles Feb. 20, 1969 247, 026 260, 911 4
Louisville May
:L5, 1972 Mo data 7, 154 32
Memphis July 17, 1972 Mo data 2, 756 33
Miami Mar. 1, 1970 94, 722 142, 196 14
Minneapolis Feb. 27, 1970 72,,991 104, 830 20
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Newark. Apr. 27. 1970 146.069 214.016 1
Mew Orleans Mar. 26. 1970 81.921 122.542 16
Mew York Jan. 31. 1969 225.372 345.014 2
Oklahoma City MOV. 16. 1971 Mo data 27.955 29
Omaha Sov. 1. 1971 Mo data 34.346 28
Philadelphia Oct. 28. 1969 41. 173 52.539 27
vhoenix Apr. 15. 1972 Mo data 8.378 31
Pittsburgh liar. 2. 1970 102.4393 105.724 19
Portland Mar. 13. 1970 43.521 63.298 25
Sacramento Oct. 24. 1972 Mo data Mo data 36
Salt Lake

















Seattle Oct. 20. 1970 23.182 56.541 26
St. Louis May L3. 1970 91.681 108.353 18
St.
Petersburg June 1. 1971 9,715 120.646 17
3.514.0i>9 4.609.203
(4.404,129)
San Diego data are constructed using the average
for recorded May-June 1972 data; for July 1. 1971. to May 1,
1972, San Diego did not separate federal information center
inquiries from non-federal information center inquiries.
Totals reflect these constructed data. Figures in
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2VQ0XRY REFERRAL DATA, JULY 1, 1971* TO JU» 30, 1972
Agency
Department of Treasury



















Office of Economic Opportunity
National Labor Relations Board
federal Reserve Bank









































Such as Better Business Bureau, private organisa-
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releases to the printed media, Washington distributes spot
announcements for television public service tine, and some
radio announcements. Radio announcements have not received
the same emphasis as television because of the feeling that
for the effort expended* television and newspaper announce-
ments will reach more people. Officials are now* however*
S3developing foreign language radio spot announcements.
PIC staff are encouraged to supplement the efforts
of Regional Directors in establishing and maintaining media
contacts and are authorised to answer media inquiries.
They are encouraged to develop contacts with those in the
media most likely interested in F2C services i consumer*
food and women's editors* action-line columnists* feature
writers and "talk show" personalities. Staff are urged to
contact major daily newspapers* foreign language newspapers t
ethnic and small town dailies* weeklies in city suburbs*
city magazines, network* educational and local television
and radio.
Publicity emphasis is given to those cities directly
served by an PIC? tie-line cities receive less emphasis.
In those cities with organisations of federal
officials* monthly newsletters serve to publicise the
program among federal agencies.
The FZC program is not advertised outside of the
immediate and tie-line cities served. According to the pro-
gram coordinator* this is done to eliminate misunderstanding
)«CI fullMi «I5 to MPIti< fttlttvilt^ aa *U3ft4q*A *n»u Atf*
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on the part of people living outside these cities who might
not realise that telephone calls to an FIC are not toll*
free outside of the cities served. The program receives no
intended publicity in any area where a person cannot
readily get to a center or where it would cost money to
call a center* According to the coordinator* in January
1972 a GtfA official appeared on the "Today Show" and
mentioned the FIC program and services* Officials state
that this publicity prompted a large number of telephone
calls to FXC*s* Many of the calls were collect and could
not be accepted; others were billed to the inquirers* This
misunderstanding* it was said* did little to enhance the
image of the program*
In response to questions as to how often the program




RESPONSES OP FIC SUPERVISORS TO HOW OFTEN FIC PROGRAM
IS MENTIONED IN I*OCAL MEMS MEDIA
Frequency of Mention
Responses by Medium
'I il^r*^»<*»*M*»W»*W^**>**M«l||llll l|l I—»———— — HtW » ||. l .i-XWi.MWi*—**.!
Newspapers Television Radio
Monthly or more often
Every other month or so
A couple times per year
Once a year or less often
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A primary means of advertising the FIC program is
through local telephone directories. All FIC supervisors
say special attention is given the program in these
directories. Typically * the telephone number for an FXC is
listed alphabetically in the U. 8. Government listing *
under "frequently called numbers*" in both White and yellow
pages, in a ruled box at the beginning of the government
section* and frequently in a ruled box on numerous pages
throughout the government section under the heading of
"Meed More help? Call • . ."or "Have a Problem but Don*t
Know the Agency? Call • • . • " Most supervisors report
that the FXC telephone number appears at least four times
in each telephone directory* and sometimes six.
Beyond formal publicity and telephone directories*
much is left to the initiative of the centers to bring the
program to more people. Staff members are encouraged to
make contact with local service organisations* social clubs*
business associations* welfare agencies and other social
service related agencies to introduce the program and offer
assistance. Many FXC personnel are active in community
affairs and draw attention to the program and its services
through publicity on their other activities.
Fourteen FIC supervisors have developed their own
promotional methods to bring their services to more citi-
zens. These methods include
t
- Displaying posters advertising the program in
federal and local government buildings;
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- Enclosing business cards or pamphleta describing
the program in materials mailed to inquirers;
- Placing brochures on the program at federal,
state* county and city offices* libraries* community
centers* schools and private organisations;
- Placing inquiry forms at state fairs and exposi-
tions which* when completed by a citisen* are forwarded to
the PIC and answered by telephone;
- Stamping all literature distributed with the
telephone number of the PIC?
- Attending meetings of community service organisa-
tions* neighborhood centers* civic groups* and civic
officials to introduce and explain the program;
- Arranging for installation of special telephones
in post offices and other federal buildings for direct
contact with the center; and*
- Meeting with local newspaper officials who
operate "action line" columns to let them know where to
refer questions on government matters*
Use of these methods is reported to Washington*
X). C** in the monthly narrative report*
Of the 22 centers which employ no additional pro-
motional methods* some have not been operating long enough
to devise such programs. Others employ no promotional
methods other than the formal publicity originating with
Washington or regional officials* Several supervisors
report that they do not desire additional publicity or
methods to seek out inquiries beyond that necessary to make
their presence known* The number of inquiries currently
received* they say* taxes the capability of their staffs to
handle them in the desired manner* More inquiries would
require more people*
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Several of the centers have locally produced cards
or pamphlets tor distribution which briefly describe the
program and give a center's telephone number.
Xn mid-August 1972* OSA produced a 4-by-8 inch*
eight-page pamphlet titled "federal Information Canters
t
Your Government Responds* which generally describes the
PIC program and lists the centers (except for Sacramento)*
addresses and telephone numbers* and telephone numbers for
tie-line cities. 56
The pamphlet saysi
The federal Information Centers* operated by the
General Services Administration in cooperation with the
Civil service Commission* form a nationwide citiaen
assistance network designed to advise you on the correct
and the closest government office to help with your
particular question or problem. The federal Information
Centers translate HUB* IRS and DOT* 8BA and FTC into
services* programs and people*
The first page of the pamphlet quotes President
Nixon i "Ms must make the government more responsive to the
people we serve.
The pamphlet says that government offers such a
wide range of programs and services that it is not surpris-
ing that people sometimes get confused about where to turn
for information* and cxplainst
The specialists /at the FJC's/ can direct you to the
correct and closest government office to get mn answer
to your question or* in some cases* provide the full
information on the spot. In addition to federal
information* the Centers attempt to answer any questions
that deal with state and local government.
The purpose of the Information Centers is to assure
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that you will not bo transferred iron office to office
before you finally reach the right people to help
you, • • •
Zf you do not apeak English* the centers can still help.
In most of then* you will find bilingual information
specialists. If they cannot speak your language* they
will find someone who can*
A variety of booklets about consumer products* free or
nominally priced* are available at the centers as well
as other brochures describing government programs of
interest to you*
This pamphlet is the first originated by GSA
Washington* D. C, headquarters concerning the flC program.
One thousand copies of the pamphlet were distributed to
each federal Information Center in late August 1972.
financing tl
At the program's outset* federal Information
Centers recorded all inquiries referred to or pertaining to
each of the federal agencies served* The tabulations were
then consolidated in Washington* E. C* and each of the
major agencies served by the program was then asked to pay
a proportionate share of the program's cost* This procedure
proved burdensome and was terminated in 1969 in favor of the
57
currant method.
Presently* 16 federal departments and agencies
share equally in the cost of operating the PIC program .
The cost for operating the program (excluding publications
and forms distributed) in fiscal year 1972 was 11*408*000*
or $88*000 per major agency* This covers operating expenses*
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which share the cost of the program are* Department of
Agriculture* Deportment of Commerce, Department of Defense*
Department of Health* Education and Welfare* Department of
Housing and urban Development* Department of Interior*
Department of Justice* Department of Labor* Department of
Treasury* Department of Transportation* Civil Service Conr
mission* National Aeronautics and Space Administration*
Veterans' Administration* Small Business Administration*
General Services Administration* and the U. S. Postal
5F
Service*
A change in the financing of the program is
presently being considered by Washington, D. C. • officials.
Essentially, this change involves obtaining more funds from
mors agencies than the present 16. This is merely a
proposal at this stage* and if adopted* it would not be
implemented until fiscal year 1975 (July 1* 1974). 59
Beyond this proposed financing change and the
opening of the 36th Fie in Sacramento* California*
October 24* 1972* there are no completed plans at this time
for the opening of any additional Federal Information
Centers*
Officials are* however* considering opening a
canter in Washington* D. C. . in the future* but this is
merely a consideration at this time.
According to the FIC Coordinator* the previous
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philosophy was that sine*. Washington, D. C. • woo dMtir
tially one big federal community, a Federal Information
Center was not needed. This thinking* plus limited funds*
placed a low priority on a Washington center despite
Washington's status as a large population center. With the
prospect of additional funds* this philosophy is being
revised.
The F2C Coordinator points out that a number of
questions must be answered before a Washington* i>. C* FIC
is a reality* For example* should the center service
tourists as well as federal employees and Washington citi-
zens? Will the center become a resource for the whole
nation as well as for the District of Columbia? With the
abundance of federal buildings in Washington* where will
the center be located to maintain its "neutrality** plus
appeal to walk-in customers? Should the F2C refer callers
to the information offices of the various agencies in
Washington* or should it bypass each agency's "information
center" and refer inquiries directly to a specific office
and official?60
Officials are also considering a number of other
efforts which will enhance the service provided. For
example* G8A has begun work on radio spot announcements in
Spanish as well as in English. Consideration is being
given to the use of a standard state-wide telephone number
that will put citisens anywhere in a state in toll-free
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contact with an FXC. They are also considering a semi-
automatic referral service to allow an PIC staff member to
dial the agency desired by an inquirer* rather than merely
giving the inquirer a number to call or signaling the
61
operator to transfer the call. A few centers already
have this feature*
Aside from these plans* officials express the
belief that expansion of the program has almost reached the
point of diminishing returns where opening additional
centers will not serve enough people to justify costs.
Plus* they say* the program is running out of cities which
have sufficient federal agencies to warrant a center.
Officials report no indications that the program is
to be curtailed in any way or that there will be any major
change or decrease in services provided* or any decrease in
funds below the present level. All indications are that
the program will continue essentially as it is* with minor
changes to enhance service* with some limited expansion*
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AM EXAMZKATZON OF THE FEDERAL IKFORMATIOM
CEWTER PROGRAM
SflUDSLKjUk
During October-November 1972, an examination of the
FZC program was conducted in two phases. The first phase
was concerned with obtaining data on the program's perform-
ance beyond that available from existing records. The
questions it sought to answer were:
• Of all inquiries received by a center, what
proportion is answered completely by FZC personnel and what
proportion is referred to other agencies?
- How do citisens find out about the program and
its services?
- What proportion of citisens use the service for
the first time* and what proportion are repeat users?
- For what general purposes do inquirers want the
information they seek?
- Of the inquiries received, which agencies receive
What proportion?
- Of the inquiries referred to federal agencies*
how well are these inquiries answered by the agencies?
- What subjects are of concern to the users of the
FZC service?
The second phase of the examination tested the hypothesis
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exhibit more favorable attitudes toward the government than
citisena not served* and citizens served by the program
will exhibit more favorable attitudes toward the government
than they did before the program was established.
mffiifti flnri far foraanca.
federal officials cooperated fully in the conduct
of this phase of the study. Ho restrictions were placed on
the study which limited the information of primary interest.
Mo examination of the program similar to this study had
previously been conducted by the government. A general
agreement between the author and the program coordinator
was that:
- The study should not impair the primary function
of the centers* i.e.* it could not be so time-consuming
that center staff would be unable to perform its duties or
that citisens would not be served in the manner intended}
- Center supervisors would not participate in the
study to the same extent as other personnel due to other
demands placed on them?
- The study should not be used to reach conclusions
concerning the efficiency of individual centers; it was to
be used to examine the program as a whole
i
- Since the study was being done by federal
employees* it would not be used to evaluate non-federal
agencies in the same way as federal agencies were to be
evaluated in terms of their responses to inquiries.
All program employees were advised of the purpose
of the study and the questions it hoped to answer. They
were told it was being conducted as part of this thesis*
and for no other purpose* except they were advised by the
FXC Coordinator that the information obtained might be of
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value to the government.
Permission to conduct the study was obtained by tha
FIC Coordinator from General Services Administration and
Civil Service Commission officials in Washington* D. C.
Federal officials outside of Washington, D. C.—other than
FXC employees—were not advised of the study.
All Federal Information Centers participated in the
study except for Sacramento, California, and San Diego,
California. Sacramento was deleted since it had opened too
recently (October 24, 1972); San Diego was deleted because
of its integration with other government information
centers. Thus, 34 FXC's participated.
Each participating FXC was randomly assigned to a
study day during the period October 30-Noveraber 10, 1972.
Alternate days were provided in the event a center was
unable to conduct the study due to absences of personnel or
other limiting factors. For each study day, center person-
nel were asked to record certain information on qualifying
inquiries as they were received, and either ask questions
of the inquirers at the conclusion of the inquiries, or
later call inquirers back to ask questions.
Requests for publications dispensed by the centers,
inquiries referred or pertaining to city, county, state or
private organizations and agencies, requests for re«trooms,
telephones, city directions, etc., were all excluded from
the study. Inquiries which qualified were telephone or
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walk- in inquiries which were either answered completely by
FZC personnel or were referred to federal agencies for
answer. Centers were provided with printed forms which
specified certain tines* and were asked to record the first
qualifying inquiry received after the time specified.
Since PIC supervisors respond to inquiries with
different frequency than non-supervisory personnel, and
because supervisors have other duties which could not be
impaired* they were permitted to use another sampling basis
for recording inquiries. Supervisors were asked to record
qualifying inquiries on a systematic sampling basis depend-
ing on their work load and work habits.
Centers were provided with detailed instructions
and scripts for the study. A pretest of instructions*
forms and procedures was conducted at the Baltimore. Nary-
land* FZC during October 1972.
For inquiries answered completely by FZC personnel*
the study asked that certain information be recorded at the
time of the inquiry. For inquiries referred to other
agencies* personnel were asked to record upon receipt
certain information* and then to advise the inquirer that as
part of a study of federal services* the FZC would contact
the inquirer later to see if his question was adequately
resolved. Those citisens who agreed to participate were
asked for their names and telephone numbers. From three to
14 days after the initial inquiry* center personnel
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attempted to contact the Inquirer and ascertain other
information.
Because of the possibility that some citiaens may
be reluctant to give an evaluation of one federal agency to
another federal agency* a random selection of inquirers was
called by the author to check their responses. Mo
discrepancies were found.
A criticism of this study is that it is valid only
for the time of the year during which it was conducted.
There are seasonal variations between the types of
inquiries received and agencies to which inquiries are
referred* there are seasonal variations in publicity and in
the extent to which centers solicit inquiries—all of which
affect the nature of inquiries* agencies receiving
inquiries* and other responses, nevertheless* the data
provide insights into operation of the program* the people
who use the program and the agencies served.
Overall* 1*407 inquiries were received as part of
the study, ninety-two per cent of the persons submitting
inquiries agreed to participate in all or part of the study.
Of those answering the question* 75.2 per cent said
this was their first contact with a federal Information
Center? 24.8 per cent said they had used the service at
least once before.
An examination of inquiries indicates that 52.4 per
cent were answered completely by FIC personnel while 47.6
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per cent were referred to other agencies. Over one-third
(34.1 per cent) of the inquirers knew what agency they
needed when they called the FXC* and wanted only a location
or telephone number; 60.4 per cent did not know which agency
could help with their problems. The remainder (5.5 per
cent) could not he categorised.
Table 8 indicates where inquirers said they found
out about the FIC program and services
<
TABUS 8





From the telephone book 47.9
From radio announcements 2.6
From television announcements 3.5
From newspapers 2.1
From a federal (FT8) telephone operator 2.0
From an information/directory assistance
(411) operator 10.4
By accident—walked in off the street 8.6
From another federal agency 11.7
Don't remember* don't know 2.6
Other (teachers* lawyers* etc.) 0.7
100.0%
Certainly some respondents may not have remembered
accurately where they found out about the program* or they
might have heard of the program from several sources and
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greatest impression. Nevertheless* t&e data seem to
indicate that effort to publicise the program in local
telephone directories is warranted* while efforts to publi-
cise the program in the mass media nave been far less
successful. But a pmxaon learns from his telephone direc-
tory or telephone operator that there is such a thing as an
F1C nearby when he has formed a question and is searching
for the appropriate agency to contact. The mass media
reach a large number of people* but few probably have
questions formed at the time and are waiting to be told
where to call. Should they recall from the mass media that
there is such a thing as an FXC program* it is unlikely
that they would remember the center telephone number* and
would search a directory or contact an operator to find the
number. The principles of selective exposure and selective
retention are important in that individuals perceive and
recall that information which appears to them to satisfy
some personal need. A message received via the mass media
may go virtually unnoticed unless the receiver has some
anticipated use for the information at the time of receipt.
Although a person may have found out about the program from
a variety of sources* a telephone book or operator may have
been the most recent and most salient source* and the one
to which the individual was exposed after a need for the
information developed. It might not* therefore* be valid
to compare these sources against each other to determine
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the most effective way of publicising the program* but to
consider instead now they complaisant each other.
Inquirers were also asked to indicate the general
purpose for which they contacted the FXC and sought infor-
mation* Table 9 indicates responses to this question
overall* and for first-time users and repeat-users.
TABUS 9














State* county* city use
Federal agency use
For use by civic organisa-
tions* churches* etc.
For a friend's use






















100.0% 100. 0* 100.0%
Chapter XV contains data relative to which agencies
were subjects of inquiries for fiscal year 1972. For the
inquiries received during this study* the following table
indicates the proportion of inquiries pertaining to each
agency* including both those inquiries answered completely
by centers plus those referred to the agencies. That these
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differences coupled with changes prompted by the addition
of ITXC's subsequent to fiscal year 1972.
TABU 10
PROPORTION OF INQUIRIES PERTAINING TO AGENCIES SERVED




Department of the Treasury 9.5%
Department of Health* Education and Welfare 7.9
Civil Service Commission 6*8
Department of Commerce 6.2
Department of Defease *«2
Department of State 5.6
Department of Transportation 5.3
Department of Justice 5.1
Housing and Urban Development 4.8
Department of Labor 4.4
General Services Administration J.
8
Members of Congress 3*6
Department of Agriculture 3*6
Department of Interior 3*1
veterans Administration 3*1
Federal Judiciary 2.9
Federal Communications Commission 2.5
Federal Trade Commission 2*2
Small Business Administration 1.8
Postal Service 1.3
Selective Service 1.1
Securities Exchange Commission »S
Railroad Retirement Board ,6
Environmental Protection .6
National Labor Relations Board .5
Interstate Commerce Commission .2
Office of Economic Opportunity .2
Miscellaneous (26 other agencies) 6.3
100.0%
Those inquiries which were answered completely by
ESC personnel were assumed to have been answered











satisfactorily. lor those inquiries referred to other
federal agencies* respondents reported the following evalu-
ations of how well those inquiries were answered t
TABLE 11
BOW WELL INQUIRIES ARE ANSWERED BY THE AGENCIES
"""SUSS"""*
Proportion of




PSC unable to reach inquirer 6.4
Matter still pending 5*7
Inquirer could not reach agency l-fi
32.9%
Negative responses ••••••••••••• 2.4%
Information incomplete or wrong 1.0X
"Run-around " within agency .7
Agency personnel were discourteous .7
Referred to wrong agency -
2.4%
100. 0%
The Civil Service Commission* Department of Defense
(Army)* Department of Commaroe* Department of Labor and
Veterans' Administration accounted for the "information
incomplete or wrong responses. Respondents said Pederal
Communications Commission and Department of Justice
(Immigration) personnel were discourteous* and the General
Services Administration and Bousing and Urban Development
gave inquirers the "run-around.
"
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Response* to this question are* of course* subjec-
tive evaluations, for example, an inquirer could report
dissatisfaction with an agency response even though that
information was accurate and complete. A person asking
about his eligibility for welfare may find he is ineligible
asd give a negative response even though the agency
responded satisfactorily.
Xt is noteworthy that none of the inquirers reported
they had been referred to the wrong agency. If respondents
had, this might have indicated failure of the agencies to
maintain accurate listings at the WXC, rather than ineffi-
ciency on the part of center personnel. That referrals are
accurate despite the reported poor performance of agency
personnel to update center functional directories justifies
efforts of the centers in checking and double-checking the
accuracy of their basic references.
There were no apparent differences between centers
to indicate whether the older centers and their agencies
ware more efficient in responding to inquiries than the
newer ones.
All inquiries received during the study were classi-
fied into general categories of citisen concern. Each
inquiry was placed in only one category* although subject
matter may have encompassed more than one category. Cate-
gorising inquiries does not. of course* completely reflect
the exact nature nor intensity of citisen concern in these
fmlMmm nmmtmq, f. , « « * »?**t :» as* jnAJaaiitax
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areas, but only a superficial view of what citizens are
askint; about* Table 12 represents general areas of citisen
concern as discerned by the subject matter of inquiries*
Itflsct of jfcha rig Program, on ftttitudsa of
Indications are that the FZC program is here to
stay* with modest expansion and increased funds anticipated.
One question which might be considered in evaluating the
program's effects and effectiveness is whether it enhances
attitudes toward the government—does it bring government
and citizens closer together as advertised?
If the program aids citizens to find their way
among the maze of federal agencies and programs* advises
citizens of benefits available to them thus indicating how
taxes are spent* and tells citizens what government is
doing tor them* there may be differences in attitudes
toward the government between citizens served by the pro-
gram and those not served* and among citizens in an area
before and after the program came on the scene.
To examine this idea* the hypothesis was tested
that citizens served by the centers would exhibit more
favorable attitudes toward the government than citizens not
served* and citizens served by the program would exhibit
more favorable attitudes toward the government than they
did before the program was established*
Data for this examination were obtained from 1964*
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TABLE 12
GEmERAL AREAS OF CITI2BH COVCERN AS INDICATED BY INQUIRIES
H-1.407
Proportion of
Area of Citisen Concern Inquiries
Personal use 63.3%
Gove rnownt service 8.356
Foreign travel 5.7





Truth in leading .3
tie 1fare/food stamps .3
Social security* medicare, retirement 3.7%
Aid to military and their families 3.4
Congressional 2*5
Taxes 2.4
Immigration and naturalisation 2*4
Education and training 2.4
Aid to schools .7%
Aid to students .8
Government programs .9
Selective service and recruiting for
military 2. 2%
Housing 2.2
Discrimination and minority group
problems 1.9
Location of embassies and consulates 1.4
Legal aid 1.2





Voting* census records* parole-
probation* health* purchasing of
surplus property* product informa-
tion* federal lands* historical
data* requests for publications*
child care centers* government
organization and functioning*
other
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Area of Citizen Concern Inquiries
Business use 29. 1%
Geasrsl development information 4.1%
Wage-price control 3.2
Doing business with government 2*5
FTC and ICC lavs and regulations 2.2
Trademarks* patents and copyrights 1.9
Texas 1.6
Statistical data 1.6











use of federal lands* mineral
rights* labor problems* minority
business affairs* other
Federal agency use • • • • • ••• 2*9%
Location of facilities and offices*
maintenance services* requests
for publications* other
State* county* city agency use ........ 2.5%
Aid to states* statistical data*
location of facilities and offices*
highway safety* other
use 2.2%
Federal aid* community action* tax
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19*6, 1968 and 1970 national election studies conducted by
the Political Behavior Program of the Survey Research
Center* Institute for Social Research* University of
Michigan* Use of these data requires an Acknowledgement
of Assistance
s
The data utilised in this report were made available by
the Inter-University Consortium for Political Research.
The data were originally collected by the Survey
Research Center Political Behavior Program* Institute
for Social Research* University of Michigan. Neither
the original collectors of the data nor the Consortium
bear any responsibility for the analyses or interpre-
tations presented here.
Due to the complexity and cost* original data were
not obtained for this phase of the study* but existing data
were sought that came close to what should be examined.
That the data in these surveys have serious shortcomings
for examining the variables of interest will be discussed
further.
The survey cross-section samples for 1964* 1966 and
1968 consist of U. 8. citisens age 21 and over* residing in
private households in the continental United States* judged
to be representative of the U. S. continental population*
The 1970 survey sample included persons age 18 and older
outside of Georgia and Kentucky. The cross-section sample
is a controlled probability selection of households and of
members within households.
For each survey* the questions of interest were
part of the post-election phase conducted during November
of the survey year through the following January.
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Dependant variables are four political efficacy
items* one item on trust in government and one on what
extent respondents feel government officials waste tames.
The items were in all four surveys* except the tax question
which was not asked in 1966. Question wording was identical
among the surveys except for 1968. Questions are contained
in Appendix B.
Political "efficacy" is defined by Campbell* Curin
and Miller ast 2
... the feeling that individual political action does
have* or can have* an impact upon the political
process* i.e.* that it is worthwhile to perform one's
civic duties. It is the feeling that political and
social change is possible* and that the individual
citisen can play a part in bringing about this change.
Originally, the Survey Research Center election
studies contained five political efficacy items* but one—
"The way people vote is the main thing that decides how
things are run in this country"*—was not in the surveys
examined "... since this was a somewhat ambiguous question
with a relatively large per cent error. " Figure 6 depicts
overall responses to the four political efficacy items for
1952-1970. 4
According to Converse* the basic idea of the
efficacy items is that M . • . people differ markedly in the
degree to which they feel confident about participating in
politics and getting some meaningful response from *the
system. •
"
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program. The items whether public officials care what
people think* whether voting is the only way to have a say
about how government runs things* and whether people have a
say about what government does* are more appropriate to an
examination of c itisen-government "feedback" than government-
citizen communication* They are included as interesting
concepts* not as critical ones*
The other items are related to the FIC program*
The item whether politics and government seem so complicated
that a person cannot really understand what is going on
might be sensitive to a program designed to lead citizens
through the mase of government agencies and programs* The
item which asks a respondent how much of the time he can
trust the government to do what is right is pertinent in
that the program endeavors to tell citizens what government
is doing that affects and benefits them* The item which
asks to what extent people in government waste tax money
may be affected by citisen knowledge of how tax money is
used*
Figure 7 depicts overall responses to these latter
two items for 1964-1970. 6
The independent variable is area of residence. The
surveys include demographic data for respondents in the 12
largest Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA) *
including central city and suburbs* The 12 SMSA's are*
New York* Los Angeles* Chicago* Philadelphia* Detroit* San
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Fig. 7.—Responses To "Trust in Government" and "Waste
Taxes" Items, 1964-197
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Francisco, Washington, D. C. , Boston, Pittsburgh* St.
Louis* Baltimore and Cleveland. These 12 remained in this
category for all surveys.
The 12 largest SMSA's all had FXC's in 1970 except
Washington, D. C. Washington was not filtered out because,
according to program officials, Washington is one big
federal community, with its myriad federal agencies all
acting as "FZC's. " This is why Washington, D. C. . of all
major cities does not now have an FIC. It remained in this
category because the agencies there contribute to an FIC
climate. Washington, D. C represents only 5.5 per cent
of the population in the 12 largest SMSA's.
The category "FIC Central Cities" consists of
respondents in central city areas of the 12 largest SMSA's.
Since physical distance, ease of access and extent of toll-
free telephone service between a city and its suburbs vary
from city to city, respondents in SMSA central cities were
considered separately. Zf an FZC has an effect it would
probably have the greatest effect in the central city area
where FZC's are located. Where physical and telephone
access is easier and publicity is concentrated.
The surveys did not Include central city data for
other than the 12 largest cities.
Suburbs of the 12 largest SMSA's are a second cate-
gory.
A third category, "Overall FZC Cities, consists of
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central city areas for the 12 SMSA's and related suburbs.
For the 1968 survey, only three of the 12 SMSA's
had federal Information Centers* For 1970, all except
Washington, D. C. . had FIC's—the oldest FIC had been in
operation 31 months, the newest six months, with an average
of 17 months* These SMSA's include 25*8 p*x cent of the
continental u. 8. population and account for 28.1 per cent
of inquiries received by FIC's for fiscal year 1972.
The "Hon-FIC Cities'* category consists of cities
with populations 50,000 or over at the time of the surveys
which did not have FIC's.
Excluding the 12 largest SMSA's, there are 302
municipalities in the continental United States with popu-
lations 50,000 and over, encompassing 16.9 per cent of the
population. Without FIC cities this category consists of
288 municipalities encompassing 8,9 per cent of the
population.
Tie-line cities—those with toll-free telephone
service to FIC's—are included in "Hon-FIC Cities" because
without them the sample of non-FIC cities would be too
small, because tie-line cities do not receive comparable
publicity as do primary FIC cities, tie-line cities only
have telephone access to FIC's, and because the 37 tie-line
cities account for less than 6.0 per cent of total inquiries
received by the program in fiscal year 1972 although they
represent more than 21 per cent of the population served.
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To support the hypothesis* one would expect differ-
ences between 1970 and earlier surveys for PIC Central
Cities (differences not apparent in other categories)
showing an increase in favorable attitudes toward the
government—a "before-after" comparison--and differences in
1970 between FDC Central Cities and Kon-FXC Cities* with
PIC Central Cities showing more favorable attitudes toward
the government.
Figure 8 shows whether respondents feel public
officials care what people think. The graph represents the
proportion of people disagreeing with the item* i.e.* those
who feel public officials da care what people think. The
hypothesis would make no prediction on this variable since
it is unrelated to the FZC program.
The data show a downward trend over the years and
increasing disagreement with the idea that public officials
care what citirons think. Attitudes toward the government
are less favorable in 1970 than earlier.
The graph shows apparent differences between the
categoriea* with a general narrowing of the gap for 1970.
The only difference of significance (.90 level) is between
FSC Central Cities and FZC City Suburbs for 1964. All
other apparent differences could have been due to sampling
error.
Figure 8 also shows whether respondents feel
politics and government seem too complicated to understand.
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Fig. 8.—Responses to Whether Public Officials Care and
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A person like me can understand politics








The graph represent* the proportion of people disagreeing
with the item, i.e., those who feel they ca& understand
what is going on.
The hypothesis would predict that for 1970, FIC
Central City citissns would indicate greater understanding
of politics and government than Hon-FIC City citizens, and
that over tins, favorable attitudes for FIC Central Cities
would increase without a corresponding increase for Non-FXC
Cities.
The data show a general downward trend except that
1970 respondents report an increase in understanding over
1966 and 1968.
Ths apparent difference between FXC Central Cities
and Non-FXC Cities for 1970 is not significant. FXC
Central Cities show an increase in favorable attitudes over
1966 and 1968, but the increase is also apparent for Hon-
FXC citizens. Hone of the apparent differences is
significant.
Aside from the lack of FIC versus non-FIC differ-
ences, the change between 1968 and 1970 is unclear. The
1963 survey followed a presidential election While the 1970
survey did not. Wording of the question in 1963 differed
fro* other years. A low understanding in 1968 night
reflect the government's execution of the Vietnam war and
the so-called credibility gap between government information
and reality.
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Figure 9 show* whether respondents feel they have
any say about what the government does. The graph repre-
senta the proportion of people disagreeing with the Item*
I.e., whether they feel they dji have a say about what the
government does* The hypothesis would make no prediction
on this variable since It Is not related to the FXC program*
The data show a decrease In favorable attitudes
from 1964 to 1970* but Indicate an Increase In favorable
attitudes In 1970 over 1968 and 1966* except for FXC City
Suburbs* The difference In 1966 between FXC Central Cities
and FIC City Suburbs Is significant? all other differences
are not*
Figure 9 also shows whether respondents feel voting
Is the only way to have a say about how the government runs
things* The graph represents the proportion of people dis-
agreeing with the Item* i.e.. those who feel there are ways
other than voting to Influence government. The hypothesis
would make no prediction on this since It Is unrelated to
the FXC program*
The data show an upward trend that more citizens in
1970 feel there are ways other than voting to influence
government than did citizens earlier* Converse explains
this upswing by events of the 1960 's which were marked by
an expansion of forms of political participation and protest
related to civil rights and the Vietnam war—sit-ins.
demonstrations aad marches* These techniques* Converse
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•ays* became* a common recourse for dissent* as means of
exerting grass-roots influence on government aside frost
7
voting.
There are significant differences in 1968 between
FXC Central Cities* Mon-FIC Cities and FZC City Suburbs.
Figure 10 shows how much of the time respondents
feel they can trust the government in Washington. The
hypothesis would predict that for 1970* citizens in FZC
Central Cities would show mere trust in government than
son-FIC City citizens, and trust for FXC Central Cities
would be greater in 1970 than earlier.
The data indicate a decrease in the proportion of
persons who say they always trust government* a decrease in
those who say they trust government most of the time and an
increase in those who trust government only some of the
time. Overall this indicates decreasing trust in govern-
ment.
For 1970 there are no significant differences
between the categories. Since 1966 there is a narrowing of
the gap between categories. The 1966 difference between
FXC Central Cities and Mon-FIC Cities is opposite to what
the hypothesis would predict.
Figure 11 shows whether respondents feel government
officials waste a lot of the money paid in taxes* some of
it* or not much of it. The hypothesis would predict that
the "Mot Much" category would increase over time for FXC
so —
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Fig. 10.—Responses Concerning To What Extent Respondents
Feel They Can Trust Government
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Fig. 11.—Responses Concerning To What Extent Respondents





















Central Cities and that it would be greater in 1970 for FZC
Central Cities than Hon-FZC Cities. MA Lot" should decrease
over time for FZC Central Cities and be less in 1970 than
for Son-FZC Cities.
The data generally show an increase over time that
government officials waste tax money. Changes for FZC city
categories correspond to changes for other categories* and
none of the apparent differences between categories for
1970 are significant.
The data have failed to show predicted significant
differences between FZC Central Cities and Non-FZC Cities
for the 1970 survey and have failed to indicate* over time*
predicted changes in attitudes for FZC Central Cities which
do not correspond to changes for iton-FZC Cities.
One might conclude from this that the FZC program
has had no favorable effect* but this conclusion could
easily be wrong.
Three of four political efficacy items are unrelated
to the FZC program. To explain lack of support for the
other items* a number of factors can be considered.
All surveys were conducted immediately after elec-
tions. The 1964 and 1968 elections included voting for a
president; the others did not. Thus, the surveys differed
in this significant respect. Since they followed elections*
responses may have been influenced by results of the
elections.
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One item asked whether citisens thought polities
and government were so complicated that a person could not
understand what was going on. The question did not differ*
satiate between "politics " and "government* * which may
elicit different responses* especially in the wake of an
election. The question does not specify which levels of
government citisens are being asked about and wording of
the question differed in 1968 from other years. As to
whether a citizen understood "what's going on" or not might
depend on what Matt going on in the citizen's world at the
time that was salient for him. Sis response that govern-
ment is too complicated to understand may reflect lack of
understanding of the reasons for certain government actions
and policies* rather than what those actions and policies
are.
Another item asked whether people in government
waste money paid in taxes. The question did not specify
which level of government was involved. Especially in the
wake of an election* citizens may have responded to tax
issues most salient to them. A voter upset over high local
property taxes may have indicated government wastes a lot
of tax money while his attitude toward federal government
programs could differ. In 1968 and 1970 the Vietnam war
and its cost were issues of national importance j responses
might have been to whether the respondent felt expenditures
for this one highly dominant issue were justified or not*
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while he may also believe other expenditure* were warranted.
The Meaning of "a lot, * "some*" and 'not mash* may depend
on attitudes toward the government in power—at any level—
and expectations of efficiency.
One item asked respondents how much of the time
they trust the government in Washington to do what is right.
Responses nay have been influenced by results of the recent
elections* the dominant issues of the time* and interpreta-
tions of what is "right. If* for example* the Vietnam war
was a dominant issue to a respondent and he opposed the war*
his response may have been negative although he might trust
government completely on other issues.
Limitations on demographic data in the surveys mates
the FIC Central City versus aton-FIC City comparison also a
large-urban-area versus small-urban-area comparison.
Central city areas of the 12 largest SMSA's may be suffi-
ciently different from Non-FXC Cities in some respects that
any FIC program effects would be hidden. Differences in
racial composition* political party identification* socio-
economic status and education between the large metropolitan
areas and smaller areas may affect results. As Converse
points out* political efficacy is strongly related to level
of education. Campbell says women have lower efficacy
than men* blacks lower than whites* Southerners lower than
Northerners* people with low levels of education have lower
efficacy than those with higher education* low income groups
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have lower efficacy than higher income groups* and people
under age 34 and over 55 have lower efficacy than those 35
9
to 54. Differences found between FIC Central Cities and
FXC City Suburbs seen to support the idea that central
city areas differ from other categories in ways other than
exposure to FXC's. Effects on attitudes caused by the FIC
program could be completely hidden by other differences
between the categories which were not controlled*
In recent years* large cities have been plagued
with problems ranging from racial* economic* breakdown of
public services and utilities* crime and high taxes to
unemployment* General dissatisfaction with city government
and urban life may influence attitudes toward government in
general which could cancel observable FIC program effects.
Increasing disenchantment prompted by political assassina-*
tions* escalation of the Vietnam war and general war
weariness* resentment to forced school integration* race
riots* campus disorders and general urban disorder may hide
program effects.
One unanswerable question is how long must an FIC
serve a city in order for it to offset attitudes—if it has
an effect? Perhaps an examination of the program several
years hence would be more useful.
Between individual FXC's there is much variation in
local publicity on the program* in the extent to which
staff actively solicit inquiries* and in the extent to which
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employees are active in civic affaire and thus bring the
program to more people. One night expect that the inquiries
received by centers would be roughly proportional to the
sise population served. This is not the case. Philadel-
phia, for example, is the fourth largest city in the United
States and has had an F2C since October 1969* but it ranks
27 out of 35 centers in total inquiries for fiscal year
1972. Detroit* the fifth largest city with an FXC ranks 21
out of 35 and Baltimore, the 10th largeat city with an FIC
ranks 22. Thus* FXC •a in different cities do not "serve"
citisens equally. Those centers in the sample which reach
fewer citisens may offset effects of the centers which do
better.
The first phase of this examination indicated that
about 75 per cent of the persons using FXC's are "first
time" users; the others have used the service repeatedly.
Applying this proportion to the FXC Central Cities category,
this means less than 19 per cent of that population used
the centers. The survey samples may have been too small to
reflect this relatively small number. If the program does
enhance attitudes toward the government, it must reach
enough people in the sample for these changes to be notice-
able.
Finally, one might ask whether the improvement of
attitudes toward government is a reasonable function to
expect of the program. The act of providing information
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and referrals a* the centers do may have little effect on
attitudes* but the nature of that information and its
application might* There are different levels or categories
of information involved, some of which may affect attitudes
while others do not. The nature and use of information
received is also pertinent, lor example* if two persons
use the program to find out if they are eligible for food
stamps, and one finds out he is not eligible* attitudes to-
ward the government between the two may differ* although
both received the same information. A person who seeks
another category or level of information* e.g.* whether a
post office is open on Saturday* may be unaffected by the
program's service to him.
In summary* this study fails to show that the
federal Information Center program has had any measurable
effect on attitudes toward the government for the years and
places examined. This failure* however* does not indicate
that the program has no effect. The survey data are not
ideal* there are too many variables which cannot be con-
trolled* questions are not explicitly worded* the times the
surveys were conducted may have confused results* and dei
graphic variables are limited. The data are not suitable
and sensitive enough to test the hypothesis.
The data do, indicate substantial dissatisfaction
with government* a lack of trust in government* and they
show a need for both effective information programs from
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government to citizens and effective channels for feedback
citiaene to government.
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Sage Foundation. 1972). p. 325.
nlased on SRC Election Surveys.
Philip E. Converse* "Change in the American
Electorate*" p. 328*
8JbUU* 9* 325.
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With the growing eire, complexity and scope of
modern government, there is an increasing need tor the dis-
semination of relevant information from government to
citisens. Citizens need government information to make
decisions in the conduct of their lives* to avail themselves
of government services and to understand the complexities
and functions of government.
Government produces much information of potential
value to citizens—information derived through research and
experience. Government is obligated to ensure its citisens
derive maximum benefit from services and programs. And,
there is need to create an Informed public who knows*
understands and supports government's efforts. Communica-
tion is critical in achieving these goals.
Government needs intelligence about its publics
j
the effectiveness of government and government-citisen com-
munication depends on how well government responds to
information and other needs of its citisens. Feedback to
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citizen requests for information* citizen questions* and
participation in program* and services; or purposive in
that it is actively solicited. In either case* government
is obligated to listen to citizens so its responses will he
relevant and effective* so public confidence in government
will be Maintained, and integrity of government will be
maintained.
The problem of two-way government-citizen communi-
cation in an increasingly complex society has received much
attention over the years and around the world. Aside from
formal public information programs and traditional feedback
through legislators and opinion surveys* there have been
other important efforts to establish effective channels of
two-way communication.
The ombudsman concept involves a high-level*
independent official of the government who receives citlasn
complaints and questions* investigates and recommends cor-
rective action. His function is primarily one of responding
to feedback from the public. Such a program has been
implemented at national levels abroad and at local levels
in the United States.
Great Britain's Citizens' Advice Bureaus are
neighborhood centers which respond to citizen inquiries for
information* advice and assistance. The bureaus perform an
ombudsman function for citizens* provide a variety of
social-service functions* and provide feedback to the
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national government on citizen* * needs* problems* and the
adequacy of government services.
Canada's Information Canada Centers disseminate
information and publications in response to citisen
inquiries* collect and report nonpurposive feedback to
identify information needs of the public* and actively
solicit citisens' comments* suggestions and complaints.
The program is new and controversial.
In the United States* President Franklin £>• Roose-
velt established a variety of agencies in the 1930 *s at the
county* state and national levels to disseminate informa-
tion on federal programs* coordinate the outflow of govern-
ment information* respond to citisen inquiries and problems*
and report public opinion and feedback to federal
executives.
Subsequent to FDR's era* a variety of individual
agency information programs were developed to help citisens
avail themselves of federal information* programs* benefits*
to explain regulations and procedures* and to provide some
measure of feedback. Thousands of federal offices across
the nation dispense specialised information* respond to
inquiries* and are potential sources of feedback. These
channels of communication* however* are specialised*
basically uncoordinated and operate with varying degrees of
success. Although more information is available at more
contact points* the magnitude and complexity of this
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situation adds to the confusion of citizens in obtaining
information and assistance needed*
Origin mfl growth of. .the, federal
Information Csntar. Program
President Lyndon B. Johnson recognised problems
inherent in this situation and the difficulty in providing
citisens the services to which they are entitled. In mid-
1965 the President asked Civil Service Commission Chairman
John W. Macy, Jr., to examine government practices and
suggest ways to improve service. Macy's response prompted
a November 1, 1965* directive from President Johnson which
initiated a government-wide program to improve service to
the public and formed a committee of high-level officials
charged with this task.
Macy coordinated the program and headed the com-
mittee charged with implementing the program. In his first
progress report to the President* released February 26,
1966* Macy said planning was underway for a series of
"central information points" to provide information and
referral service on all federal activities. This plan
resulted in the Federal Information Center program.
It appears that the basic concept for the program
originated with Macy, but that the idea was refined and
clarified through discussions with committee officials.
That the program appeared in Macy's first report as a plan
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of the committor, supports this assumption.
President Johnson *s part in initiating the program
is unclear. Lyndon Johnson had an important role in the
Roosevelt administration* and should have been aware of
Roosevelt* s information agencies which performed functions
similar to federal Information Centers. However, neither
Bill Meyers nor Robert H. Fleming—press aides to President
Johnson when the FXC program was initiated—report any
i
knowledge of such a program. This indicates that White
ise involvement was minimal* other than a general concern
for improving service to the public. Former President
Johnson and John W. Maey* Jr.* have not responded to
letters on this.
Knowledge of the British Citizens' Advice Bureaus
and the ombudsman concept* then being discussed nationally
and in Congress* are probable contributors to genesis of
the program. The impetus leading to the 1966 Freedom of
Information Act may have had an Indirect influence* but this
is unsubstantiated* Professor Alfred J. Kahn's Columbia
university School of Social Work study on neighborhood
information centers could not have influenced initiation of
the program.
Why the government did not establish such a program
until 1966 even though Roosevelt's Hew Deal programs
provided ample precedent for the need and means to meet
this need is unanswered.
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Kahn is mistaken in his study that the program
originated with the Interagency Advisory Group—an organiz-
ation devoted to federal personnel Matters. This error is
understandable since rtacy and other officials were involved
in both the Interagency Advisory Group and the committee to
improve service to the public* and the groups sometines met
2
Atlanta* Georgia* was selected for the first federal
Information Center apparently because the dispersion and
number of federal agencies there prompted the greatest need*
Atlanta was a GSA regional headquarters and since the
policy was that centers would be established first in
regional cities* Atlanta competed with only nine other
cities for the first center* four of which cities were
smaller in population*
From the beginning of the program* GSA officials
were directly involved. This* coupled with GSA 'a adminis-
trative functions* their "ownership 1* of federal buildings*
sad the information functions being performed by GSA when
the program began caused the program to be placed under
GSA*s cognisance.
After Atlanta* the Pie program grew slowly at first*
with centers being opened generally in order of decreasing
city population* influenced by the philosophy that centers
should operate under organisations of federal officials*
and influenced by the initiative of regional officials in
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•king tor centers.
The first eight centers were opened in G6A regional
cities i following these, it was sufficient thst s city have
s Federal Executive Board to rate a center. Centers were
next opened in cities with Federal Executive Associations*
and the latest centers serve neither type organisation.
This change may reflect the realisation that centers perform
s useful function beyond serving an organisation of federal
officials, and that although the presence of these organis-
ations are indices of the sise and complexity of the
federal community* cities without such coordinating bodies
have equal if not greater need for centers.
When the Kansas City, Missouri* FXC opened April 24*
1967* a Government Printing Office bookstore opened at the
same time in the same building, the second such bookstore
outside of Washington* D. C. The alliance of mn FXC and a
bookstore is a desirable one* but only one-third of the
P9C*s have 0P0 bookstores in the same city. Although some
centers stock a few GPO publications* all carry catalogs
and order blanks and a third have bookstores nearby* the
two information functions remain essentially separate—
unlike the complete integration of the functions in Infor-
mation Canada. Nevertheless* PXC's are desirable and
logical distribution points for both government publications
and for publicity on publications. Responses to inquiries
can take the form of publications and pamphlets as wall as
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oral in formation, and referrals can be to publications as
well as to other agencies. FIC location, configuration.
and public contact make the centers ideal contact points
for all forms of information.
The program expanded at a more rapid rate under
President Nixon's encouragement than it did under President
Johnson.
The use of FXC's as outlets for consumer publica-
tions was a service added by the Nixon administration. The
service is a desirable one. but the fact that some publica-
tions can be obtained free from originating agencies. While
they are sold through the centers, is a drawback. Of about
200 titles available each quarter, the centers stock only a
small percentage.
Despite President Nixon's directive of October 27.
1969. that local governments be Invited to participate in
the program, only the San Diego. California. PIC is inte-
grated with information centers of other levels of govern-
ment. Most FIC's operate in cities which have similar
information centers, some FIC supervisors say that failure
to integrate with other centers is a shortcoming of the
program.
Although FXC's provide information and referral
services for local as well as federal agencies, it is
doubtful that this is dons with the same efficiency and
expertise as for federal agencies. If federal agencies do
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poorly in updating functional directories in the centers*
non-federal agencies nay do worse since the relationship
between centers and these agencies is less direct. Failure
to integrate information centers may be due to a lack of
initiative on the part of federal officials or a lack of
interest and cooperation on the part of local officials.
That the centers provide information and referrals for non-
federal agencies as well as federal* despite obstacles* is
a point in favor of the FIC program. Certainly citizen*
have need of such service.
President Hixon's Philadelphia "Listening Post '
concept* initiated October 28* 1969, was an attempt to
actively solicit feedback. The project failed.
Information is available to indicate how and why
the listening post was initiated and how it functioned.
Information on types of input* disposition of feedback and
reasons for the project's failure is not as available. Six
letters on this were not answered by federal officials who
would have access to such information.
Based on other evidence* it appears there were
several reasons why the listening post failed. First* it
may not have been adequately publicised. Low level of
input* comments by the press and statements by government
officials support this. The government's statement that the
mass media are to blame for lack of publicity is insuffi-
cient. Secondly* design of the program may have been
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faulty. Citizen* were led to believe this was a channel of
communication to the White House , while in reality it never
was nor was it planned to be. Public dissatisfaction with
responses from low-level officials'—and subsequent "word-
of-mouth" publicity—would do little to enhance the
program. Finally, press reports indicate a lack of support
and coordination at the national level. Minutes of the
February 12. 1970, meeting of officials hint at CSC Chairman
Hampton's frustration with agency support of the project.
This saws meeting report indicates that officials were no
longer required to make reports of inquiries received and
responses sent.
In view of President Vision's apparent interest in
the listening post project* this lack of support is confus-
ing, why the project was canceled after Philadelphia
rather than modified to correct deficiencies has not been
determined. Queries on this matter have not been answered
by government officials.
The selection of Philadelphia as the first listening
post is probably due to the fact that Philadelphia was the
first new center to open under President Kixon's expansion
of the program. Although two centers had opened immediately
after the President took office, they had been planned
during the Johnson administration*
Philadelphia is the fourth largest city in the
United States* but for fiscal year 1971 it ranked 23 out of
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36 centers in total inquiries received* end ranked 27 out
of 35 centers for fiscal year 1972. These low inquiry
levels May indicate factors peculiar to Philadelphia which
in some way hampered success of the listening post experi-
ment. Perhaps selection of another city would have
produced different results.
The addition of tie-line cities to the program in
late 1969 was a logical move since it— in theory—brings the
program to more people with minimal additional cost. Yet*
tie-line cities account for more than 21 per cent of the
population served by the program, but less than six per
cent of total inquiries for fiscal year 1972. Lack of
physical access to FXC*s by tie-line citiaens would account
for part of this difference. The remainder may be due to
differences in publicity between primary and tie-line
cities* and because active solicitation of inquiries by FZC
personnel is concentrated in primary FXC cities. To the
extent* therefore* that the program does not reach all
people equally* it does not serve all equally.
In tie-line cities* FZC telephone numbers are adver-
tised as toll-free. This is not the case with telephone
numbers of federal agencies located in primary FIC cities.
When a call is received from a tie-line city and requires
referral* centers either transfer the call to the appropri-
ate agency or tell the inquirer he will be called back by
the agency concerned. Should it be impossible to transfer
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the incoming call upon receipt, or should an agency not
return the call within the expected time* a tie-line
citisen la faced with making a toll telephone call for the
information he needs.
frpffraji Today
As of November 1, 1972* the program consists of
centers in 36 metropolitan areas and tie-lines to 37 addi-
tional cities.
Centers receive citisen inquiries through face-to-
face contact* telephone and letters. Letter inquiries
constitute a small percentage of inquiries. About half the
inquiries received are answered completely by PIC staff;
the remainder are referred to other agencies. Almost half
the inquirers say their local telephone directory was the
source of information about the program. About one- fourth
of the inquirers have used FXC services before. Most
inquirers do not know the appropriate agency to contact
when they call an FXC.
Inquiries pertain to a large number of agencies sad
offices* with no one agency clearly dominating the others*
although the Department of the Treasury (ZR8) and Department
of Health* Education and Me Ifare head the list. There are
seasonal and geographic variations in the level of inquiries
and agencies to which they pertain. Referrals to these
agencies are accurate and responses to inquiries are
generally satisfactory.
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Subject natter of inquiries covers s vide spectrum
of topics. Business-related inquiries account for almost
one-third of the total. A large portion of "personal"
inquiries deal with economic natters* e.g.* taxes* govern-
ment employment* personal finance* social security*
consumer complaints* and the like*
Based on inquiry subjects* one can speculate as to
the people and groups who make use of the FXC program. On
the one hand* there are relatively few inquiries concerning
minority group problems* welfare and social services* dis-
crimination and other related matters. On the other hand*
people concerned with their businesses* with foreign travel
as private citiasns* hobbies and recreation* and with income
tames are probably not from among the economically deprived
or disadvantaged groups either in society as a whole or in
the large metropolitan areas served by the program. The
nature of inquiries seems to imply that people are concerned
primarily with their own private lives* finances and occupa-
tions. As Walter Lippmann points out* people have little
time'—or inclination—to devote attention to matters outside
their personal worlds.
Albuquerque* Mew Mexico* has the smallest population
of any city with its own F1C. There are smaller cities with
tie-lines* but none with a center. There are 32 SMSA'e in
the continental United States which have neither a center
nor a tie-line but which have greater populations than
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Albuquerque. Based on population alone, there are many
Metropolitan areas which qualify for centers* Whether
these cities have sufficient federal agencies to warrant a
center was not determined.
The General Services Administration reports that
the program reaches about 50 per cent of the U. 8. popula-
tion, using 1970 census data for Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areas, the program is available to about 48 per
cent of the continental U. S. population, and about 47.5
per cent of the entire population. Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areas include the entire county in which a city
is located and adjacent counties metropolitan in character
and economically and socially integrated with the county of
4
the primary city. Thus* 8MSA statistics may include areas
which do not have toll-free telephone access to an F2C and
limited physical access—depending on the configuration of
the 8MSA sad extent of toll-free telephone service between
a city and its surroundings* In terms of toll-free tele-
phone and walk-in access* the program could reach less than
48 per cent of the population. This portion of the popula-
tion is urban and suburban; small cities* towns and rural
areas are excluded for all practical purposes. The program
is more "urban" than "national.
"
The program costs about $1.4 million annually*
shared equally by 16 federal departments and agencies.
Washington officials report they are considering a change
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which will obtain more funds from more than the 16
agencies. This is desirable and logical. For one reason,
some agencies receive a relatively large proportion of
inquiries but contribute nothing to the program. The
Department of State, for example* was fourth in number of
inquiries received for fiscal year 1972* but it gives no
financial support to the program. The Small Business
Administration received only 1.6 per cent of the inquiries
for fiscal year 1972 compared to the Department of State's
7.3 per cent* yet it contributed the same as agencies
receiving almost 15 per cent of the inquiries. Since the
centers help advertise* explain and implement the programs
and services operated by the agencies* it follows that
those agencies so benefited should be liable for a portion
of the program's cost. For another reason* some FIC super-
visors report that they do not actively solicit inquiries—
and thus do not bring the program to all who may have need
of it—because present level of inquiries tax the ability
of center staff to handle them. More money would permit
hiring more people*
The General Services Administration pays a share of
the program's cost equal to 15 other agencies* but this
does not include custodial services* furniture* utilities*
mail and distribution expenses and more. One GSA Regional
Director of Business Affairs estimates that about one-half
of his time is spent on FIC-related matters. This portion
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of his salary* and salaries of otter officials not part of
ths program but who give assistance of various types, is
not included in direct costs. GSA contributes sore than an
equal share for operating the prograw.
In general, the prog rait is ureter-publicised. That
ths program is potentially available to almost 50 per cent
of the population is correct; that it reaches this propor-
tion of the public is not. There is much variation between
cities as to how often and how well the program is
publicised, and how actively centers bring the program to
more people and solicit inquiries. GSA provides regional
directors with publicity materials and guidance, but it is
up to local officials and the centers themselves to publi-
cise the program. Some centers have ambitious programs in
this rsspectf others do not. One might assume that the
number of inquiries received by a center should be roughly
proportional to the sise population served. That these
figures do not match supports the idea that publicity and
initiative vary between centers. Table 13 lists the 11
largest cities with centers* and their ranking for fiscal
year 1972 in total inquiries received, out of 35 centers.
Reluctance to publicise the program outside cities
served because this may prompt telephone calls from outside
toll-free areas is understandable. But properly worded and
targeted publicity might offset this potential disadvantage.
Outside the immediate areas served, centers could be
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advertised as points of contact for Latter inquiries only.
Evan though citisens may not have physical or fraa tele-
phone access to a center, it may be valuable to know of an
agency in a nearby city to which citisens could write with
some assurance that their letters will reach the appropri-
ate agencies. There are many businesses* institutions and
private organisations with Wide Area Telephone Service
(WATS) which have toll-free access to centers* if they knew
of the service. Many organisations—and even citisens—may
consider it worth the cost of a toll call to Obtain badly
needed information. Businessmen* farmers and professional
men who make toll telephone calls as legitimate business
expenses may deduct the cost of such calls from their
itax.
TABLE 13
RAJBOHa BY INQUIRIES OP TUB SZJ5VSS LARGEST CITIES WITH FIC'S
Cities in Order of Population Ranking by Inquiries
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Failure to publicise the program outside the
metropolitan areas served or to briny it to all citisens
even within the areas served is in essence depriving those
excluded citisens of their right to public information. A
report of a study of public information by the government
of Sweden points out that for information on rights sad
obligations* government decisions* laws and social services*
".
. • every individual involved should enjoy the same
standard of information* irrespective of whether or not it
coots more or is technically more difficult to reach
certain people. The obligation of government to inform
its citisens and the right of those citisens to the infor-
mation government possesses is discussed in Chapter I. To
the extent that citisens have a right to certain categories
of Information produced by government* that right is shared
equally. Government has* therefore, an obligation to
ensure that all citisens have equal access to this informa-
tion. Equal availability of the mechanisms for obtaining
information is important to this goal. Failure to provide
access to FZC services to citisens outside the cities
served or to certain groups within areas served deprives
some citisens of the tools or mechanisms necessary to avail
themselves of Information and other services to which they
are entitled. In practice* the principle that every citisen
has equal right to the same information cannot always be
>lied with for technical and economic reasons* but it is
I*
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a goal which government is obligated to pursue,
GSA's pamphlet advertising the progr era, issued
August 1972* waa overdue. Granted* any earlier pamphlet
would have been outdated the moment it was distributed due
to the frequency with which centers opened* but a pamphlet
describing the purpose and functions of the centers has
long been needed. Even this first one doss not list the
facirssmnto FXC which opened in October 1972, The pamphlet
gives area codes for PIC telephone numbers—a practice
which could prompt telephone calls from outside to11-free
areas. The pamphlet says most PIC* a have a bilingual
capability* which is not correct, Zt also saya* "If you do
not speak English* the centers can still help," Chances
are that people who do not speak English do not read
English, But despite these minor faulta* the pamphlet
fills a real need.
Publicity for Government Printing Office and
Consumer Product Information publications is not within the
responsibility of the PIC Coordinator, For the PIC
programs* most responsibility and authority for publicity
is decentralised to regional directors and the centers
themselves. In this situation* the Coordinator cannot
direct* only urge* encourage* coordinate and guide.
The Advertising Council* an organisation supported
by the various associations in the advertising industry*
individual advertisers* agencies and advertising media*
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public service advertising campaign* on behalf of
government, organisations and private individuals. Recent
campaigns have included forest fire prevention, aid to
higher education, nental retardation, traffic safety*
savings bonds and youth fitness. The assistance and
expertise of such an organisation in publicising the pro*
gram and bringing F2C services to the maximum number of
citisens possible should not be overlooked.
The study data reported in Chapter V seen to
indicate that publicising the program through local tele-
phone directories is well justified. This does not neces-
sarily indicate that mass media publicity is unwarranted,
since the role and effects of the media are unclear.
Perhaps publicity which directs attention toward the exis-
tence of the program, and toward telephone directories as
means for obtaining service—coupled with easily remembered
slogans or symbols, would be an effective combination.
The data also indicate that word-of-mouth publicity,
other federal agencies, telephone operators and "point of
purchase advertising are valuable. Thus, letters and pam-
phlets to "opinion leaders "—heads of civic, private and
religious groups—pamphlets and posters in federal and non-
federal offices, close relations with telephone company
officials, and conspicuous signs in the vicinity of the
centers would seem to be warranted. The program is an ideal
speech topic for presentation by FIC employees and local
Ml
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officials to civic and service groups.
The FZC program doss not simply dispense informa-
tion to the public j FIC's wait to be asked. Only citisens
whs have problems or need information juxi Know of the
program derive benefit from it. Publicity is critical to
the accomplishment of the program's goals.
Officials state they are currently considering
foreign language radio spots* a toll-free* state-wide
telephone number for the TIC 3. and establishment of an PIC
in Washington* D. C. All of these proposals seem warranted.
Foreign language publicity is necessary if the program is
to reach those citisens outside the normal channels of
communication. Precedent for a Washington* D. C. * informa-
tion center dates back to President Roosevelt's administra-
tion* although—as program officials point out—there are a
number of important questions to be resolved before a
Washington* B. C.« center becomes a reality.
Federal Communications Commissioner Kicholas
Johnson recently proposed that the government establish free
telephone service from citisens to federal agencies in
Washington* D. C. A system called "inward WATS* Johnson
says* could and should be implemented to allow citisens
nationwide to contact* to11- free* government officials who
can answer citisen questions and solve problems. It appears
that Johnson is unaware of the Fie program and the fact that
it already provides a portion of the service he advocates to
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a large portion of the population. It nay ba far mora
practical to terminate inward WAT8 telephone lines at FIC'a
around the country than to provide every citizen toll-free
telephone service direct to Washington* D. C. • an Johnson
suggests. Johnson indicates the cost of providing free
telephone service to Washington, L«. C. * would he in excess
of 92.5 million annually. The cost of implementing such a
service within the FZC program is unknown? besides the cost
of telephone service* more personnel would be required.
KvalustiQn jbJLJJ
An evaluation of the W1C program is difficult. It
is mors effective than no program at all* but beyond this
there is no standard against which the program's performance
can be compared. Program officials judge the program to be
effective on the basis of the few complaints received and
on the level of inquiries. But many persons do not complain
even when given cause* The level of inquiries is a valid
index of effectiveness when compared against some standard*
e.g.* how many inquiries **gV the program handle if all
centers operated at peak efficiency* were all highly publi-
cised* etc. The volume of inquiries now received may be
far less than the program's potential even with existing
personnel and facilities.
Among the individual centers there is much variation
in inquiry levels? the effectiveness of individual centers
can be judged in terms of inquiries per unit of population
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served since other centers provide s standard, for
en—pie, overall the program receives one inquiry for about
every 20 persons served* or 50 inquiries per 1*000 popula-
tion served. But one FJC receives one inquiry for every
three persons served or 330 per 1*000 population* while
another receives one inquiry for every 97 or 13 per 1*000
population served. Thus* one could say the program is less
effective than it could be in the sense that variations
between centers night be reduced* and the overall inquiries
received per unit population served night be increased*
Other than lack of complaints and inquiry level* no
evaluation of the program's effects or effectiveness has
been conducted by Washington* D. C* officials* To some
extent* the data in this thesis can be used as a starting
point or standard against which future performance of the
program can be compared*
The program can be examined in terms of what it was
designed to do* Based on documents initiating the program*
its basic purpose is to help citizen* find their way through
the mass of government agencies* and by this to improve
service to the public* Data indicate that almost two-thirds
of the people using the service do not know the correct
agency to contact to help them with their questions and
problems* Without a program* some of these might never
have reached the correct office* In this respect* the pro-
gram does aid citizens to locate the agencies needed* and it
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help people through the mass of government organisa-
tion and functioning* According to the feasibility study
reported in Chapter IZZ which preceded opening of the first
FXC, at least one out of 20 of these inquiries would never
have reached the right agency. Alfred J. Kahn*s Hew York
City study reported in Chapter XX indicated that* without
as agency such as an FXC, one-third of all inquiries and
without conclusive answers* and the rest take about three
and one-half telephone calls to get the necessary informa-
tion from the correct agency.
One can also examine the complete government-
citisen communication cycle of which the program is a part.
Centers provide an accessible* available upward communica-
tion link for citisens to speak with government. Tor those
inquiries which centers answer completely* the program
completes the communication cycle. For inquiries referred
to other agencies* completion of the link is left to others.
Based on the data in Chapter V* this link* too* is generally
well-completed, although there is no standard for compar-
ison. Whether this completed cycle improves service to the
public as the program was designed to do is difficult to
assess. Assuming that without a program fewer citisens
would reach the appropriate agencies* and based on the data
in Chapter V* one can conclude that the program improves
service to the public in that it makes service more accessi-
ble and brings service to more people. Quality of that
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service is another natter. But* if responses to the
question concerning how well inquiries are answered by
federal agencies are valid* then the quality of this service
is food. Ho evidence is available to indicate whether
quality has improved or not with the advent of the FXC
program.
It is interesting that as part of the study
reported in Chapter V* a number of FIC personnel reported
that many inquirers were very satisfied and favorably
impressed with the "call-back" to determine if their ques-
tions had been satisfactorily answered. The value of such
a simple technique to both enhance attitudes toward the
government and to help ensure the quality and completeness
of information provided oitiaens should not be overlooked.
One wight also ask whether the program brings
government and citisens closer together as advertised. If
the program helps citisens find their way among the maae of
federal agencies and programs* helps citisens take advantage
of benefits available to them* and aids in telling citisens
what government is doing for them* there may be differences
in attitudes toward the government between citisens served
by the program and those not served* and among citisens in
an area before and after the program came on the scene. A
study to examine this aspect of the program failed to show
significant attitudinal differences between those served by
the program and those not served* and differences within a
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population before end after the program began.
These results, however, are inconclusive to indi-
cate that the progress either has or has had no effect. The
data are Insufficient and insensitive to measure the neces-
sary variables while controlling all others. Zt is not
illogical to assume that citisens who receive answers to
their questions* solutions to their problems* information*
services and benefits frost the government—by using the FIC
services—will be more favorably disposed toward the source
of that assistance. Conditioning and social learning
theory support the concept that the source of gratification
is perceived more favorably by the receiver after gratifi-
cation takes place. 1 These theories not only imply that
eitisen attitudes toward the government will be enhanced
through the process of receiving useful information from
the government* but that use of this service should be
repeated.
Despite the lack of evidence that the program
enhances attitudes* the program does have an important role
in the governs*nt-eit 1sen communication link. Evidence
supports the idea that centers are effective contact points
—or communication terminals—between government and
citisens. The centers act as tools for citisens to pene-
trate the mass of federal agencies* they serve to remove
artificial restrictions on the flow of information* and
enhance the positive flow of information from government to
citisens. The program aids in "targeting" government
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information in that only those oitleans in need of Informa-
tion ask for it* but it does not reach all those in need or
all those who have a right to such information.
For "low-level" information, the "where do I ... ,
who can help me ... * what is the number for • • •
"
inquiries* centers effectively complete the government"
citisen communication cycle. For higher level information*
e.g.* information on regulations* procedures* programs and
services* the centers are an important link in the communi-
cation cycle, providing a positive upward channel* and
enhancing the likelihood of downward communication through
referral to the proper agencies. Centers act as nerve
centers* receiving impulses from the public and redirecting
them to the appropriate response organs* enhancing the
likelihood of response* but neither guaranteeing it nor
ensuring its quality.
Scott M. Cut lip says those ere generally agreed
upon objectives for a continuing public relations program
11in governments
- To win consent for new lawa and new reforms
dictated by the needs of an ever-changing* technological
society*
- To overcome apathy and bewilderment toward new
and complex functions of government;
- To keep the citisen informed of the services and
functions provided so he may participate and gain full
benefit from them;
- To provide the citisen usable devices for relaying
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his views and opinions to ths administrator without employ-
ing intermediaries?
- To interpret public opinion to the law enforce*
sat agencies so that regulations will be realistic and
iptable;
- To crystallise public sentiment and pmv the way
for noncoercive compliance?
* To build a reservoir of support for an agency*
The TXC program as an entity falla short of fully
qualifying as a "public relations 1* program in thia sense*
but it is a valuable and necessary channel of communication*
—an intermediary—between the public and the agencies
charged with meeting these objectives* It does not accom-
plish these goals directly* it only enhances the ease and
efficiency with which other agencies may pursue these
objectives.
Feedback is not a stated purpose of the program*
but it has that potential. The nature of inquiries
received* publications requested or distributed* and the
agencies receiving inquiries indicate what people are con-
cerned with* what information they need* and who should
provide that information. It is difficult for this study
to conclude what are the specific needs and concerns of
citisens* and the agency action to be taken to meet these
needs. The way to do this is to examine inquiries received*
by type and agency concerned* and evaluate theee inquiries
in terms of agency services and information about those
services* nationally and regionally. Such an evaluation is
M
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not simple, and centers do not now collect and report the
required information. But the centera exist and they can
obtain the data. Failure of federal agenciea to recognise
and uae this source of information says little for their
interest in ascertaining the needs of those they serve and
in meeting those needs. Traditional public information
programs emphasise the quantity of information poured out-
ward with little regard for the information needs of
citisens. The FJDC program represents a valuable source of
untapped information. If the failure of government to
reepond to the needs of its citisens is a cause of the
malaise in society as some scholars contend, this failure
may be attributed in part to government's failure to recog-
nise and use information available to enhance that response,
The initiative for requeating and using such
information rests with agencies served and with officials
at a higher echelon than those directly concerned with the
FZC program. This thesis is a sample of the vast amount of
data which can be derived from the program—data useful for
a variety of purposes. One employee at the national level,
with limited authority, simply does not have the time to
thoroughly analyse and use the information now available,
much less additional data, especially that available
through some system of feedback.
Beyond nonpurposive feedback, the centers are
potential sources of purposive, solicited feedback as well.
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Although the Philadelphia listening post experiment
failed, there appear to be logical reaeons why it did. As
a channel for citizen complaints, suggestions and comaente
to government, the centers are uniquely appropriate,
provided the feedback program is properly designed, publi-
cised locally, and supported nationally. The importance of
such feedback, coupled with the availability of the centers
to collect it and government's need to devise ways to be
more responsive to those it serves, justifies another
listening post experiment.
Use of the centers as channels for overt feedback
does not replace more traditional forms of feedback through
legislators, agencies and opinion surveys, but the program
could be an important supplement* Feedback of the type
obt lined through listening posts would not represent
'public opinion, nor would the people using this communi-
cation channel be representative of the population as a
whole or of the population served by the program. People
who make suggestions or complain to congressmen and other
public officials are not "typical*1 cltisens.
using the 1968 American National Election Study
12data, * only 16 per cent of the sample indicated that they
had ever written or contacted a public official at any level
for purposes of complaining or suggesting* Of this group*
moot resided in suburbs of large cities or in small towns.
Republicans were more likely to contact public officials
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than Democrats or independent*, more wore between the ages
of 38 to 46 than any other age group* over 80 per oent were
high school graduates and mere than one-third had some
college education* over half were professional people*
students or housewives* 70 per cent described themselves as
middle-to-upper class* more than two-thirds were Protestants.
more than half had 1nooses over $10*000 yearly* half were
women and 95 per cent were whites.
Nsvertheless* the FZC program is an available feed-
back channel* an important vehicle for receiving and
forwarding to appropriate authorities complaints* griev-
ances and suggestions from citisens who may not otherwise
know how* where and to whom they may communicate. Just as
the centers are receivers for eitisen questions* directing
inquiries to appropriate agencies for response* they can
perform the same function for complaints and comments. The
addition of this service might not require more staff or
facilities* but would demand more publicity and much
cooperation and support from other agencies and from
federal officials at higher echelons.
That there are things the VIC program might do
beyond what it is now doing is apparent. These do not
necessarily represent corrections for shortcomings* but are
suggestions for expanding the service and for reaching more
people. Certainly they are made without full consideration
of policy* personnel* space and budgetary limitations known
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only to those directly involved in the program, Neverthe-
less, those responsible for the FZC program might consider t
- Adopting a symbol such as the British CAB owl to
represent the program*
- Distributing Washington-oriented posters advertis-
ing the program to all federal, state, city, civic, and
private agencies where they will reach large numbers of
le»
- Distributing foreign language pamphlets on the
program to cities with large foreign language populations;
- Advertising the program outside of cities served
as a point of contact for letter inquiries;
- Advertising the program outside of cities served
on a selective basis for businesses* institutions and
private organisations;
- Arranging with The Advertising Council for a
public service campaign to advertise the program nation-
ally;
- Making a greater effort to publicise the program
in areas served, especially in tie-line cities;
- Encouraging the stocking and distribution of
federal and non-federal forms, applications and brochures
through centers;
- Encouraging the active solicitation of inquiries
by center staff;
- Encouraging active participation of center staff
in community affairs, as members of civic organisations,
speakers, etc.
- Increasing the C6A staff charged with coordinating
the program so that more can be done;
- Encouraging more feedback from the centers on
their promotional techniques, collateral duties, successful
publicity, etc., with a view toward sharing this informa-
tion, discussing problems, standardising operating proce-
dures and enhancing efficiency by a periodic newsletter to
all centers;
- Increasing the number of consumer publications
distributed through centers;
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- Attempting to integrate centers with information
center* of other levels of government;
- Investigating the variations between centers in
types and volume of inquiries* efficiency* initiative and
additional services* with a view toward increasing the
efficiency and service of each center
r
- Using data processing to facilitate the collec-
tion* reporting and analysis of statistical data?
* Conducting periodic surveys to examine the accur-
acy of referrals and accuracy of agency responses to
inquiries* obtaining a large enough sample to permit a
valid center versus center and agency versus agency compar-
ison;
- Conducting periodic surveys to ascertain attitudes
toward government of those served by the program? centers
could survey people who use the program versus those who do
not* with both groups in the same city and controlling
socio-economic and other variables; cities with centers and
those without could be equated in terms of size* location
other factors and then compared* obtaining large enough
)les to permit a city-by-city comparison; centers could
surveys over time using the same basic sample;
- Conducting periodic surveys to learn more about
the people who use this service versus those who do not;
- Establishing another listening post project-
correcting the apparent deficiencies of the Philadelphia
experiment;
- Periodically sampling types of inquiries received)
making reports to principle agencies concerned of "what
people are asking about "—whether the agencies request this
feedback or not;
- Using the centers as distribution points for a
variety of other government information including interpre-
tation and status of legislation* news releases on federal
activities* programs and organisations* and the like;
- Giving the centers a more active role in the
publicising and distribution of Government Printing Office
publications;
- Establishing "sub-centers" as satellites of a
primary FXC. located in ghetto* suburban or rural areas*
either permanently or temporarily (such as during
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tax time), stationary or mobile #
- In general, encourage more "out-reach" and active
solicitation of inquiries, make every effort to bring the
program to those people outside the normal communication
channels* and make more use of the wealth of information now
available and potentially available.
With a little imagination* one can envision the PIC
program of the future. Citizens will contact centers over
video telephones or cable television* Calls will be
electronically transferred to the appropriate agencies
where citizens talk with officials face-to-face over video
display, when an official is unable to talk at the time of
the call, inquiries will be recorded* noting the identifi-
cation of the inquirer's terminal. Responses will be made
by video display or printout* recorded if necessary at the
inquirer's terminal. Citizens will obtain video or printed
indexes of all available government information and publi-
cations* receiving video or printed responses of information
needed with automatic billing to the citizen's account.
Complaints and suggestions will be received on a 24-hour
basis* with automatic indexing and forwarding to appropriate
agencies for reply. Ml inquiries will be automatically
recorded by type* agency, and locality* along with informa-
tion on the inquirer. Summaries of inquiries will be
periodically printed and distributed to officials* legis-
lators and civic leaders* by subject* locality* agency*
program and characteristics of inquirers. Inquiries will be
automatically compared against agency information output*
• i ( *mX5 its*
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indicating gaps in information programs overall, by area
and by demographic characteristics of inquirers. Citizen
satisfaction with information received will be routinely
solicited and reported to the appropriate officials. Agency
efficiency will be continuously monitored and reported.
There are problems in selecting an on-going program
for study, for one thing, there is a potential for change
in any current program which can make the normally diffi-
cult task of research more difficult. Second, there are
problems in obtaining information on current programs.
Many questions may not be answered because of someone's
reluctance to divulge information which might in some way
reflect adversely on the program. Finally, programs which
deal with sensitive subjects like current government
information or are being examined during an election year
pose unique problems.
Conducting research in cooperation with a public or
private agency can cause difficulties in the sense that the
agency may be reluctant to examine some aspects of the
problem or may insist on examining aspects not important to
the research. Yet, if cooperation is essential, it may be
necessary to modify the research objectives or limit the
questions of interest. Cooperation will normally be
extended only if the study does not interfere with the pro-
gram's functioning and if the research promises to be of
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value to the agency.
Secondary analysis of existing research data often
rs to be a shortcut for examining variables not
considered in the original research* Despite the quantity
and availability of various types of data, it is difficult
to isolate and control variables of interest for a study
unrelated to the original. Existing data is often a poor
substitute for original research despite savings in money
and time. This is not to say that all existing survey data
is of no value for secondary analysis! only that it is rare
when existing data provide all the necessary information
and controls fior a subsequent examination, an existing
study which comes close to the design and variables of
intersst Cor a secondary study may simply not come close
enough. The attractiveness of existing data is too often
influenced more by availability than suitability.
Whether original or existing data, there is diffi-
culty in doing effective research on attitudes. Opinion
surveys which measure specific responses to specific ques-
tions at specific times fall to get at latent attitudes
present but not elicited • at incremental, cumulative changes
in attitudes that must reach some threshold before measure-
ment is possible i and they fail to exclude effects of
dominant attitudes which mask less-salient ones. When
examining effects of information programs, not only must
•so isolate the attitudes of interest and devise means for
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Maturing them amidst a wealth of others* but "information"
itaslf oust bo examined by type and level. One needs to
consider what information affects what attitudes at what
level in what ways and if and how these effects can be
measured. It may be that some types of information at some
levels simply do not affect attitudes in the usual sense*
but must be combined with other typos of information or
activities to have an observable effect*
It is clear that "communication" and •feedback are
mot processes that can be examined as finite* homogeneous
categories. It is easy to make generalisations about
responsibility for "communication" and the need for "feed-
back* " but there are many different typos of communication
sad information* serving different purposes* for different
audiences* at different levels of awareness and activity*
just as feedback can bo subtle or obvious* of different
types* operating at different levels* and of differing value
to the receiver. To say that a program provides effective
communication and feedback* one must specify for whom* at
what level and for what purpose.
Most information programs do not have designed into
them mechanisms and criteria for evaluating effects and
effectiveness*. That such programs exist* that funds con-
tinue and that the programs appear to bo doing something
are often considered sufficient evidence of effectiveness.
heeearchers must first define effectiveness in the context
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of the program and than daviaa means to measure it.
Standards for comparison ara often nonexistent. Uaa of
different yardsticks can yield different results. There
are different levele of operation to consider. To judge
whether the coat of a program is warranted by ita accom-
plishments* one must define and measure accomplishments.
To judge whether a program contributes to attainment of an
organisation's goals* one must identify goals* To judge a
program in terms of what it is supposed to accomplish, one
must knew what it was designed to do* what it can be
expected to do with resources provided and if these func-
tions are reasonable to expect of the program. Too often
the goals or purposes of a program are not explicitly
stated or are so general and ambiguous that evaluation is
impossible.
Research in journalism and in public relations in
particular has generally emphasised the outflow of informa-
tion at the expense of upward communication* or feedback.
Studies of feedback have generally been concerned with more
traditional* obvious forms such ae complaints* requests and
suggestions. The more subtle* lesa traditional types of
feedback deserve further examination t the forms this infor-
mation can take* how it can be recognised* what translation
or "decryption'* is necessary for it to be useful, and how
and to what it can be applied. It ia clear that there are
many types of feedback* that some channels are mora
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appropriate to some types of feedback than others* that all
feedback la not claarly recognised as such and that sons
types of people originate feedback of certain types while
ethers do not.
There is much to be learned about the role of
information-advice-referral agencies as links in the commun-
ication cycle between an organisation and its publics* as
information-coordinating mechanisms* as channels for feed-
back in all its varieties* as devices for aiding the attainr
sent of public information objectives* as tools for bringing
information end services to those in need* and for reaching
those citisens outside normal channels of communication and
feedback* In an era when more information is becoming more
available to more people at more contact points via more
channels of communication* when demands for information are
ore articulate and Information needs are becoming
apparent* the potential of such agencies is great.
Conclusion
My hypothesis was that the federal Information
Center program provides effective channels of two way
communication between citisen and government. The hypothesis
is confirmed, but with qualification. The program does not
serve all those citisens it could and should. Zt does not
provide all the services it could* nor does it provide
services uniformly to all citisens to whom it is available.
At one level* the program completes the government-citisen
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communication cycle. At a higher lew I, it is * communica-
tion channel from citiaena to agenciee from which informa-
tion is needed. It is an effective downward channel in
that centers answer on* inquiries completely and advise
eltissns where other inquiries can be answered* It is an
upward channel in that it is a point of contact for citisen
inquiries and it enables those citisens to reach the
appropriate agencies. As a channel for feedback to govern-
ment # the program's potential is untapped. Honpurpoaive
feedback is readily available; purposive feedback could bo
In short* the program meets a real need and provides
a valuable service. But it could do
«1 mmm MNtfft .vl***** a* *i *x .5*^ mX «•!,
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A SAMPLE Or HWERE8TXMG INQUIRIES REPORTED
BY FIC SUPERVISORS
1. Hov does ay son get into the study of acupuncture?
(Cleveland)
2* How do X arrange for obtaining a whale's heart from
Japan for my science class? (Philadelphia)
3* Bow do you become a lobbyist with the House of
Representatives? (Philadelphia)
4. Did you see my wife? (Newer*)
5. How do I get sty alligator out of the country?
(Baltimore)
6. Did you see a little man with a little blue shirt on
with the shirttail hanging out going down the
tilescalator losing his pants look ng for somesee?
(Baltimore—they did)
7, This man asked me things and had no prudentials—"is
this legal? (Baltimore)
8* A couple approached the P2C with a copy of their
marriage license in Greek and wanted it translated
into English to ascertain what it actually said, (maw
York)
•• Where can X get a coffin just like President
Eisenhower's? (Los Angeles)
10. Where can X get an inspection of sea urchins for
export? (Los Angeles)
11. X would like to speak with "uncle Sam. (Pittsburgh)
12. Could you give me the names of everyone who works for
the federal Government? (Pittsburgh)
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13. X plowed op dead bodies of soldiers killed during the
Civil War. I want to rebury them legally j who should
I contact? (St. Louis)
14* If the worst gets out of a Mexican jumping bean* will
it hurt my shrubs? (St. Louis)
15* The mother of a 20-year-old girl called to inquire
which state her daughter should visit on her vacation;
the decision was to be based oa which state had the
lowest minimum age for purchasing liquor.
(Minneapolis)
16. A woman inquired whether rabies shots were required to
ester Canada from the United States. When the regula-
tions for taking animals into Canada were explained*
the woman replied that she had no dog but was
concerned about shots for herself. (Portland)
17. An irate man called to report that there was no meat
in his 20-cent McDonald's hamburger. (Portland)
16* Zs there an embargo on importing bananas from Iceland?
(Fort Worth)
19. A woman inquired about the location of the Immigration
Office because her husband wanted to be neutralised.
(tort North)
20. la marijuana good for high blood pressure? (Honolulu)
21. Bow do I start a political party? (Honolulu)
22. Is it illegal to import pornography? (Honolulu)
23. What kind of help do you need—I read the little block
in the phone book where you advertised "Used More
Help?" and I just wondered what kind you were looking
for. (Atlanta)
24. X want that office out on Cleveland Avenue. I don't
know what office it is—they told me to call you and
find out. (Atlanta)
25. What are you going to do about these cats in my base-
ment? They are spreading fleas all over my house.
(Atlanta)
24. I just want to talk to somebody in the Army who can
tell me what's going on. (Atlanta)
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27. Internal Revenue is looking for »e~where do X find
them? (Atlanta)
28. Who do Z talk to about a change in marital status?
(Atlanta)
29. A woman had lost a page in her
which had a song on it she liked and wanted the FIC to
give her the words to it. (Atlanta)
30. I want to talk to that man who used to be over in that
corner back in 1942. Be used to help me with my tax
returns* (Atlanta)
31. I'd like to get in touch with a federal alcoholic.
(Atlanta)
32. X want the Office of the United States of America
Government. (Atlanta)
33. Xs this where you "settle up" with the Government?
(Atlanta)
34. What office handles the "Fannie Ann Program'*?
(Atlanta)
35. Can you explain this hiekey from IRS that X have to
mail in four times a year? (Atlanta)
3*. X want the Inner Office of the Defender of the
Innocent. (Atlanta)
37. What is the legal drinking age in North Carolina?
Well* how about South Carolina? Well* my goodness.'
What about Louisiana? Halle lujia Baby.* I'm off to
Louisiana.' (Atlanta)
38. What places in the United States would issue a
marriage license to a "gay* couple? (Seattle)
39* To whom do I report sightings of flying saucers?
(Buffalo)
40. I feed my pet rattlesnake live rata and fear he may
get rabies from an infected one. Where may I get a
vaccination for the snake? (Louisville)
41. Where can I buy a buffalo? (Cincinnati)
42. Bow can X renew a birth certificate? (Denver)
sv;
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43. Z would like to get a pamphlet from the Department of
Agriculture called "Gals are Shapelier these Days.
*
(Denver)
44. How can Z buy a surplus tank to frolic around in the
swamp with? (Miami)
45. How do Z go about changing my sex? (Miami)
46. A woman called to find out how much she'd get from
Civil Service when her husband finished dying.
(Miami)
47. Bow many guest rooms are there in the White House?
(Chicago)
48. Where do Z complain about faulty weather reports?
(Chicago)
49. Z found a mouse in my frosen dinner; who do Z call?
(Oklahoma City)
50. Who is the oldest living human in the United States?
The world? (Oklahoma City)
51. A man called to report he hadn't bathed in a week, and
wanted to know where there was a public shower.
(Kansas City)
52. A woman wanted to complain about a supersonic jet
which flew over her house breaking both the sound
barrier and her commode seat. (St. Petersburg)
53. How do Z get rid of an alligator in my private lake?
(St. Petersburg)
54. Where do Z go to adopt Chilean children? (Salt Lake
City)
55. Bow do 1 go about willing money to the united States?
(San Diego)
56. Do you have a remedy for athletes foot? (Houston)
57. How many balloons will one tank of helium fill?
(Hew Orleans)
A woman came to an FZC and reported she had been hired
by the federal government but forgot where she was
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59. My wife is taking intervenous feeding. Her bottle*
ax« empty. Would you •end im a few bottles? (Mew
Orleans)
60. X need to talk to someone who can explain the devalua-
tion of the dollar because a 10% surcharge was put on
an its* coming in from another country but which was
purchased months ago before the devaluation of the
dollar* (Mew Orleans)
"-» »• k^XST « ^-j^^)«--2-j
ft*
appempxx b
WOMDXMQ Or SURVEY QtBMTXOm*
i. fivirvftyn far 1964. 1966 and 197Q
People like dm don't have any say about What the
government doea*
Responses! Agree - Disagree
Voting ia the only way that people like me have any
aay about how the government runa things.
seat Agree - Disagree
politice and Government aeea so complicated
that a person like ma can't really uaderatand what 'a
going on.
Responses* Agree - Disagree
2 don't think public official* care much what people
like me think*
Responses* Agree ~ Disagree
How much of the time do you think you can trust the
government in Washington to do what ia right— just
about always* most of the time* or only some of the
time?
Response s» Alwaya - Moat of the time - Soma of
the time - Hone of the time
Do you think that people in the government waste a lot
of money we pay in tamaa* waste some of it* or don't
waste very much of it? (Mot asked in 196a)
Mot much - Some - A lot
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vtould you say that people like you have quite a lot of
say about what the government does* or that you don't
have much say at all?
Response st Have a lot to say - Don't have much
to say
would you say that voting is the only way that people
like you can have any say about the way the government
runs things* or that there are lots of ways that you
can have a say?
Response 9 1 lots of ways - Voting only way - Mo
way to have a say
Mould you say that politics and government are so
complicated that people like you can't really under-
stand what's going on* or that you can understand
what's going on pretty well?
»st Can understand - Can't understand
Mould you say that most public officials care quite a
lot about what people like you think* or that they
don't care much at all?
Responses: Care - Don't care
How much of the time do you think you can trust the
government in Washington to do what is right—just
about always* most of the time* or only some of the
Responses! Always * Most of the time - Some of
the time - Hone of the time
Do you think that people in the government waste a lot
of the money we pay in taxes* waste sons of it* or
don't waste very much of it?
Responses! Hot much - Some - A lot
in
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